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Preface

“For those policy people that stick with it in the public sector I often ask them after a few years if their views of the policy process have changed. The invariable response is that the reality differs from the texts.

“People describe to me policy processes constituted not by order and rationality but by uncertainty, interpretation, contested meaning, power, volatility, compressed views of time and space and partial information... practitioners are confronted with constant paradoxes.”

Uncertainty, interpretation, contested meaning, power, volatility, compressed views of time and space, and partial information are the observations, beliefs, and struggles that inform this thesis. This thesis spans the gap between two spheres that, as this epigraph suggests, are often in tension with one another. The public sector, or life beyond academia, is often inconsistent with what scholars discover and cite in their academic texts. Academic work is similarly distant from many of the realities of practice. In the case of this thesis, those two worlds come together in what many would call a community-based research project.

For the purposes of this inquiry, I am the researcher and Maine People’s Alliance is the community partner. Although I do not inherently like the strong, slightly hierarchical relationship implied by the titles of “researcher” and “community partner,” these terms

---

make it easy to identify the general roles assumed by the central contributors to this thesis. That said, I would like to emphasize a two things. First, collaborative research is far more nuanced than these distinctions suggest. Second, co-constructed knowledge is powerful and legitimate. These beliefs inform how I approach this collaborative thesis.

There are multiple ways this to name this collaboration, some of which include community-informed research, Participatory Action Research, Science Research, or Action Research. Despite the variety in names, these various disciplinary approaches to research have two things in common, both of which are relevant to this inquiry. First, they emphasize the salience of collaboration. Second, they illustrate the central tension of the divide between academia and reality. As seen throughout this inquiry, the academic world generally has a desire to name, explain, and understand phenomena of the practical world, whereas the rest of the world is intent on doing.

As an undergraduate senior on the cusp of her graduation, I came to this thesis because of my desire to do. I was eager, in the most genuine of ways, to pull academia from its incubator in Ladd Library and track some mud into Pettengill Hall from the streets of Lewiston. I followed in the footsteps of every academic who is interested in the way the world really works, and I have learned countless lessons about expectations, communication, persistence, honesty, and the transformative power of experience. Because of Maine People’s Alliance, I have a thesis. This thesis just happens to be a little different than some, because it is ensconced in the grey area between organizational practice and academic inquiry.

C.S.E.
Lewiston, Maine
March 18, 2012
Introduction

“Justice has changed.
If there’s a problem,
you look to the poor,
the people on welfare.
Then they give to the rich.”

-New member at the Lewiston MPA canvass follow-up meeting
February 9, 2012

In typical conceptions of the political process, legislators and executives make decisions, interest groups and citizen lobbyists influence decisions, and the American people receive decisions. A web of bureaucratic procedures, good intentions, colluded motives, and, perhaps, uninformed opinions connect these communities in action, debate, and allegiance. These factors have intersected in politics for centuries to create complicated arrangements of interdependent relationships. Politics is about who gets what, when, and how, but it is also about the relationships between different people who get different things at different times and through different processes. One of the ways to express those relationships is through stories. In the typical plot, protagonists and antagonists come into conflict over some issue, tension grows between the characters as they pursue solutions to the conflict, and a more-or-less satisfying, but generally final, resolution ties up the loose ends.

---

2 In this context, the term “American” means people living in the United States of America, regardless of their citizenship status.
People think about the world through stories. In the above quotation, the new MPA member identifies a problem (unfair treatment), names actors (poor people and rich people), and subtly implies a solution (better distribution of wealth). The speaker also cues images of a justice-monger in tight who steals from the rich and gives to the poor with neither pause nor remorse. Through these narrative elements, the speaker identifies the problems of today, presents a vision for a better future, and implies the urgency of getting there. This is a powerful argument for political change. At the same time, however, this quotation is just one individual’s interpretation of the world. What would it mean for an organization—or, better yet, a movement—to express its vision through a narrative?

Conservatives have a narrative: government is so big that it intrudes on our individual liberties, corrupts our morals, and prevents our country from prospering. According to conservatives, we can solve these problems by lowering taxes, limiting government, and regulating morality. This is obviously just one interpretation of what is best for the country, however. Who is telling the other side of the story? This is a question that progressive organizations have been asking for years.

Maine People’s Alliance (MPA), a progressive community advocacy group, is just one example of the many organizations that incorporate narrative development into their campaigns for progressive change. MPA is a membership-driven, multi-issue organization that draws support and motivation from over 32,000 members throughout Maine. These members collaborate with MPA on a wide range of progressive issues that include universal healthcare, corporate accountability, toxics use reduction, affordable housing, clean elections, voting rights, civic engagement, and more. MPA has been on the forefront of
political organizing in Maine for the last thirty years, and it enjoys state and national recognition for its expansive organizing efforts.

One of MPA’s current campaigns is narrative development. As I discuss throughout this thesis, narrative has significant implications for achieving lasting progressive change. MPA is interested in the ways that they can link intentional narrative development with direct political change, particularly in the context of policymaking. Narrative development makes high demands on the limited practical resources of organizations like MPA, however, and there are numerous questions about the appropriate relationship between membership and leadership in organizations that work on narrative. These tensions are joined by a third observation about the endless variety of ways in which people and organizations interpret reality. These tensions create somewhat hostile ground for narrative development, as it is daunting to imagine a coherent vision for political change that accommodates the varied needs of members, leaders, and Mainers.

That said, MPA has not shied away from the question of narrative development. The organization is dedicated to developing a framework in which it can situate its political work. This thesis, which accompanies MPA on its plight for a narrative, asks the following question: How does a community advocacy group like MPA facilitate the development of a grassroots political narrative that represents the varied opinions and experiences of its membership while remaining capable of producing lasting political change?

I approach this question in four parts. In Chapter One, I review the literature that introduces and develops the question of narrative. I begin with community organizers and their approaches to narrative because their insights are closely related to the political work that actually happens at MPA. From this initial discussion, I move to a collection of other
scholars to propose language and stories as the constituent elements of an encompassing narrative. Language and stories create an opportunity to unify direct action and worldview development through policymaking, which suggests one possible resolution to the tensions that organizations like MPA navigate in worldview development.

To better understand the ability for narrative to influence the policymaking process, Chapter Two focuses on the variety of ways that scholars study narrative. This discussion begins in the realm of literary analysis, but it gradually approaches politics by following a thread of scholarship that emphasizes the strategic capacity of narrative. After a brief discussion of policy approaches to narrative, this chapter presents the community metanarrative model as a way to approach the various tensions that characterize worldview development.

Chapter Three takes a step back from the theoretical foundation of the first two chapters to examine the approaches MPA has already taken to worldview development. The first sections of this chapter address past work on worldview to better understand the framework in which MPA currently organizes. The later parts of this chapter detail several worldview development activities that I organized with MPA over the course of the year. These observations provide insight into the various tensions that complicate worldview development and suggest the urgency of developing a cohesive progressive narrative.

We return to the community metanarrative model in Chapter Four to discuss the varied success of MPA’s narrative activities. Chapter Four incorporates observations about the three faces of power into a discussion of the various narrative-attentive activities MPA has organized. This does two things: it provides the grounds for a critique of organizational approaches that rely solely on the three faces of power for worldview development, and it
integrates the three faces of power with the community metanarrative model to more effectively accommodate the gamut of tensions that complicate worldview development.

Several tensions develop over the course of this inquiry, all of which shed light on the inherent challenge of worldview development. As we progress through the chapters from conceptions of narrative to forms of analysis and application, we see that tensions between the leadership and membership, distance between practical and ideal organizing strategies, and endlessly variable interpretations of reality have a habit of complicating narrative development. Despite the challenges of this inquiry, we see the persistence with which community organizations like MPA approach narrative. We can rest assured that MPA will not cease to organize until there is nothing left that it wants to change, but it is high time that we join forces to address this problem of narrative development.
Chapter 1: Contextualizing Narrative

My first conversations with staff-people at Maine People’s Alliance (MPA) uncovered the relevance of narrative to their campaign for lasting progressive change. Although nobody at the office could produce a unanimously accepted definition of the elusive term, MPA’s ‘narrative’ is broadly conceptualized as an encompassing story that simultaneously creates and responds to popular understandings of the world. It incorporates individual perspectives, events, policies, campaigns, and injustices into a coherent expression of the world as it is and as it should be. In other words, the narrative is a story that relates individual actions such as policy proposals, legislative campaigns, and candidate endorsements to each other in a single, coherent matrix with which people can identify.

Scholars who analyze community organizing and social movement framing argue that narrative is an essential element of lasting political change. Narratives create contexts in which people understand the world and, consequently, precede political change movements. These scholars approach narrative as the means to an end; political organizations must have a cohesive narrative if they hope to create lasting change. This reasoning, as we see below, renders narrative development distinct from the actual

---

3 Progressivism as an ideology exists both in relation to other political ideologies and as an ideology, itself. The fluidity of this categorization, when considered in tandem with the observation that MPA does not explicitly define “progressive,” has various implications for both the work MPA does as an organization and the clarity of this thesis. MPA’s webpage lists categories of interest (health care, affordable housing, the environment, immigration, worker’s rights, economic justice, racial justice, and democracy; “Issues,” Maine People’s Alliance, https://www.mainepeoplesalliance.org/content/issues.) but does not broadly define its “progressive” work beyond the following statement: “MPA’s purpose is to bring individuals and organizations together to realize shared goals.” (“About MPA,” Maine People’s Alliance, https://www.mainepeoplesalliance.org/about.) I intentionally refrain from imposing a definition on this term and encourage readers to look to Appendix A for more information about MPA’s organizational priorities.
political organizing that groups like MPA do. Although there are lessons to be learned from this approach to political change, it has limited applicability for MPA, an organization that has limited resources to dedicate to an abstract process like narrative development. MPA filters much of its work through various political activities: lobbying legislators, making candidate endorsements, developing policy proposals, and taking positions on legislation. MPA questions whether those direct actions are linked to narrative development. With that in mind, I propose looking more closely at policymaking as a vehicle for simultaneous political change and narrative construction.

To do that, I first expand on what narrative means. I draw insights from community organizers, social movement framing theorists, and scholars of political myth to better understand a variety of approaches to narrative. The observations of these scholars create a foundation upon which to analyze how some scholars already integrate policy and narrative and to argue that policymaking can be a forum for narrative development.

Two Approaches to Narrative

Because of the variety of scholars that studies the abstract idea of narrative, there is some ambiguity in the terms they use. The community organizers, represented by Saul Alinsky, Rinku Sen, and several progressive organizing groups, talk about worldview. Saul Alinsky is a household name and published what many consider the foundational theory of community organizing. Though he generally emphasizes concrete, tangible change over the development of ideology, his argumentation suggests the existence of a larger narrative or
worldview within which community organizers operate. Alinsky argues that if change-makers are to be successful, they cannot be too peripheral to broadly accepted social norms. He suggests that people have associations with those who break with social expectations, so remaining within the realm of socially acceptable behavior will make communication and change-making more successful.

Rinku Sen, a more contemporary organizer who got her start organizing on college campuses in the 1980s, avoids the subtlety of Alinsky’s argument by arguing that organizations must think deeply about their organizational structure if they ever hope to create lasting change. She opens her text with the no-nonsense assertion that conservatives have been on a power trip since the 1970s. Throughout her text, Sen references the intricacies of the conservative infrastructure and discusses the implications this has for people who want to change the status quo. She emphasizes the value of a strong progressive infrastructure that addresses the complexities of social, political, and economic problems while remaining sensitive to the individual experiences of constituent members of those movements.

Consistent with Sen’s observations about the necessity of a strong infrastructure, the Grassroots Policy Project (GPP) promotes strategies with which grassroots movements

---


8 Ibid., 3.
can develop their organizing strategies. GPP has worked both abstractly and concretely on the challenge of narrative development in progressive grassroots organizations. Other ideologically similar groups, such as reNEW Minnesota and TakeAction Minnesota, offer additional insight into the relationship between narrative development and community organizing.

GPP approaches the idea of a well-developed social consciousness through a discussion of power. The organization presents three levels, or faces, of power.\(^9\) The first face is “direct political involvement,” which includes passing specific policies, endorsing particular legislators, or lobbying at certain legislative sessions.\(^10\) The second face is “organizational infrastructure,” which is about the structure of the organization and its capacity to promote an agenda and do political work.\(^11\) These two faces lead to the third face, which focuses on “worldview, culture, myths, stereotypes and values.”\(^12\) GPP argues that the third face, or worldview, helps people understand the world around them.\(^13\) Shifting worldview, especially when worldview is considered a manifestation of culture, is a tool that change-makers must engage when they present their progressive agenda in the face of a dominant or pre-existing worldview.\(^14\)

---

\(^9\) The three faces of power comprise a model that community organizations use to frame their work. This is a slightly unwieldy term that appears throughout the text in a variety of different contexts. Unless otherwise noted, the reader should assume that “the three faces of power” refers to the model as described by the GPP.


\(^11\) Ibid., 2.

\(^12\) Ibid., 2.


\(^14\) Ibid., 2-3.
Social movement framing theorists join the community organizers to discuss the intricacies of social movements and how they organize.\textsuperscript{15} David Snow and Robert D. Benford are known for their research on collective action frames, which they explain as the way social movements position themselves in relation to social issues and political solutions. Their perspective contributes important insight to the practicality of movement building as effected through community organizing.

Social movement framing theorists note that community organizers often exist as foils to more comprehensive or dominant societal frames. Community organizers often have an outsider status; they are outside the dominant power structures, advocate for alternative solutions to social and political problems, and develop an identity through a frame that opposes the mainstream perspective.\textsuperscript{16} According to social movement framing theorists, one of the most successful ways for people to coalesce as a group is by identifying common complaints.\textsuperscript{17} Through common experiences, which result from living in a society with a fairly consistent or influential culture, people develop shared grievances that they want to resolve.

Social movement framing theorists also emphasize the necessity for successful social movements to clearly articulate their positions, problems, and solutions. Developing a “frame” is the social movement equivalent to a narrative or worldview. Frames express

\textsuperscript{15} I do not intend to review the vast literature on either social movement theory or social movement framing theory. Instead, I merely recognize that there are similarities between the worldview of the community organizers and the collective action frames of social movement theorists.


\textsuperscript{17} This type of frame is called the diagnostic frame; people organize around common complaints. There are other types of frames: the prognostic frame allows people to articulate their particular concerns, and the motivational frame creates a context in which people can take action in response to their grievances. Robert D. Benford and David A. Snow, “Framing Process and Social Movements: An Overview and Assessment,” \textit{Annual Review of Sociology} 26 (2000): 614-618.
“the core narrative that underlies everything the movement does.”

They create a context through which the social movement can interpret information, articulate positions, develop campaigns, forge alliances, and mobilize populations. There are countless ways to explain the similarities between social movement framing and the development of a progressive worldview, but they can be summarized by the following: “frames are action-oriented sets of beliefs and meanings that inspire and legitimate the activities and campaigns of a social movement organization.” In other words, frames inspire people toward action. They help people understand issues, relate to issues, and take action to resolve issues.

Overall, community organizers and social movement framing scholars come to a simple, but important, consensus: people tend to congregate around shared beliefs. Those beliefs are often informed by common experiences or complaints, which suggests that societies tend to treat people in ways that are consistent with the societal culture. The common culture of a society creates a dominant understanding or narrative that inevitably affects community organizers and social movements as they promote political change. For progressive change to succeed in the U.S. today, progressives need to develop a worldview or narrative that can counteract the existing story of the conservative Right.

Making the Narrative Happen

Whether it is called a worldview or a collective action frame, a coherent narrative is important and powerful. In contemporary American political society, the conservative

---

19 For more information, see Zemsky and Mann, “Building Organizations”; Snow et al., “Frame Alignment Processes”; and Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements.”
20 Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements,” 614.
Right moderates the dominant narrative. GPP argues that conservatives have taken up values that may be shared by progressives and have framed them in ways that support the conservative worldview. Sen makes a similar claim when analyzing the conservative infrastructure. She further argues that progressives have not dealt with the idea of an overarching narrative or worldview that frames their actions. Instead, she writes, progressives have an “inability or unwillingness to address ideology and organizing.” This makes it difficult for progressives to link important causes across interest groups and creates a rather piecemeal approach to making change. Progressives do not have a particularly coherent ideology, but community organizers and social movement framing theorists have ideas about how to fix that.

Community organizers agree that the dominant narrative or culture has many implications in the linguistic sphere. Alinsky engages in a fairly extensive discussion of language and words, which he intends as a lesson to radicals in language selection. To demonstrate his point, Alinsky argues that the word “power” and the phrase “harnessing the energy” are denotatively equivalent. Despite the fact that they have the same denotative meaning, the two have very different connotative interpretations, which Alinsky discusses at length. He concludes by asserting that radicals must engage with less

22 The authors list equality, fairness, democracy, good government, family, and community as values that are shared between conservatives and progressives but that have been embedded in a conservative worldview. Grassroots Policy Project, “Using Worldview to Build Power,” Grassroots Policy Project, 2.
23 Lakoff makes a similar point: “[Conservatives] have...managed to forge conceptual links in the voters’ minds between morality and public policy ... by carefully working out their values, comprehending their myths, and designing a language to fit those values and myths.” Lakoff, Moral Politics, 19.
24 Alinsky, Rules for Radicals, 49.
inherently controversial words. Though Alinsky poses this tip as a way for radicals to facilitate immediate change on their own terms, he also implies that the narrative determines how words are used. This has larger implications for the worldview discussion, as it suggests that language exists in a web of connotations that the dominant narrative influences.

Because the conservative narrative dominates contemporary society, many words have conservative connotations. Even though conservatives do not have ownership of words such as equality, fairness, democracy, good government, family, and community, GPP argues that all of these words have strong political meaning because of how conservatives use them. For example, a word as simple as “freedom” is linked to individualism, limited government, and free markets. According to Sen, “Conservatives have masterfully crafted language that highlights popular anxieties and values and relates them to [their key] issues.” To talk about any of those “conservative issues” in a way that society will understand, progressives have to use that “conservative language.” For obvious reasons, conservative language does not provide the traction progressives need in order to make change.

So what gives? How do progressives begin to talk about issues that matter when language has already been locked up by conservatives? At the moment, progressives play

25 Alinsky, Rules for Radicals, 49.
26 If I were to truly engage in a critical evaluation of Alinsky’s text, this is where I would suggest the tension between his first point, that radicals must engage with the world as it is, and this second point, that radicals must subvert the language society uses to understand the world. The point of this argument is to establish the relevance of the narrative, however, so I will refrain from further commentary.
29 These issues include, among others, English-only, affirmative action, welfare, multicultural education, unions, abortion, sexuality, and crime. Sen, Stir it Up, 5.
their contortionist card to fit into the “acceptable center” that the Right has defined through its linguistic finesse.\textsuperscript{30} This means using language that has not yet been tainted by the conservative worldview, which leaves little room for progressives to develop their own narrative or worldview. The dearth of politically neutral language only makes the necessity for a worldview even clearer: if the change-makers cannot label themselves, their actions, or their beliefs, it will be difficult to implement any sort of lasting change.\textsuperscript{31} Practically speaking, progressives merely need a broader support base, more sustained campaigns, and a distinct set of terms with which to express facts to the public.\textsuperscript{32} They need to stop using language that cues conservative values, and they must organize. In other words, progressives need to fight a little dirtier for their worldview.

Community organizers argue that a common element of worldview, culture, or narrative is values. Values are extremely controversial because there is no universally accepted way to define them, explain where they come from, justify their eccentricities, or trace them across cultures.\textsuperscript{33} Alinsky writes, “the organizer recognizes that each person or bloc has a hierarchy of values.”\textsuperscript{34} Sen argues that there are core values that shape a society and, conversely, a set of values that could potentially motivate the constituencies that are duped by the dominant narrative.\textsuperscript{35} Out of this confluence of core values comes a

\textsuperscript{30} Ibid., 6.
\textsuperscript{31} Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements.”
\textsuperscript{33} Different people have different values, and I do not want to engage in a debate about what values are justifiable or worthwhile. I merely want to say that values \textit{matter}.
\textsuperscript{34} Although Alinsky does acknowledge the relevance of values, he does so in the context of immediate political change. His interpretation of values is in the context of devising strategies for immediate change, as opposed to worldview development. Thank you to Ben Chin for clarification of this point. Alinsky, \textit{Rules for Radicals}, 76.
\textsuperscript{35} Sen, \textit{Stir it Up}, 7.
“movement orientation”\textsuperscript{36} that frames those values in a coherent story to confront the conservative infrastructure. In other words, progressives will begin to develop their own infrastructure by first understanding their values.

With this in mind, GPP argues that progressives must imagine the world beyond “the way things are.”\textsuperscript{37} According to GPP, the only way for progressives to combat the conservative narrative is to develop an alternative narrative. “You can only fight a paradigm with a paradigm,”\textsuperscript{38} the organization argues. In other words, even though progressives have been hesitant to put forward a worldview, they need one to compete with the conservative Right. With this in mind, the GPP returns to its three faces of power. The organization argues that progressives do a satisfactory job on both the first and second faces of power but do not devote sufficient resources to shifting worldview. The consequence, then, is that progressive movements have not yet reached their potential: “To build power at all levels, we need to challenge the dominant worldview and frame our issue to reflect our broader goals for social change.”\textsuperscript{39} If progressives do not challenge the conservative worldview or more successful frame their issues, they will not be successful in facilitating the type of change they want to make.

Sen sings a similar tune, writing that progressive organizations must develop a “strategic capacity”\textsuperscript{40} to achieve lasting change. She recognizes that contemporary problems are more complicated than ever and that organizing must account for the infinite ways that a single issue can divide the polity. Instead of letting potential supporters divert

\textsuperscript{36} Ibid., 21.
\textsuperscript{37} Grassroots Policy Project, “Using Worldview to Build Power.”
\textsuperscript{38} Ibid., 3.
\textsuperscript{39} Ibid., 3.
\textsuperscript{40} Sen, \textit{Stir it Up}, xvii.
their attention to a single pet issue, Sen argues that progressives must remind their constituents of the ideological framework in which progressive change will actually happen. This means articulating a shared worldview that will shift people back to progressivism.41

To do this, Sen reflects on the process that the conservatives took: "The New Right built itself through a series of economic- and social- policy campaigns that it never gave up on."42 She argues that powerful think tanks fostered connections across powerful institutions and people to make the worldview happen. Her solution for progressive change is threefold: expand support, address issues across campaigns, and find ways to spread the progressive message.43 She writes that through political education and analysis, progressive organizations will develop into social movements that can compete with the conservative Right. Sen provides examples of building membership and creating an action oriented movement through a number of brief case studies, but she remains somewhat silent on the actual process through which the progressive narrative will coalesce. In many ways, she implies that that worldview is byproduct of good organizing and political action.

GPP has a slightly different approach. As an organization, GPP encourages progressive groups to develop specific initiatives that address each of the faces of power. This means organizing direct political action, building the strength of the organization, and shifting worldview.45 GPP also promotes building the strategic capacity of organizations: “What makes a group more able to move to a larger, transformational vision is when they

41 Ibid., 7.
42 Ibid., 5.
43 These include the Heritage Foundation, American Enterprise Institute, the Manhattan Institute, the Hoover Institute, the Cato Institute, and others. Ibid., 3.
44 Ibid., 20.
45 Grassroots Policy Project, “Power and Social Change.”
deliberately create spaces in the life of the organization and develop capacities that bring their practices in alignment with their long-term, transformative social change goals.”

GPP has used this model with several organizations, including ISAIAH, a coalition of faith-based organizations in the Twin Cities of Minnesota. ISAIAH came together to generate thousands of conversations about racism by articulating the coalition’s values, developing long-term strategies for change, linking to issues that would bring new people to the table, and forging long-term partnerships. These activities created a language of race and anti-racism that permeated numerous sectors and became the framework for effective direct political action. In this case, GPP facilitated a shift in race-oriented worldview by directly engaging people in the process.

reNEW Minnesota, another progressive organization, hosted a similar people-driven discussion of values to facilitate worldview development. Thousands of people submitted statements about their personal, political, social, and economic beliefs. reNEW Minnesota analyzed and catalyzed every submission to develop two lists: one had positive statements about what the membership supported, and the other had negative statements about what the membership rejected. reNEW Minnesota called the final lists their collective vision. This was an active process with the singular purpose of developing a shared worldview, which is an organizing strategy that many organizations use to unite worldview development and other types of political action.

---

46 Phillip Cryan, “Strategic Practice for Social Transformation,” *Strategic Practice (Grassroots Policy Project)*: 1-2.
47 Zemsky and Mann, “Building Organizations.” Cryan, “Strategic Practice for Social Transformation.”
48 reNEW Minnesota, “Inserting our Values into Politics: Building a Vision for Minnesota,” Powerpoint compiled by Wellstone Action and Take Action Minnesota and shared with Maine People’s Alliance.
At this point, what we see among community organizers are two basic strategies for worldview development. Some present worldview as a byproduct of good organizing, whereas others present worldview as an activity that requires individualized attention. The latter perspective, that worldview development is an isolated but essential activity, is more consistent with the strategies proposed by social movement framing theorists.

Whereas community organizers advocate the development, dissemination, and revision of worldview to accommodate political change, social movement framing theorists package these ideas into a single term: collective action frames. Creating a frame for a social movement incorporates interests, values, beliefs, activities, and goals into one coherent ideology. According to Benford and Snow, four steps lead to a successful frame. First, social organizations link ideologically connected but structurally independent organizations. Second, the groups clarify or amplify their vision. Third, groups extend their agreed upon vision or ideology to less ideologically aligned organizations. Fourth, social organizations present information in ways that accommodate new meanings and understandings. The result, according to social movement theorists, is a coherent and persistent frame in which social movements can situate themselves. The social movement framing theorists, like many of community organizers, argue that direct attention to the development of the frame is the best way to counter the dominant worldview.

If narrative development requires direct attention, organizations that are interested in building their strategic capacity will inevitably divide their resources between worldview development and other activities. This creates a problem for organizations that

51 Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements,” 624-625; Snow et al., “Frame Alignment Processes, Micromobilization, and Movement Participation.”
have limited financial and human resources: worldview development as conceptualized by these community organizers and social movement framing theorists does not have very many short term benefits. These organizations want a worldview, but they do not have the time for direct worldview development. The question then becomes one of problem solving: how do we remedy the seemingly inevitable tension between direct action and worldview development? MPA staff and volunteers wonder if there needs to be such a divide: perhaps worldview development and direct action can happen through the same process. They say policymaking is that process, but to get to policy requires discussion of a third approach to narrative: political myth.

**Political Myth**

Scholars who talk about language, stories, and myth bring additional theoretical insight to the more practical models of community organizers and social movement framing theorists. By synthesizing the perspectives of these thinkers and their various conceptions of narrative, we begin to understand the importance of movement orientation and the challenge of developing a narrative while also attending to the concrete policymaking aspects of progressive action.

Political myths are “important stories”\(^\text{52}\) that represent the understandings a society has of its intricate cultures, goals, and operations. People who talk about political myths argue that they are stories, real or imagined, that help individuals and societies understand their actions. These scholars have slightly varied understandings of myth, but there are a

number of key observations to pull from these definitions. First, myths operate in a cyclical fashion and are simultaneously informing and informed by the activities and beliefs of the polity. They might influence how the community perceives reality, how the community organizes, how the community acts, what the community values, how the society interacts with opposing narratives or stories, how the community relates itself to the broader society, how the community understands itself, or how the community understands the past, present, and future. The myth provides a foundation upon which a community or society understands itself and its relationship with the world, which means that the myth is a powerful organizing in the political realm. By looking at some of these more specific elements of myth, we can learn a lot about the worldview of community organizers.

53 According to John Girling, “Myths are symbolic representations of reality; they are also authentic responses to social change.” John Girling, Myths and Politics in Contemporary Western Societies: Evaluating the crisis of modernity in America, Germany, Great Britain (New Jersey: Transaction Publishers, 1993): ix.
54 Girling writes, “Myths render the social world intelligible, although in a metaphorical and symbolic idiom; they also represent ‘rallying signs’ in which the group renews its sense of identity and solidarity.” Ibid., 11.
56 Bennett writes, “It is through such cultural models [myths] that people first encounter the ideals of free enterprise, honesty, industry, bravery, tolerance, perseverance, and individualism.” W. Lance Bennett, “Myth, Ritual, and Political Control,” Journal of Communications (fall 1980): 168.
57 Boer writes, “Political myth involves the construction of labyrinthine eschatological worlds characterized by a dialectic of reaction and subversion.” Boer, Political Myth, 35.
58 Henry Tudor writes, “A political myth may, for instance, establish the claim of a certain group to hegemony, sovereign independence or an extension of territory; it may help strengthen the solidarity of the group in the face of a major challenge; it may serve to encourage the resistance of an oppressed minority; or it may supply compelling arguments for the abolition of undesirable institutions.” Tudor, Political Myth, (New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1972): 138.
Bottici and Challand write, “Political myths provide fundamental cognitive schemata for mapping of the social world: by reducing the complexity of experience, they enable us to come to terms with the multifaceted character of the world we live in.” Bottici and Challand, “Rethinking Political Myth,” 321.
59 Flood refers to Freud and Jung in asserting that “The purpose of dreams, myths, and other forms of fantasy [is] to bring into the awareness of the individual the drama that is enacted deep within his psyche.” Flood, Political Myth, 43. For additional information, refer to “Geneology of a Myth” in Bottici, A Philosophy of Political Myth, 17-80.
60 Discussing Sorel: “[myth] provides a vision of the future which makes crude but practical sense of the present.” Tudor, Political Myth, 15.
Political myths develop in reaction to something that was true in the past and remains relevant today. Myths are relevant because they come from something memorable. Interpretation of that memory is what creates the myth. The particular story is not relevant anymore; what matters is that a society has created meaning out of the story and uses it to understand society. Because of their provenance, myths cannot be denied, rejected, or disproven; they are sacred truths. The myth is not fictitious, nor is it wholly literal, and it has emergent properties that cannot be fully explained. In other words, the myth is a combination of reality and understandings of reality and, therefore, cannot be invalidated. This creates the necessary distinction between myths and ideologies, as an ideology implies content that is debatable. The myth is not debatable but rather informs

---


63 Christopher Flood defines political myth as, “an ideologically marked narrative which purports to give a true account of a set of past, present, or predicted political events and which is accepted as valid in its essentials by a social group.” Christopher G. Flood, Political Myth: A Theoretical Introduction (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1996): 44.

64 Flood writes, "myths have unquestioned validity within the belief systems of the social groups which cherish them.” This assertion, when read in tandem with the assertion that a society believes a certain set of myths, suggests that the societal understanding derived from those myths cannot be challenged. Though scholars debate the extent to which a myth actually represents an event that actually happened, they generally agree that widespread acceptance of an interpretation makes it impossible to deny the event. Flood, Political Myths, 32. This debate is also present in the mythos-logos discussion of several scholars, including Bottici, A Philosophy of Political Myth, 28-43.

65 Henry Tudor writes, “A myth, I suggest, is an interpretation of what the myth-maker (rightly or wrongly) takes to be hard fact. It is a device men adopt in order to come to grips with reality; and we can tell that a given account is a myth, not by the amount of truth it contains, but by the fact that it is believed to be true and, above all, by the dramatic form into which it is cast.” Tudor, Political Myth: 17. See also Flood, Political Myths, 45-53.

66 Sorel asserts, “ideology as a myth which has been rationalized and thus laid open for discussion.” Quoted in Tudor, Political Myth, 121. See also, W. Lance Bennett, “Myth, Ritual, and Political Control,” Journal of Communications (fall 1980): 167.
the collective unconscious; it has a hold on how a society thinks about all aspects of being alive.67

Political myths also have some sort of goal. Whether it shares a moral, tells a story, or proposes an action, the myth does something.68 Take the example of the American Dream. The American Dream is a myth that Americans interpret as a motivation to work hard. As the story goes, she who is an honest worker will be rewarded with prosperity for her dedication and labor. This myth, therefore, promotes diligence, persistence, and patience; it promotes a very particular type of behavior. Finally, myths do not just exist. They persist because people believe in them, tell them, and give power to them. Chiara Bottici and Benoît Challand define political myth as “a continual process of work on a common narrative by which the members of a social group can provide significance to their political conditions and experiences.”69 This observation provides a direct link to the process of worldview development that we have so far discussed with community organizers and social movement framing theorists.

In many ways, the community organizers and social movement framing theorists who talk about worldview could just as easily be talking about myths: they want to create a

---

67 Bennett writes, “Myths become imbedded deeply in consciousness as associative mechanism that link private experience, ongoing reality, and public history into powerful frameworks of understanding.” Bennett, “Myth, Ritual, and Political Control,” 169.

68 This perspective is widely supported by a number of theorists, including: Geroge Sorel, Reflections on Violence, trans. T.E. Hulme and J. Roth (New York: Collier Books, 1961), Quoted in Bottici and Challand, Rethinking Political Myth, 329. Also: Bottici, A Philosophy of Political Myth; Flood, Political Myth; Bennett, “Myth, Ritual, and Political Control.” This diverges some from Tudor’s conception of the political myth, wherein the myth is made political merely by its content as opposed to its incitement of action. Tudor, Political Myth.

Malinowski writes that myth, “expresses, enhances, and codifies belief; it safeguards and enforce morality; it vouches for the efficiency of ritual and contains practical rules for the guidance of man.” Bronislaw Malinowski, Magic, Science and Religion and Other Essays (Garden City & New York: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1974), Quoted in Tudor, Political Myth, 50.

narrative (which they call a worldview or a frame) that has the same characteristics as political myths. They want to create a narrative that regulates itself, helps people understand the complicated world around them, becomes a point of reference for cultural values, and inspires people to act in certain ways. The infallibility of myths is what community organizers strive for when discussing worldview, and it is one of the ways in which myth and worldview are intimately related. The ability for a myth or narrative to incite action is the core of what community organizers hope to accomplish with their worldview. Community organizers and social movement framing theorists also want to develop an understanding the world that incorporates a goal so that people are motivated to act; the only difference is that they call this worldview and frames while others call it political myth.

To summarize, the myth is rooted in the past and has undeniable truths. The myth draws upon the people’s stories and experiences to become representative of a society’s outlook on the world. Because of this, the political myth can be used to further goals. All of these observations link political myth to worldview and frame development. Despite the similarities between worldview, collective action frames, and political there is ambiguity in the relationship between political myth and political change. This gap can only be addressed after assessing the practical elements of myth formation.

**Myth-Making**

Although there is a clear understanding of what a political myth is, there is not such consensus about how the myth comes about. This is because of the generally ambiguous nature of political myths: myths imply the way a society generally thinks about itself, and
the provenance of such a widespread view is difficult to pin down. That said, two elements are implicated by the definition of myth as a linguistic interpretation of a past occurrence. The first is stories, and the second is language.

Stories and language are the mechanisms through which people explore and remember the world. Rhetoricians, sociologists, psychologists, philosophers, political theorists, and politicians recognize the ability for stories to influence how individuals and groups process information. These scholars argue that stories are not “just stories” because they are so related to critical analysis. On the linguistic front, these scholars argue that language creates the foundation for shared social experiences. Language relates terms, people, and information, so any manipulations of language affect how people interpret the world around them. Because myths are based in some element of real life, they automatically rely on stories and language to transmit information.

---

70 Flood writes extensively on the complication of the cognitive relevance of myth. Flood, Political Myth, 71-99.
73 Murray Edelman writes, “Language is the key creator of the social worlds people experience.” Edelman, “Political Language,” 10. On page 14 he writes, “...problems, aspiration, and social conditions...are constructions of language as well.”
74 Booth talks about language in terms of metaphor, but the application is the same. If metaphors are applied in certain circumstances, they will either create or muddle understanding. Wayne C. Booth, “Metaphor as Rhetoric: The Problem of Evaluation,” Critical Inquiry 5 no. 1 (1978): 50-51.
See also Allen and Faigley, “Discursive Strategies for Social Change: An Alternative Rhetoric of Argument,” in their discussion of putting gender-free words into communication and what that means to people’s understandings.
75 Scholars across disciplines are struggling to find ways to characterize stories as legitimate, reliable, and truthful representations of reality. Walter Fisher proposes a narrative paradigm that relies on stories as legitimate sources of information. He advocates developing an alternative logic of narrative, or narrative rationality, that scholars can apply to evaluate the coherence and fidelity of narratives. He seeks an evaluation
The personal investment of individuals in stories and language has huge implications for myth-making. This begins with the argument that stories are essential to the formation of broad understandings of the world. This observation yields the argument that stories exist on two levels. The first category is loosely equivalent to personal narratives, or the stories that people tell to make sense of the world. The second category is essentially what political theorists talk about when they study political myth. These narratives are the stories that determine a society’s understanding of the world. Scholars identify a constructive relationship between little narratives and grand narratives, wherein little narratives provide the content that creates the grand narrative. Overall, by thinking of small narratives as personal stories and grand narratives as myth, there is a clear link between stories, myths, and the question of power that characterizes worldview development.

---

process to prove the relevance of narrative to contemporary scholarship. Fisher, “Narration, Knowledge, and the Possibility of Wisdom,” 20. Other scholars are saying similar things. Shenhav, argues that we must explain the relationship between narrative and reality so that the two can actually engage with each other. Shenhav, “Political Narratives and Political Reality.”


77 The relationship between these two tiers of narrative is not always peacefully constructive, however, as personal narratives can sometimes be manipulated to create a particular grand narrative Kreisworth warns, “[Grand] narratives exert totalizing and, in some instances, totalitarian control, through the universalization of a particular plot, which restrictively positions its agents, narrators, and listeners... Little narratives, on the other hand, are defined by their local, contingent, and nontotalizable discursive elements.” Kreiswirth, “Trusting the Tale,” 641-2. This provides an important link to the power dynamics that can stymie effective worldview development.

78 George Lakoff explores this capacity of stories in his use of metaphor to explain the differences in liberal and conservative ideology. He argues that conservatives ascribe to a “strict father” mentality that explains their relatively hands-off approach to government. Liberals, on the other hand, fall in the category of the “nurturing parent,” and are more likely to support collaborative programs like welfare and affirmative action. In the little/grand narrative context, the metaphor is roughly equivalent to the grand narrative; the metaphor, like the grand narrative, is constructed of personal (“little”) understandings of the world. See Lakoff, Don’t Think of an Elephant (White River Junction, VT: Chelsea Green Publishing Company, 2004) and Lakoff, Moral Politics.
Stories are also familiar to large groups of people, which makes them the perfect forum through which to develop compatible understandings of the world in the face of complicated situations. People recognize character development, triumph over adversity, and conflict resolution as standard story elements, so incorporating those elements into presentations of information generates a better understanding of social complexity. These elements are present in fictional stories that we tell each other for entertainment and in the stories we use to understand things like politics, policies, and politicians. Stories create a relationship between characters through plot, which tells the listener how to engage with the story. Stories also exist across cultures, geographies, and demographics, which means they are accessible and, one some scale, universally understandable. The tendency for stories to be so universally understandable makes them excellent material for those grand narratives or myths, which have so much societal buy-in that they are practically infallible.

When carefully crafted, stories and language can also serve strategic purposes. In stories, descriptions and explanations place actors and actions in certain relationships that

---

79 Shenhav writes, “…humans have a natural tendency to think in narrative form.” Shenhav, “Political Narratives and Political Reality,” 245
81 By better, I mean more accessible or participatory, both of which yield greater accuracy.
82 Timmerman, “1992 Presidential Candidate Films.”
83 Vincent Reinhart writes, “The narrative determines our attitudes toward the actors and events of the [housing] crisis.” Vincent Reinhart, “The High Cost of Getting the Story Wrong,” American Enterprise Institute, 2
84 Kreiswirth, “Trust the Tale,” 636-637.
influence how the listener responds to the story.\footnote{Rodden writes, “...description, classification, and especially explanation can also operate argumentatively.” Rodden, “How do Stories Convince Us? Notes Towards a Rhetoric of Narrative,” \textit{College Literature} 35 no. 1 (2008):152. See pp153-154 for more discussion.} The person telling the story may also entice the listener to respond to the story in a certain way.\footnote{Hampton, “Enhancing public participation,” 265.} Even if fictitious, as stories often are, they will be somewhat representational and, therefore, persuasive.\footnote{Shenhave writes, “political narratives contain various elements of persuasion.” Shenhav, “Political Narratives and Political Reality,” 249.} Evaluating the way words frame controversial issues like slavery and racial equality illustrates the strategic capacity of language. In these cases, the words we use to understand slavery (that it has been abolished) imply things about racial equality (that it has been achieved). While the former statement is true, the latter is not, which illustrates the ability for language to manipulate understandings.\footnote{Edelman writes, “These examples do not demonstrate that major problems have been solved, but rather that the terms in which they are named have been transformed.” Edelman, “Political Language,” 18-19.} Because both language and stories can be manipulated, organizers can use stories and words to suggest a larger narrative or myth. To summarize, scholars argue that the accessibility and malleability of language and stories mean that stories and language are the mechanisms through which myths develop. From this analysis, I argue that intentional use of language and stories helps control the production of political myths.

So now we are back to language and stories. Stories and language first appeared when community organizers discussed the need for, and the development of, worldview. The community organizers characterize language as a gauge of the strength of opposing narratives, and they discuss the struggle to overcome language that is imbued with conservative connotations. Stories, they suggest, help overcome the complexities of linguistic minefields. Further analysis of language and stories in the context of political
myth corroborates this conclusion, which makes stories and language seem like the key to narrative development. The next logical question, then, is about how we control stories and language. This question, as we see below, points to the two central tensions of this thesis: power and practicality.

**Moving Forward**

This exploration of language and stories from community organizers and social movement framing theorists to political myth raises two categories of questions that complicate narrative development. To begin, there are practical limitations inherent to the various observations of community organizers, social movement framing theorists, and political myth scholars. What can an organization with limited resources realistically accomplish? Are narrative-centric activities the best use of those limited resources? When does a grassroots approach such as the one presented by reNEW Minnesota become so bogged down in thousands of paper slips that the process is neither participatory nor productive? Did the ISAIAH meetings, which often had over a thousand participants, ever get side-tracked? How does such an organic methodology maintain momentum? Do organizations have enough resources and momentum to develop worldview while also making headway on tangible political issues? How does an organization choose values that are politically attainable and relevant to the community? How does an up-and-coming movement decide which values allow the flexibility with which to incorporate other groups? Many of these questions also suggest that worldview development requires direct attention.
The second category of questions is about some of the power relationships between the organizers and the membership in groups that work on narrative development. If an organization develops narrative-centric activities, then how can the organization avoid negative membership-leadership dynamics? What are the relationships between the people and the organizers? Who decides meeting agendas? In the social movement context, which groups make proposals and which groups respond to the others’ proposals? Who develops the language that movements use to talk about political issues? How does a society mobilize around a given set of words? Where do the associations with words or phrases come from? How long does it take a myth to develop? Where do the constitutive stories come from? Who evaluates the relevance of the stories? When is it clear if a myth has been created?

These questions get more complicated when we look at them in the context of a single organization. In many ways, practicality and power are very related. For organizations like MPA that work against short deadlines, limited resources, and complicated issues, it is often more practical to design and implement campaigns from a core of staff or, at most, very involved volunteers. Those campaigns, however, rely on the people who lobby, fill volunteer shifts, and sign petitions to be effective. The ensuing relationship between the membership and leadership is one in which the group of organizers has power over the group that gets organized. We see the composite of these two questions in the narrative work that MPA wants to do: At what point does an organization need to “call the shots” and “push” a narrative that encompasses core values in a way that respects the stories and beliefs of the people? When does having a worldview become more important than assuring that the worldview represents the interests of all
constituent groups? Both of these questions illustrate scenarios when what is best for the membership-leadership relationship does not align with what is best for worldview development and progressive change.

That said, community organizers cannot - and will not - deny the need for worldview. As discussed at length above, community organizers, social movement framing theorists, and rhetoricians who study political myth and storytelling support the cause of the worldviews, collective action frames, and political myths that mobilize constituents towards certain ends. Worldview creates an infrastructure in which organizers and communities can attain future change; it embodies the vision for a better future. Worldview is valuable, and progressives want one.

At the same time, organizations like MPA are dedicated to achieving tangible political victories. These victories might be as simple as holding an in-district meeting with a representative or as complex as organizing a rally with hundreds of demonstrators agitating for a specific policy action. These concrete actions, no matter how apparently miniscule they appear in the scheme of radical political change, are what create the sense of movement and momentum. MPA needs direct action if it is to remain accessible to its membership, remind stubborn political leadership that change is afoot, and maintain a presence in the media. The problem, however, is that the abstract worldview development does not link naturally to the direct engagement piece. This creates tension between the leadership and membership as decisions are made about how to use limited resources. This

---

91 It is interesting to think of this in terms of the current Occupy Wall Street movement. Their worldview or narrative is that “We are the 99%.” The movement has been criticized for being so unclear in its vision, with event attendees carrying signs that protest everything from corporate involvement in politics to abortion rights. The movement is intentionally broad because it does not want to alienate anyone of the 99%, and yet, that breadth seems to compromise the movement’s credibility and believability.
is precisely the problem that MPA wants to address: How do they develop a worldview while maintaining activities that effect direct political change and keeping positive relationships with their membership? To get past these tensions of power and practicality, we need to find a way to unify worldview and direct action.

To do this, we must better understand the challenges of direct action. Legislative sessions happen at certain times of the year, and elections cycle through every year. Meetings come up, seats are vacated, appointments are made, and candidates shift their platforms. Organizations have to be in the now to address these realities. They have to be able to mobilize people for unexpected meetings, populate the state house at a moment’s notice, and release statements when legislation is proposed. These activities are not conducive to worldview development, because worldview development requires dedicated attention to the abstract foundation of an organization’s activities. Worldview development takes time, which is perpetually lacking in the realm of direct action. There are times when an organization needs a story to frame its direct action, and on many of those occasions, there will not be time for the organization to go directly to the people with a bottom-up, voice-of-the-people approach. Sometimes the organization needs to act, and the need to act will lead the organization to tell to a story that is based on the understanding the organizers have of how to successfully organize, as opposed to the stories-gathered-from-the-people-on-the-streets understanding of what needs to be done.

This reality speaks to the concerns presented earlier about the role of the organizations versus the role of the people in narrative development and yields the following question: How does an organization like MPA facilitate the development of a worldview that can accommodate direct action in a strategic framework that represents
the longer-term value of individual stories and experiences? According to MPA, the answer is in unifying direct action and worldview development.

**Policymaking**

Policymaking is a natural channel through which to mollify the tensions of power and practicality because it pulls direct action and narrative together into one setting. The whole policy process, from draft policy proposals to media coverage of legislative decisions, creates space to discuss the abstract concepts of worldview, collective action framing, and political myth. Policymaking is also an undeniably tangible action. Policy passage is a concrete process that includes written proposals, legislative hearings, debates about definitions, and arguments over implications. Policy proposals, by their very nature, use technical language and public discussions to create political change. This policy language is similar to the language of worldview, as discussed in the previous section about myth-making. Because policymaking is an established legislative process, it is a legitimate forum through which to propose solutions to social and political problems, which are also essential elements of worldview.

Additionally, the depiction of problems and solutions in policies inevitably reflects the values and priorities of the proposing group. This depiction-through-policy yields a subtle narrative that positions the responsible problem solvers against the negligent problem creators. Because of the conversations generated by and conducted in the core language of the policy, a subtle narrative eventually enters the public realm as an

---

92 In an early draft of this chapter, Ben Chin commented that there are other organizations that also do this type of work. These groups may include union organizing, corporate campaigns, and electoral organizing and probably do the work “just as well.” Ben Chin, Personal Communication, December 6, 2011.
alternative understanding of the world. In other words, policy “does” language and stories. This creates an overlap between narrative and policy in which policy becomes a process that both reflects and develops worldview. The next step, then, is to look at existing approaches to understanding the relationship between narrative and policy.

All of this begins with a hunger for progressive change. Community organizers know that narrative is important to progressive change, but they do not have a good way to develop narrative. As discussed, above, direct attention to worldview development is impractical because it drains already limited human and financial resources. At the same time, presenting a worldview to the membership of an organization creates a hierarchy between the membership and the leadership, which is not productive. Community organizers are left wondering what options they have for narrative development. By tracing narrative through academic realms like political myth, we introduce two new factors into the mix: strategic language and stories. These bring strategy, values, connotations, and narrative into the policymaking process, which creates the opportunity to unite worldview development and direct action. To determine if policy is the best venue for narrative development, we must better understand the types of narratives that exist in policy.
Chapter 2: Narrative and Policy

Stories abound in politics and public policy, and policymaking contains various undeniable narrative elements. Campaign ads tell stories of characters that overcome challenges to solve conflicts, and policy is often interpreted in a narrative form wherein politicians are characterized as the forces that help society progress from a bad situation to a better one, save a society from utter destruction, or fend off threats to society's well-being. Of the scholars who investigate the role of stories and narratives in campaigns, policy formation, and other political settings, many come from backgrounds in literary analysis or communication studies and approach politics as a topic to be explained with a narrative analysis approach.93

Though scholars who bring literary analysis to policy analysis develop insights that traditional modes of analysis neglect, it does not follow that the next great thing in policy analysis requires shifting into the realm of literary criticism. Using literary theory to evaluate policy is not ideal because it overlooks elements of policy discussions that are essential to understanding why political decisions are made. There is certainly value in a multidisciplinary approach to the construction of meaning, and this critique is not an argument that isolated disciplines should focus solely on their own strategies and methodologies.94 Instead, this critique appreciates the demonstrated political awareness of

---


94 For a discussion of how one discipline has dealt with increasing multidisciplinarity in the context of narrative, see Roberto Franzosi, “Narrative Analysis—Or Why (And How) Sociologists Should be Interested in Narrative,” Annual Review of Sociology 14: 517-54.
some literary analysts and calls for heightened awareness of narrative from within the
realm of policy.

Narrative policy analysis develops from narrative analysis, which is why I begin this
section with a discussion of narrative. This brief summary of the development of narrative
analysis illustrates the difficulty of interpreting the qualitative data contained within and
expressed by stories. After this introduction, I look more specifically at narrative analysis
as a strategy in policy analysis. Narrative policy analysts already approach narrative from a
political vantage point and explore the relationship between narrative and policymaking.
Insights from both narrative analysts and the narrative-attentive policy analysts
reformulate the tensions of power and practicality from Chapter One to suggest a new
approach to the tensions that stymie narrative development.

**Narrative Analysis**

Narrative analysis began developing as a field in the 1970s when scholars
recognized that stories can be data and are not just the mode through which data is
communicated. This perspective was borne from the belief that people’s interactions with
the world can be explained through typical narrative elements, such as character
development, conflict, and resolution. Some scholars emphasize the unique implications
of narrative for culture, politics, ideology, cognition, and psychology to call for a revaluing

---

95 Kreisworth writes, “Until about twenty years ago, I think it is safe to say, narrative qua narrative was very
little discussed. ... It is only quite recently, however, that narrative itself has moved from the periphery to the
center, from the role of ancillary or adjunct to a position of control, even of dominance.” Kreisworth, 630. See
also Catherine Riessman, *Narrative Analysis*, Qualitative Research Methods Volume 30 (Newbury Park: SAGE

96 Riessman, 4.
of ideas that cannot be expressed through traditional rational modes of analysis. Across these disciplines, the central tenet of narrative analysis is fairly consistent: stories are relational. In other words, the meaning of a story is determined by the relationships storytellers create between story elements. Scholars also agree that stories have essential emergent properties. Just as scientists cannot expect to understand the functions of the human body by reducing it to a collection of cells, neither can narrative analysts fully understand a story by merely looking at its constituent parts. This creates a problem for analysis: stories are too complicated and unwieldy to analyze in their entirety, but they lose important information when divided into smaller pieces.

Scholars have developed a variety of methods to meet this challenge. Walter Fisher, narrative analyst, presents several criteria for narrative evaluation. He argues that consistency, completeness, and character are manifestations of the narrative’s coherence: coherence in the argument and structure, coherence in the content and relationship with other stories, and coherence in the values and goals ascribed to certain actors within the narrative. According to Fischer, these criteria yield information that cannot be expressed by more scientific or quantitative methods of analysis. To demonstrate this point, Fisher applies his paradigm to three cases: one in politics, one in dramatic texts, and one in philosophy. He concludes that the narrative paradigm, when appropriately applied, explains paradoxes that cannot be accommodated by other methods of inquiry.

---

97 Kreisworth, “Trusting the Tale.”
Other scholars represent somewhat eclectic methodologies and strategies, drawing on a combination of factors to develop a mode of analysis that fits the particular needs of their case. These scholars cite truthfulness, believability, applicability, and longevity, among other things, when they discuss the logistics of narrative evaluation. They argue that a variety of issues, including abortion policy, reactions to reproductive health concerns, emotional trauma experienced in divorce, policy in Yellowstone National Park, responses to infestation by invasive insects, and welfare policy are all more intelligible when considered through a narrative lens. Regardless of the specific application, these scholars are concerned with the challenge of creating meaningful understanding of truths that cannot be expressed through any mode but narrative.

From the narrative analysts, we have five essential criteria for a successful narrative: believability, applicability, truthfulness, longevity, and coherence. These requirements for narrative are surprisingly similar to those of myth. First, political myths develop in reaction to something that happens in the real world; they do not just happen.

100 Riessman, Narrative Analysis.
This is akin to the *believability* of narratives, as both must be rooted in something convincing enough that people accept them to be true. Second, political myths help people understand the world; they provide a frame through which to evaluate reality. This relates to the *applicability* of narratives, because people have to believe that myths and narratives are informed by and related to reality if they are to have any real significance. Third, political myths are “sacred truths” that persist; they are influential because they have informed generations of thought. This is accommodated by the *truthfulness* and *longevity* of narratives, both of which suggest that myths and stories have to weather some test of time before they become significant. I also argue that Fisher’s three-part criteria for narrative, *coherence* as expressed through consistency, characterizations, and completeness, applies to political myth, as well. Coherence creates a successful or convincing political myth by creating recognizable presentations of information (consistency) across various actors and societal groups (characterizations) that also accommodate possible counterarguments or counternarratives by anticipating critiques (completeness).

Despite these convenient similarities, we are left with one element of political myths that is not matched with an element of narrative analysis: the goal. Political myths motivate people to act in particular ways. This is the main distinction between narrative and political myth: the former is informative whereas the latter is strategic. Because of this, narrative analysis cannot accommodate the complexity of narratives told through or contained within politics.
This is particularly evident in an analysis by David Barry and Michael Elmes of the relationship between narrative and strategic planning.\textsuperscript{107} To investigate the role of narratives in a corporate setting, the authors discuss the various applications of relational stories in strategic planning, corporate image, and marketing.\textsuperscript{108} Throughout the text, Barry and Elmes are motivated by a very particular question: how does an organization generate, “an engaging, compelling account, one that readers can willingly buy into and implement?”\textsuperscript{109} This question introduces a new variable into the discussion of narrative: strategy. Unlike the narrative analysts, the authors do not want to study narrative. Instead, they want to create one.\textsuperscript{110} The authors recognize the strategic capacity of stories, and they want to harness that capacity to motivate people. They want to create a narrative that synthesizes existing perceptions of reality and motivates people—employees, customers, investors—to act in certain ways. In other words, the authors isolate the capacity of a well-developed strategic narrative to be a vessel of change.

To complete their analysis, the authors rely primarily on a narrative structure developed and promoted by Victor Shklovsky, a narrative theorist of the Russian Formalist circle.\textsuperscript{111} Barry and Elmes augment Shklovsky’s evaluative mechanisms\textsuperscript{112} with another set of criteria: the materiality, voice, perspective, ordering, setting, and readership of the

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{108} Ibid., 446-448.
\footnote{109} Ibid., 433.
\footnote{111} Ibid., 434.
\footnote{112} First, the credibility of the narrative; and second, the defamiliarization of the narrative. The basic idea is that the narrative must be believable, but that it cannot be so familiar that it does not draw some sort of attention to itself. Ibid., 433.
\end{footnotes}
narrative. According to the authors, the combination of these criteria allows the analyst to consider elements such as plot, narrator, audience, the length of the story, the literary devices contained within the story, and other elements that affect how a story is delivered and received. It is important to note, however, that the authors determine that the literary foundation of their analysis is not sufficient for their strategic purposes. Because the authors introduce alternative criteria, they make a subtle comment about the negative consequences of relying exclusively on literary criteria for narrative analysis in strategic settings.

Barry and Elmes also raise the issue of truth and fiction in strategic settings. They write that those who work with the strategic capacity of narrative have a tenuous relationship with truth and fiction: “strategists find themselves having to disguise the inherent fictionality of their stories.” This further illustrates the distinction between narratives that play strategic roles, such as myth and worldview, and those that play informative roles, like personal narratives. From the cut-and-dry realist literary perspective, strategic narratives are not necessarily truthful. They are honest in the sense that they present information in a way that is believable, familiar, and relational, but the information does not have a prerequisite of accurate representation of reality. This calls into question the concepts of truthfulness and believability as discussed by narrative analysts, as these criteria have different meanings in the strategic context. Strategic narratives influence how people interpret reality, which means they cannot be evaluated

---

113 Ibid., 435.
114 Ibid., 434.
115 “Truth” here is a difficult word, because it can be read subjectively. In this particular context, I mean what is denotatively or empirically real or true, not what is perceived to be real or truthful.
with the same criteria that analysts use to understand narrative. This further connects strategic narrative to myth and, therefore, worldview. As discussed earlier, these three are strategic and cannot be accommodated by literary analysis. To better understand all three of these goal-oriented narratives, we must transfer to a more politically attentive mode of analysis: narrative policy analysis.

**Narrative Policy Analysis**

Policy analysis, the process through which policy options are evaluated and selected, is not immune to narrative analysis. Narrative policy analysts argue that policy can benefit from the way narratives carry content, because narratives bring information to the policy realm that cannot be quantified in scientific ways. This information might be about why groups support certain policies,117 why certain policies have succeeded or failed, how policies can be framed more effectively, or why there are such distinct or contradictory policy proposals.118 Narratives also create methods of inclusion that invite participation from those who have not traditionally been included in political discussions.119 Resembling stories we discuss in Chapter One, these narratives create relational understandings of the elements of a policy and incorporate information that may otherwise have been left unconsidered.
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117 McBeth et al. write, “Competing policy narratives incorporate strategies such as identification of winners and losers, framing who benefits and who sustains costs in the policy conflict, the use of condensation symbols, the wrapping of issues in larger policy surrogates, and the use of scientific uncertainty.” McBeth et al., “The Intersection of Narrative Policy Analysis and Policy Change Theory,” *The Policy Studies Journal* 35 no. 1: 90.

118 Bridgman and Barry, “Regulation is evil,” 143.

Narrative policy analysts think about the role of rhetorical elements in policy analysis and formation. They argue that the language contained in policies can reinforce or undermine popular stereotypes.\textsuperscript{120} The language also frames information and tells populations how to think about problems and their solutions.\textsuperscript{121} According to the narrative policy analysts, other rhetorical devices, such as metaphors, synechdoche, associations, and allusions are also influential in the policy realm.\textsuperscript{122} In other words, policy is a hotbed of linguistic and rhetorical devices that can be used strategically to present information.

Scholars from a variety of disciplines have recognized the policy applications of narratives for several decades. The increasing prevalence of narrative analysis was contemporary to changes in the mainstream approach to policy analysis, which created an easy union between the two. As early as 1970, Harold Lasswell\textsuperscript{123} critiqued the piecemeal construction of contemporary policy analysis.\textsuperscript{124} Even though Lasswell does not explicitly mention narrative or narrative elements, later scholars who study narrative analysis in politics reference his work as a turning point in policy analysis.\textsuperscript{125} Lasswell’s attention to concepts such as conflict resolution, goals, and patterns opens the door for a more narrativist approach to policy analysis.


\textsuperscript{122} Lakoff, \textit{More than Cool Reason} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989); Stone, \textit{Policy Paradox}.

\textsuperscript{123} Widely quoted for his definition of politics as, “who gets what, when, and how.”

\textsuperscript{124} Harold D. Lasswell, “The Emerging Conception of the Policy Sciences,” \textit{Policy Sciences} 1: 3-14.

Other early thinkers in the field include Martin Kreiger\textsuperscript{126} and Thomas J. Kaplan,\textsuperscript{127} who published articles in the winter 1989 issue of \textit{The Journal of Policy Analysis and Management}. Both Kreiger and Kaplan “note and argue for the importance of stories and the telling of stories in policymaking.”\textsuperscript{128} Kreiger does this through a discussion of decisions. He argues that small decisions eventually pile up on each other to yield moments of more decisive change. Kreiger suggests that each small decision is an “alternative ‘little’ story”\textsuperscript{129} that potentially leads to a big decision. Big decisions, he writes, “require a disturbance of what may once have been comfortable, and an eventual reestablishment of order and comfort and natural expectations.”\textsuperscript{130} In other words, big decisions are often understood by telling stories that draw upon smaller preliminary decisions. This relates to the two-tiered approach that some scholars bring to narrative analysis. Some label the distinction as a hierarchy of primary beliefs and political strategies, in which the political strategies develop in response to primary beliefs.\textsuperscript{131} Others approach this distinction as a debate between narrative and meta-narrative,\textsuperscript{132} in which case the smaller narratives represent the understandings that determine the meta-narrative of policy.\textsuperscript{133} Narrative policy analysts argue that this two-tiered relationship of stories means that policy both responds to and influences societal understandings. The tiered narratives and the

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{127} Kaplan, “The Narrative Structure.”
\textsuperscript{128} Roe, \textit{Narrative Policy Analysis}, 253.
\textsuperscript{129} Kreiger, “Big Decisions,” 782.
\textsuperscript{130} Ibid., 783.
\textsuperscript{132} Bridgman and Barry, “Regulation is evil.”
\textsuperscript{133} Even this meta-narrative can be conceived in a number of different ways. See Hampton, “Narrative policy analysis,” 232-234.
\end{flushleft}
cumulative nature of their construction are important to contemporary approaches to
narrative policy analysis.

Kaplan encourages a more direct focus on the role of narrative in policy analysis. He
writes, “Stories meeting certain characteristics (truth, richness, consistency, congruency,
and unity) can integrate necessary considerations, explain the development of current
dilemmas, and point the way to resolutions.”\footnote{Kaplan, “The Narrative Structure,” 761.} There are two important things to note
about this statement. First, Kaplan offers a set of criteria with which to distinguish
narratives that are “a vehicle for good policy analysis”\footnote{Ibid., 761.} from those that are not. These
criteria are quite similar to the criteria of believability, applicability, truthfulness, longevity,
and coherence that the narrative analysts propose. Second, Kaplan states the unique ability
for narrative to explain and mollify past policy dilemmas. He does this by comparing
policy’s problems and solutions to narrative’s conflicts and resolutions. Ultimately, Kaplan
argues that the world of policy analysis needs to move beyond outdated, rational structures
of analysis to accommodate the clarifying and enriching capabilities of narrative analysis of
policy. These early thinkers provide the groundwork from which later, more developed
understandings of narrative evolve.

Emery Roe, who first published in response to the Kaplan-Krieger debate, is often
credited with actually bringing narrative analysis into policy. Roe literally wrote the book
on narrative policy analysis and is cited in nearly every case of narrative policy analysis I
have encountered.\footnote{Roe, Narrative Policy Analysis.} Though Roe recognizes the significance of stories to policy analysis,
he contends that, “policy analysis should be broadened to include systematic ways of
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analyzing such storytelling.” Instead of just assuming that narrative analysis will bring necessary insight into policy analysis, Roe wants to develop criteria with which to evaluate the meaning and significance of those stories. Whereas more rhetorical scholars generally explore the implications of a given narrative for political processes, Roe assumes that policy is a given and looks to narrative as a yet-untapped source of information that can enhance understandings of policy.

Before Roe explains the practical applications of narratives in policy, he makes several assertions about policy narratives:

• “Policy narratives are stories (scenarios and arguments) which underwrite and stabilize the assumptions for policymaking in situations that persist with many unknowns, a high degree of interdependence, and little, if any, agreement,”

• policy narratives have a, “beginning, middle, and end (or premises and conclusions, if cast as an argument) and revolve... around a sequence of events or positions in which something is said to happen or from which something is said to follow,”

• policy narratives persist once they catch on, and

• “…policy narratives can be representationally inaccurate—and recognizably so—but still persist, indeed thrive. In fact, when one narrative more than any other becomes the way we best articulate our ‘real’ feelings or make sense of the uncertainties and ambiguities around us, then we are often willing to put up with that narrative, no matter how empirically objectionable it is in many other respects.”
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138 Roe, Narrative Policy Analysis, 34.
139 Ibid., 36.
140 This is explained in the context of the Tragedy of the Commons. Roe provides a counterexample, wherein a community in Botswana is able to persist despite its unmanaged communal resources. Roe questions why this second story about communal territory does not replace the older story of the Tragedy of the Commons, concluding that, “As a policy narrative, the tragedy of the commons story continues to have considerable staying power, because these negative findings and critiques in no way dispel the chief virtue of the narrative... this one helps to underwrite and stabilize the assumptions for decision making...to understand what is going on and what must be done in lieu of more elaborate and demanding analysis.” Ibid., 40.
141 Ibid., 51.
These points should be very familiar because of the discussions about stories and myths in the Chapter One. The first point suggests that political narratives help people understand the world, the second speaks to the organizational structure of a narrative, the third point references the longevity of a story, and the fourth point comments on the somewhat ambiguous relationship between narrative and truth. These points are closely related to the criteria that narrative analysts use to understand stories and, thus, links back to political myths.

Although Roe reflects points made by scholars of narrative and political myth, his conclusions have different implications when they are transposed to an entirely political context. This is particularly true of the last point, that policy narratives need not be “representationally accurate”. The question of representation is paramount to the plight of policy narratives. For a policy narrative to influence the policy process, it must be grounded in the real experiences of people; it must logically connect problems and solutions, and it cannot be so imbued with feelings that it compromises the empirical significance of a story. Empirically objectionable narratives can be relevant, but just because a narrative is relevant does not mean that it is effective. What people think happened, or how people feel about what happened is important, to be sure. However, those thoughts and feelings should not overshadow what actually happened. The challenge, therefore, is to develop a political narrative that is representational of both experienced reality and perceived reality.142

This speaks to the questions about power and practicality that affect MPA. So far, our dilemma posits practical concerns such as timelines and resources against the rewards
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142 See Shenhav, 245. Shaul Shenhav discusses this dilemma as the need to evaluate, “how faithfully political narratives represent ‘political reality’” and draws on language familiar to earlier discussions of myth and worldview while making his argument. Also see Edelman, “Political Language and Political Reality.”
and demands of an abstract process such as worldview development. This is simplified to read as a tension between practical and idealistic visions for organizing. Another element of this dilemma, as we discuss in Chapter One, is the relationship between the membership and the organization: organizations may advance a narrative that accommodates the practical realities of political organizing, even if this means the worldview is less directly informed by the membership.

The leadership-membership tension and the practical-ideal organizing tension can also be explained in the context of perceived and experienced reality. Both the membership and leadership of MPA operate under perceived and experienced realities. In some ways, MPA mediates the experienced reality: timelines, upcoming legislation, and the electoral scene that inevitably inform the organization’s political activities. Perceived reality, therefore, can be characterized as the conglomeration of stories or policy proposals that are put forward or demanded by the membership. This suggests the extent to which perceived reality may be idealistic or, at least, not completely bounded by the parameters of feasibility, and re-characterizes the question of worldview development to be a tension between alternate interpretations of the same reality.

At the same time, MPA is not immune to operating under perceived realities: What MPA prioritizes as a solution to poverty, for example, might not address the problem that the people perceive, but the organization can “push” its perceived reality over the experienced reality of the membership. The dynamic also goes the other way: people may perceive that MPA does not pay attention to certain policy issues, whereas the experienced reality may be that MPA was unable to incite change despite having organized daily lobbying at the capitol. In this case, people may interpret MPA as not caring, when the lack
of action was actually due to limited resources for more extended campaigns. Because there are so many ways to interpret situations, power dynamics and practicality are just two tensions that inform perceived and experienced realities. This only complicates the plight for narrative development: how can MPA develop a coherent worldview despite the multiplicity of interpretations and their tenuous relationship with representation?

Roe proposes metanarratives as a solution to situations when perceived and experienced realities do not align. In short, metanarratives can ameliorate the tensions that develop when there is not enough evidence to objectively demonstrate the superiority of one policy option over another. Roe defines the metanarrative as “the candidate for a new policy narrative that underwrites and stabilizes the assumptions for decision making on an issue whose current policy narratives are so conflicting as to paralyze decision making.”

In other words, the metanarrative proposes an alternate framework through which to see the problem and potential solutions. Because it creates space for alternative interpretations, it solves the stagnation of uncertainty that two extremely polarized policy positions create.

There are four basic steps to the development of this metanarrative. First, the analyst must identify a situation that has multiple explanatory narratives that are “taken by one or more parties to the controversy as underwriting ... and stabilizing... the assumptions for policymaking in the face of the issue’s uncertainty, complexity, or polarization.”

Second, the analyst must identify which of the stories is the counternarrative or non-story
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143 Note that this metanarrative is not the same as the grand narrative or meta-narratives referenced earlier in this chapter.
144 Roe, Narrative Policy Analysis, 4.
145 Ibid., 3-4.
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that only exists in contrast to the dominant story. Third, the analyst must compare the stories to the non-stories to isolate space for the metanarrative, which can be understood as an alternative argument. Finally, the analyst must assess “if or how the metanarrative,... recasts the issue in such a way as to make it more amenable to decision and policymaking.”147 In other words, the analyst must determine how the metanarrative displaces the original conception of the problem and solution to transcend the paralysis of uncertainty. Although Roe uses several case studies to address the metanarrative process, his cases are not perfect examples of this four-step model, which raises some questions about the practical applicability of the method. Ultimately, the takeaway from this analysis is that policy analysts ought to use a narrative approach to compare contradictory policy positions. This creates the possibility of bringing narrative into the policy realm.

The question then becomes how to present a clear problem and solution when they have a varied relationship with reality and perceptions. Given the fluidity of truthfulness and representation of a policy narrative, defining problems and presenting solutions relies on the goals the storyteller wishes to accomplish. This brings us to a membership-leadership tension in the context of interpretation. Who determines what qualifies as a legitimate problem or a viable solution? What are the goals that underscore those decisions? These are about interpretation: What understanding of reality will determine the problems and solutions that are worth arguing? Who develops that understanding? In many ways, these are the same questions that often stagnate scholars of worldview, collective action frames, and political myth: Who decides? Who creates the story?

147 Ibid., 4.
Even though we have brought narrative and policy together, the relationship between the two is still not clear. Metanarrative has potential to ameliorate some of the challenges of worldview development, but it does not fully address the membership-leadership tension or the tension of practical versus ideal organizing. To move forward from this muddle, we need to learn more about defining problems, proposing solutions, and developing strategic interpretations. To do this, we must translate this discussion to an even more political context: policymaking.

**Community-Conscious Policymaking**

Deborah Stone addresses the questions of power and practicality through a distinct understanding of policymaking. To begin, Stone assumes that paradoxes are implicit to politics. Sometimes, the political community cannot logically define problems and proposes policies whose solutions are not related to the problem. Other times, policies create rules that do not actually solve problems, and on still other occasions, policies create secondary problems that are more troublesome or persistent than the issue they were initially designed to address. Stone explains these policy shortcomings as the result of a model of political analysis that overlooks essential producers of information. To remedy this discrepancy, Stone develops an alternative mode of analysis that prioritizes community story-sharing and interpretation.\(^{148}\)

Stone presents the community as a powerful producer of information. This idea informs the entire first chapter of Stone’s book. In this discussion, Stone rejects the market
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\(^{148}\) Stone writes, “In sum, then *Policy Paradox* aims to craft and teach a kind of political analysis that cherishes the richness and diversity of the human mind, that values politics and community, and that renders more visible the political claims underlying what is usually passed off as scientific truth.” *Stone, Policy Paradox*, xii.
as the most important actor in politics. She writes, “Because politics and policy can happen only in communities, community must be the starting point of our polis. Public policy is about communities trying to achieve something as communities.”\(^{149}\) Stone’s commitment to the community approach leads to discussions about membership, public interest, cooperation, loyalty, information, and power. It creates an alternative to self-interested, rational thinkers who care about their individual well-being more than the well-being of their neighbors. This becomes essential to later sections of the text, where Stone analyzes the goals that inform how people and groups prioritize policy decisions. By understanding that the polis “is a community, or perhaps multiple communities, with ideas, images, will, and effort quite apart from individual goals and behavior,”\(^{150}\) Stone illustrates the viability of multiple conceptions of what it means for something to be equal, efficient, secure, or free. She defends the legitimacy of the collective as a producer and interpreter of information, which is related to previous questions about power and perceptions.

According to Stone, stories provide ample opportunities for political analysis and information sharing. Stone dedicates the majority of a chapter, “Symbols,” to discussing the variety of ways in which literary tropes augment political analysis. Narrative stories, she writes, “provide explanations of how the world works.”\(^{151}\) Policy problems, “have heroes and villains and innocent victims, and they pit the forces of evil against the forces of good.”\(^{152}\) Stone also argues that politicians frequently use a variety of stories to position themselves in relation to policy problems.\(^{153}\) According to Stone, “Policy stories use many

\(^{149}\) Ibid., 18.  
\(^{150}\) Ibid., 32.  
\(^{151}\) Ibid., 137.  
\(^{152}\) Ibid., 138.  
\(^{153}\) Ibid., 139-144.
literary and rhetorical devices to lead the audience ineluctably to a course of action. They have good guys and bad guys, even though nonhuman entities may be cast in these roles, and they have a moment of triumph.”154 In other words, policy stories relate important actors to one another, present information in strategic ways, and help explain politics. By now, these assertions about the capacity of narrative are not new. What should be noted is that Stone is not a literary critic or a scholar of narrative. Instead, she is a political thinker who arrives at narrative as a way to enhance understandings of politics. She relates political problems and policy solutions to one another through conflict analysis, and she discusses those who influence the policy process through character analysis. Stone essentially translates the policy discussion into literary terms, which legitimizes the use of narrative as a tool for understanding politics.

Last, but not least, Stone argues that interpretation is an essential element of political activity. She defines politics as the “struggle over ideas.”155 It follows, then, that “politics is driven by how people interpret information, [and] much political activity is an effort to control interpretations.”156 In many ways, this claim provides the ground for her entire inquiry, as it justifies her extensive discussion of goals, the ways goals are interpreted, and the solutions people propose to overcome discrepancies between the ideal and experienced realities. It is this observation that leads Stone to the following conclusion,

[There] is no universal, scientific, or objective method of problem definition. Problems are defined in politics, and political actors make use of several different methods, or languages, of problem definition... to become fluent in these languages is to learn to see problems from multiple perspectives and to
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154 Ibid., 145.
155 Ibid., 11.
156 Ibid., 28.
identify the assumptions about both facts and values that political definitions
don’t usually make explicit.\textsuperscript{157}

This conclusion speaks to the importance of the previous two points: first, the community
is an essential contributor to problem definition; and second, problem definition can
happen through stories. Combining these two points yields an important, albeit fairly
simple, observation about interpretation: people interpret situations in different ways.
Those varied interpretations matter because, as we saw through the previous discussion of
narrative policy analysis, interpretations influence how people act.

Stone’s conclusions meld nicely with both observations by the narrative policy
analysts and implications of central question of this inquiry. Stone values the multiplicity of
ideas, experiences, and interpretations that make politics and complicate tensions such as
power and practicality. If we take her assumptions about the value of community
interpretation to the metanarrative model, we can envision an effective way to develop
worldview while navigating the tensions of the previous chapter.

\textbf{Revisiting the Question}

The challenge of worldview development is to move past the tensions of power and
practicality into the thoughts, experiences, and opinions that inform the perceived and
experienced realities that generate those two tensions to begin with. MPA wants a
worldview, which is a big or overarching narrative that informs the work the group does as
an organization. MPA also wants to stay connected to its constituents and develop a
narrative that accurately reflects the lives and experiences of its members. Above all else,

\textsuperscript{157} Ibid., 134-135.
however, that narrative must be effective. It must have traction, it must influence the way people see and experience the world, it must persist, and it must expand to encompass new policy problems and solutions in the future. Throughout all of this work on worldview, MPA must also stay committed to the direct action that accomplishes real political gains through the first face of power. So far, we have explored this as a tension that exists between membership and leadership, the idealistic and the practical, and perceived and experienced realities. Gracefully accommodating these tensions will not happen by accident. If MPA wants a worldview that is both effective and representative, they must design it. One way to get there is by repositioning political narratives in a way that echoes Roe’s metanarrative model and pays heed to Stone’s assessment about the validity of community interpretation. This creates the community metanarrative.

The first step of metanarrative development is to identify policy narratives that propose opposing solutions to a policy problem. Looking at MPA, however, it is clear that uncertainty also arises from situations that are less directly oppositional. In MPA, people do not all tell the same story, but the stories people tell are not necessarily in opposition with each other. As Stone discusses throughout her text, people characterize similar issues in different ways. This leads individuals to identify slightly different problems, root causes, and solutions. The consequence of the varied interpretations is that individual stories for progressive change are not united behind anything more explicit than a call for justice, which is a cause so broad that it lacks any real significance. Although the stories told at and by MPA are not necessarily controversial and the members often have complementary perspectives, the collection of interpretations is not a coherent whole. The community
metanarrative accommodates the value and diversity of those interpretations, so it begins with the simple act of collecting stories.

The second step of the community metanarrative is to identify the relationships that exist between stories. This means finding overlap and tensions between the stories to generate conversations between the commonalities. Some stories elaborate about consequences, some propose alternative solutions, and some link people to problems in new ways. As Stone discusses, the multiplicity of interpretations that people develop from a single situation means there is a variety of ways in which to relate stories to one another. Her discussion of symbols, numbers, causes, interests, and decisions illustrates the breadth of approaches that can be used to find comparable elements of seemingly distinct stories. This step creates the opportunity to use those tools to identify the similarities between existing interpretations of the world.

The third step of the community metanarrative is to develop a coherent organizational narrative from the analyses of the first two steps. This means building on the relationships identified in the previous step to arrive at a more encompassing story that the organization can tell about its membership, leadership, and plans for political change. This means incorporating the individual stories of its members into a single, cohesive policy narrative.

The fourth step of the community metanarrative is deployment, which addresses the question MPA originally asked about narrative shifting. The basic idea is that the internal policy narrative developed in the first three steps can be presented to the public sphere as a foil to the policy narrative of the conservative Right. This speaks to the two tiers of narrative that the community metanarrative process accommodates: First, there is
the narrative that transcends the multiplicity of stories told by supporters of a progressive ideology. Second, there is the narrative that exists on a policy-level and positions MPA as a progressive organization in public space. This second tier is akin to the worldview of community organizers, the collective action frames of the social movement framing theorists, the political myth of political rhetoricians, the grand narratives of the narrative analysts, and the policies of policy analysts. The community metanarrative (read: solution to the ambiguity of varied approaches and understandings as expressed by MPA members) will be successful if it becomes a worldview, collective action frame, grand narrative, or policy (read: encompassing story that frames the work of a progressive organization in the face of strong political opposition). Both tiers are essential to the attainment of progressive political change, but my focus is largely on the former challenge. MPA must develop organizational consistency before it can present its cohesive narrative as one that will affect political change.

To summarize, the community metanarrative process facilitates the development of a narrative because it capitalizes on rich accumulations of individual stories that have not been consolidated to meet their potential. Community metanarrative is a way to combine the interests of the organization with the stories of the people; they are not contradictory but just have not yet been aligned. This is the ideal way for people, especially those who are members of a single group and therefore share some of the same core values, to move past the uncertainty of multiple stories into a coherent narrative. This process also honors the source of the information and experiences (the people) and strives to be representationally accurate. The fact remains that MPA is not particularly interested in a worldview development process that requires direct and extended attention to activities that do not
accomplish direct political gains. Luckily, the community metanarrative provides a language with which to address important steps of narrative development, and it is wholly applicable to the policy settings in which MPA proposes simultaneous direct action and worldview development.

At this point, it makes sense to explore the extent to which MPA already organizes activities that emanate some of the steps of the community metanarrative model. Are there opportunities for sharing stories in MPA’s campaigns? Do members have the chance to develop their own understandings of legislation and policy, or does MPA tell people how they should interpret information? Do members talk with each other about the similarities between their experiences and beliefs? Are group understandings created from discussion, or is there a preexisting understanding with which individuals align?

To explore these questions, we return to policymaking. According to MPA and our previous study of the tensions between power and practicality, policy is the natural forum in which to combine worldview development and direct action. Perhaps there is less of a gap between worldview attentive activities and direct political action when we consider policy as an impetus for conversations about beliefs, experiences, goals, and values. Perhaps slightly amplified attention to worldview development in the context of those policy-oriented activities would generate the conversations that are necessary for worldview development. We consider these questions alongside our ultimate question about the practicality of worldview development in the next chapter.
Chapter 3: Maine People’s Alliance Organizes on Narrative

Before engaging in a more thorough discussion of how the community metanarrative model interfaces with the work MPA plans to do on worldview, we need a better understanding of how MPA has organized around issues of narrative in the past. To that end, this chapter has two main parts. The first two sections address MPA’s work with narrative before I began working with them in the fall of 2011. The remaining three sections outline the collaborative projects that MPA and I used to link direct action and worldview development in the context of the 2012 Maine State Legislative Session. Studying these activities not only provides concrete examples of the three tensions of power, practicality, and perceptions that complicate narrative development, but also illustrates some of the tactics MPA has used to get past those tensions.

Early work with Narrative

Scholarly activists and activist scholars such as Saul Alinsky, Amartya Sen, Iris Marion Young, and George Lakoff are familiar names to many community organizers, and many MPA organizers fill their shelves with work by these authors. MPA staff organized around these authors’ ideas well before working with the Grassroots Policy Project (GPP) in 2003. Since then, the three faces of power have been intertwined with MPA’s organizing strategies. Although MPA did not adopt GPP’s language until 2003, the
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158 The terms “organizer” implies a paid staff position at MPA.
159 Recall that the first face of power is direct political action, the second face is building organizational capacity, and the third face is shifting worldview.
organization has long-since organized around ideas that are consistent with the ideas that constitute the three faces of power.

One of the most evident examples of this phenomenon is MPA’s criteria for campaign selection. These criteria, adopted in 1998 and revised in 2000, comprise of a list of questions that organizers and volunteers ask about potential campaigns. As illustrated by Table 3.1, most of these questions align with the three faces of power.

Table 3.1. Criteria in which to consider an MPA campaign\textsuperscript{160}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign Criteria</th>
<th>Face of Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 How does it build the organization?</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Will it attract new members?</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 How will it increase our power (members, organizational stature, resources it might bring, etc.)?</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Does the goal of the campaign advance a solution? How many people will it affect? What is the prospect of the people who might benefit from the resolution of the problem joining MPA to fight for the solution?</td>
<td>First, Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 How is corporate power working against people on this issue and how do we expose it?</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 What issues are involved with money and politics and how can we expose them?</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 What publicity can we generate through the campaign? a) our own mechanisms (The Alliance)\textsuperscript{161} b) mainstream media c) creating our own media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 What financial resources will be required?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 What will be the human resource requirements?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Is there interest at the local chapter level?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Is the project consistent with MPA’s goals?</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a couple of important observations about the alignment between the campaign selection criteria and the faces of power. The first face of power, direct action, is

\textsuperscript{160} Maine People’s Alliance, “Criteria in which to Consider a MPA Campaign,” July 2000. Unpublished.

\textsuperscript{161} The Alliance is MPA’s organizational newspaper, which is published quarterly.
represented by the fourth question.162 The second face, building institutional power, is well-represented by a number of questions that assess volunteer bases, building power, and building infrastructure. This relationship illustrates the historic prominence of infrastructure-related activities in organizations like MPA.

This discussion gets more interesting when we turn to the criteria that relate to the third face of power. What we see with the third face is that MPA already has an idea about different relationships it wants to build between ideas such as money, politics, and corporations. This begins to suggest the power component of the question I ask with MPA about developing narrative: MPA clearly has an ideology as an organization and subscribes to progressive goals, but it still has a strong relationship with its membership and wants campaigns to be very people-driven. What is the best way to make sure that a narrative or worldview is co-developed and representative, as opposed to put forward by an organization that has clear conceptions of its political goals? What is the relationship between the membership and the leadership?

Another important observation is in the campaign criteria that do not fully align with any of the three faces of power. These criteria relate to important questions about practicality. The number of available volunteers, the depth of financial resources, and the general interest of each of the chapter areas inform the success of any campaign. The three faces of power do not accommodate these questions of practicality, which suggests the inability of the model to address one of the central tensions of worldview development.

162 This particular question, about whether or not the campaign has a particular solution to a particular problem, links to observations by Stone in Chapter Two about the challenge of defining problems, solutions, and goals.
I conclude this section with several observations. First, MPA prioritized elements of the three faces of power before they were formally introduced to the model in 2003. This suggests that the elements of the GPP model represent many of the ideas that drive community organizing groups. Second, the consistency in MPA’s approach also shows that ideas persist. Once a model is institutionalized, it will likely be hard to overturn. This is a theme that we see with political myth and other political narratives, but it is also applicable to strategies of community organizing. Third, MPA has a history of thinking about its organizational goals in the context of direct action, infrastructure building, and worldview shifting. From this observation we can conclude that categorized thinking helps advocacy groups mobilize and organize. These observations also illustrate the relevance of the challenges of power and practicality that are endemic to the organizing strategies of MPA while suggesting that sole reliance on the three faces of power may not be the best way to address the challenge of worldview development.

**Current Approaches to Worldview**

Since 2003, MPA has intentionally incorporated the three faces of power into many aspects of its organization. The three faces are used to inform campaign development, drive group discussions about campaigns, describe volunteer positions, and train staff. MPA expects developed volunteers and organizers to understand the three faces of power so that they are effective in their communication with other political organizations, campaign volunteers, and new members.\(^{163}\) MPA also trains field canvassers to present issues in ways

\(^{163}\) “Member Organizers... understand... all three ‘faces of power.’” Maine People’s Alliance, ”MPA SCIF Proposal,” October 28, 2011: 3. Unpublished. Emphasis original.
that link to all three faces of power in one conversation. This is challenging to do effectively, as MPA Associate Director Amy Halsted notes: “How do canvassers talk about one issue, its problem and its solution, while also talking about what’s wrong with society and taking back our democracy?” With this challenge mind, MPA has a number of strategies for emphasizing worldview through both messaging and campaign design.

MPA staff and volunteers use specific messaging techniques when interacting with people who do not actively support a progressive worldview. Following the conclusions of various scholars discussed in earlier chapters, MPA organizers believe that presenting information in a consistent framework facilitates the development of an influential worldview. When responding to opposing arguments, MPA volunteers put forward values, as opposed to facts, because they are easier to transfer between individual campaigns. Consistent with conclusions by Lakoff, Sen, and Alinsky, MPA organizers are also attentive to language. Organizers try to use words that do not signify opposing messages, and they find ways to acknowledge opposing views without appearing to agree with them. All of these strategies aim to create space for alternative (in this case, progressive) understandings of contemporary issues and campaigns. That said, messaging is not as simple as this brief analysis suggests. As we see Deborah Stone’s discussion of ideas and goals, there are countless elements that inform how people and organizations transmit and interpret information. MPA attends to messaging so that it can control how recipients interpret information and, hopefully, reinforce a progressive worldview.

---

164 Amy Halsted, Personal Communication, November 15, 2011.
MPA also engages the three faces of power in the development of specific campaigns, as illustrated by the organization’s 2008 campaign for Single-Payer Healthcare. In an explanation of this campaign’s methods, MPA writes that “All of the campaigns we are part of help us build power in each of the three faces to win this goal [of single payer health care in Maine].”\textsuperscript{166} This statement suggests two things. First, the organizers think about the three faces of power and use the model to frame their campaigns. This means that the three faces of power are a powerful organizing tool. Second, individual campaigns often benefit from the outcomes of previous campaigns that follow the three faces of power. The three faces of power create an organizational infrastructure that allows MPA to work on a variety of issues and transfer worldview ideas from one campaign to another.

During the Single-Payer Healthcare campaign, MPA related each of its various campaign activities to one of the three faces of power (see Table 3.2). According to this table, activities like in-district meetings facilitate direct action, whereas canvassing and leadership development build the organization’s infrastructure. Conducting thousands of person-to-person conversations, teaching framing and messaging strategies at retreats, and getting people excited about change facilitates the third face of power, worldview shifting.\textsuperscript{167} In the Single-Payer campaign, infrastructure development and direct action were the most emphasized priorities. MPA felt that this was the best way to increase turnout, build coalitions, and create opportunities for intentionally-framed conversations.

\textsuperscript{167} Maine People’s Alliance, “Our Health Care Activities.”
This observation suggests that MPA approaches worldview shifting as a consequence of good organizing on the first two faces.\textsuperscript{168} For example, according to Table 3.2, the voter registration drives are an element of direct political action even though they generate worldview-attentive conversations. The same can be said of candidate endorsement: though a good election result is a gain in the first face of power, the election process generates new language and conversations about values in politics and, thus, could shift worldview. Though it is easiest to see how the activities in the lower faces link up the scale to higher faces, there are also activities that go in the other direction. Issue framing helps build membership and register voters, which links the third face back to the first face. Because of this, we can conclude that there is inevitable fluidity between the three faces and that not one of them is unaffected by organizing that obviously links to one of the other three faces.

To summarize, MPA has generally focused most directly on the first and second faces of power. This illustrates that limited resources (time, money, people) require organizations to prioritize their activities. When meetings need to be held, legislators need to be swayed, and voters need to be registered, it makes sense that organizations focus on the more direct or immediate political gains. This further illustrates the challenge of practicality that MPA faces in its worldview work, as the organization operates in a changing political environment that requires constant attention to direct action.

\textsuperscript{168} Recall that this is consistent with Sen’s assessment of infrastructure development.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three Faces of Power</th>
<th>How our activities build power for single-payer in Maine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **First Face: Immediate Political Gains** | • Helping candidates who share our goals on health care get elected through Campaign Vote!  
• In-district meetings with legislators  
• Making policy changes through Maine Voices for Coverage that will bring us incrementally closer to getting single payer  
• Canvasses and chapters doing voter registration and GOTV  
• Rallying against Anthem for HCAN |
| • Trying to win issue campaigns  
• Helping candidates get elected to office  
• Taking legal action  
• Engaging in direct action |                                                                                                                        |
| **Second Face: Building Infrastructure** | • Canvasses building membership, identifying hot contacts and raising funds for our work  
• Small business surveys to identify new leaders  
• Leadership development in the chapters  
• New members recruited and better name recognition because of the canvasses  
• Working in coalition through Maine Voices for Coverage  
• Building a broad coalition around health care and racial justice issues for HCAN  
• Building a network of small business owners  
• Developing relationships with Mila Kofman, Rep. Brautigam, Congressional delegation and other leaders on health care  
• Developing relationships with organizations that work on health care quality  
• Leading HCAN in Maine builds MPA’s leadership |
| • Building sustained membership involvement and organizing people for collective action  
• Developing leaders who can guide our organizations and coalitions  
• Identifying and developing candidates for public office  
• Building and maintaining coalitions, and alliances  
• Seeking to expand the political agenda, bringing in new constituencies to help develop and support a bold, new progressive agenda that unites different issues |                                                                                                                        |
| **Third Face - Shifting Worldview** | • Canvasses talking to thousands of people each night about single-payer and tapping into people’s desire for change  
• Bringing insurance company practices and outrageous profits to the public’s attention through HCAN  
• Developing a long-term policy agenda that fits our worldview through Maine Voices for Coverage  
• Trainings on worldview, framing and messaging at retreats, chapter meetings, one-on-one and in the HCSC  
• Framing all our issues, including health care, with community values to reinforce and strengthen our worldview  
• Promoting a strong role for government in all our issues  
• Canvasses agitating and building people’s desire for change, and showing members that they are part of something big! |
| • Shaping ideas and the way people make sense of what they see and hear.  
• Linking work in the shorter term to a broader vision and long-term goals  
• Challenging the current dominant worldview’s emphasis on rugged individualism, competition and limited role of government  
• Framing our issues with common progressive themes, so they are integrated together and reflect an alternative worldview |                                                                                                                        |

---

169 Maine People’s Alliance, “Our Health Care Activities,” 2.
That said, MPA has done a fair amount of work that speaks directly to the third face of power, shifting worldview. This is most evident in “A Guide to Framing Our Issues Using Our Values,” a volunteer manual that MPA published in 2008. MPA opens the manual with an accessible discussion about language. MPA rejects common beliefs that are often expressed through clichés, classifying such phrases as barriers to real progressive change since they do not recognize political problems in solution-oriented ways.

MPA builds on the discussion of language to assess the factors that motivate people to take action. These factors are consistent with some of the observations of social movement framing theorists and allow MPA to introduce worldview as, “the collections of beliefs, norms, value systems, popular wisdom, folkways and traditions that people draw upon to help them make sense of the world around them.” From here, MPA lists common themes of conservative and progressive worldviews, discusses how broader concepts or “chunks of worldview” appeal to constituents and link between topics, and introduces frames as a way to use progressive values and goals to talk about complicated issues.

The content of the manual became the foundation of a two-hour worldview exercise at the 2008 spring retreat. During the workshop, MPA members participated in small-group brainstorming sessions about clichéd sayings that, as the manual discusses, prevent people...

---

171 Some of these include “Money talks,” “Poverty will always be with us,” and “You can’t fight City Hall.” This speaks to Stone’s concerns about identification of root causes and how people express or interpret problems, which I discuss in Chapter Four. Maine People’s Alliance with the Grassroots Policy Project, “Maine People’s Alliance Worldview,” 2.
172 Maine People’s Alliance with the Grassroots Policy Project, “Maine People’s Alliance Worldview,” 3.
173 Conservative themes include hyper-individualism, anti-government, competition and the market. Progressive themes include democracy, personal autonomy and development, social justice, family, community, society, hope, and equality, among other things. Maine People’s Alliance with the Grassroots Policy Project, “Maine People’s Alliance Worldview,” 3-4.
174 Maine People’s Alliance with the Grassroots Policy Project, “Maine People’s Alliance Worldview,” 3.
from believing they can effect change. A story exercise followed, during which MPA members looked at different ways of framing a single news story to change the problem, its cause, and its solution. This activity encouraged members to think about the ways in which frames influence how information is conveyed and interpreted. The workshop closed with a brainstorm of values and themes that progressives can apply to issues such as income taxes, immigration, healthcare, and subsidized housing that often have conservative spins. Ultimately, the workshop encouraged MPA staff and members to think about how they deliver or explain their positions to a constituency that is used to hearing narratives that are framed through conservative values.

This workshop illustrates the variety of ways in which MPA has engaged its membership with worldview. MPA approaches worldview shifting as one of the three faces of power that informs its work as an organization, and it organizes campaigns with attention to each of the three faces. That said, there is a gap between the worldview that MPA uses and the worldview that MPA wants to use to shift the political climate. MPA staff and volunteers talk about rich corporations that take money from hardworking individuals, people who do not pay their fair share of taxes, legislators who do not respond to the interests of their constituents, and families who are cut from MaineCare and other state benefits. Historically, MPA pairs different aspects of these stories with personal stories about hardship to sway politicians, raise public awareness, and effect change.

Despite this work with narrative, MPA does not yet have what it considers a strong progressive narrative. This can be explained by any number of things, including the challenge to organize people, the pace of politics, the tendency for unanticipated situations
to arise and demand attention, and the limitations to human and financial resources. The question, then, is how MPA can develop a worldview in spite of those practical constraints.

When I came to MPA in 2011, the organization hardly blinked an eye before putting forward the question of narrative. MPA is dedicated to progressive change and worldview development, but, like many non-profit organizations, it lacks the human capital with which to pursue research or develop new approaches to old ideas. My work with MPA is brief and by no means a single solution to the question of narrative development. Instead, this is a critical inquiry into the state of narrative within MPA. It is an opportunity to explore alternative approaches to narrative and to see what MPA is capable of, all the while responding to questions of power, practicality, and perceptions. Over the course of my time with MPA, I co-developed three activities with an eye to narrative. The first was a workshop at the annual December retreat, the second was a door-to-door survey to generate conversations with Mainers about the state of Maine politics, and the third was a series of follow-up meetings and conversations with “hot contacts”\(^\text{176}\) that volunteers identified during the canvass.

**Workshop**

My work with MPA began with preparing for an annual retreat the organization uses to build relationships among members for the 2012 political season. The retreat kicked off on Saturday morning in December with an exciting direct action: MPA Organizers led about 60 retreat participants in a rally at Governor LePage’s mansion to

\(^\text{176}\) The term, “hot contacts” denotes newly-identified individuals who have an expressed interest in or are directly affected by contemporary political campaigns. They are generally contacted by organizers, who try to get them involved in upcoming campaigns.
protest potential cuts to jobless benefits. In an unexpected show of the organization’s political influence, three MPA members who spoke at the rally were invited to a closed meeting with Governor LePage. The meeting was a major achievement for MPA, because it had been trying to set up a conversation with the Governor for months. The excitement of the morning’s action set the stage for the rest of the retreat, which was a jam-packed weekend of campaign organizing, relationship building, celebration, and reflection. There were regional break-out sessions, de-briefings about current and recent campaigns, information sessions on current legislation, a presentation about MPA’s three-year plan, board elections, and the work I led on worldview and narrative. The retreat was not only the first opportunity I had to work directly with staff and members on the concept of narrative, but it was also a chance for the organization to revisit narrative-related work it had done in the past. As the schedule for the retreat came together, MPA decided that the first formal group workshop would be about narrative, as this would create a language and framework through which to approach the remaining elements of the weekend.

The narrative workshop was a key part of the opening session and reminded the group about the importance of framing for the rest of the retreat. In the days leading up to the retreat, Ben Chin, MPA’s Director of Political Engagement, and I developed a multi-media presentation about narrative.\(^\text{177}\) The presentation was designed to encourage participation and group discussion about narrative. To facilitate this goal, Ben and I found several campaign ads that illustrated both effective and ineffective messaging strategies. We watched and analyzed the videos as a group after opening the workshop with some background information about the importance of narrative.

\(^{177}\) See Appendix C for a reproduction of the narrative component of this PowerPoint.
The workshop began with a discussion of values. We started with a brainstorm of progressive values, which yielded responses such as “community,” “fairness,” “inclusion,” “family,” and “caring for the next generation.” As a foil to this brainstorm, we also talked about some conservative values. This brainstorm was obviously skewed by the progressive bias of the participants, but some of the responses included “individualism,” “capitalism,” “freedom,” and “family.” As we had anticipated, there was some similarity in the list of values that the group generated for the two political perspectives. With this in mind, we discussed the challenge to differentiate between progressive and conservative conceptions of the same values, such as “freedom” and “family.”

This led directly into a more pointed discussion of narrative, as I explained that narrative is one way to discuss different interpretations of political values, relationships, and situations.\(^{178}\) We defined narrative as a story that conveys values by talking about “good guys” and “bad guys” who struggle over a conflict to ultimately find a solution. We used this framework to evaluate several different campaign ads that Ben and I had selected the prior to the retreat.\(^ {179}\) We simplified the group analysis of these narratives three basic steps. First, we asked about the characters: Who are the “good guys”? Who are the “bad guys”? Then we asked about the story: What is the problem? What is the solution? Finally, we linked the characters to the story elements to see what the narrative implied about the role of the good guys and bad guys in creating and solving the problem. This provided opportunities for participation and group brainstorms, both of which MPA recognizes as important organizing techniques.

---

\(^{178}\) Stone discusses interpretations at great length, which we return to in the next chapter.

\(^{179}\) See Appendix D for transcriptions of the narration, text, imagery of the ads.
The first ad was produced by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in response to healthcare legislation proposed in 2009.180 The ad begins with a narrator who is concerned about the unemployment rate, the economic hurdles faced by small businesses, and the likelihood that “Congress’s latest healthcare bill makes a tough economy worse.”181 Throughout the ad, there are images of poorly lit conference rooms filled with worried employees, spreadsheets with concerning numbers, and strategic statistics that emphasize the hopelessness of the economic situation. The ad closes with a plea to call Senators Snowe and Collins to tell them, “We can’t afford this healthcare bill.”182

Following the screening of the ad, we had a lively group discussion informed by the simple framework described, above. We decided that the “good guys” are small businesses and employees, and the “bad guys” are not very well developed. The government is the implied opposing force throughout the ad, and the group talked about how the narrative would have been stronger if the opposing party had been clearer. The ad expresses a fairly clear problem: the U.S. has a bad economy, and the government wants to raise taxes so it can spend money in irresponsible ways. The solution, which was also fairly obvious, is to prevent healthcare reform. Overall, this first analysis went quite well. The members responded well to the distinction between characters and conflicts, and they participated more enthusiastically than we had expected. Ben and I had developed an alternative route for the workshop in case the first round of analysis did not go well, but the audience was interested and engaged, so we continued on to the second ad, as planned.

181 U.S. Chamber of Commerce, “Employers for a Health Economy.”
182 U.S. Chamber of Commerce, “Employers for a Health Economy.”
Republican Sharron Angle produced the second ad in her Tea Party endorsed campaign for the U.S. Senate seat in Nevada.\textsuperscript{183} Titled “Best Friend,” the ad is a direct attack against Democrat Harry Reid and his position on immigration legislation. The ad opens with a video of several dark-skinned men walking along a fence in the dark of night, which the producers use as a contrast to embedded videos of a light-skinned family and several light-skinned construction workers. The narrator threatens, “Illegals sneaking across our border, putting America’s safety and jobs at risk [sic].”\textsuperscript{184} According to the ad, Harry Reid is “the best friend an illegal alien ever had” and, therefore, a threat to the safety and security of the American people. This messaging is consistent throughout the ad, which closes with an image of Sharron Angle and her husband walking down a peaceful wooded path.

In comparison to the first ad, this ad has impressive cinematic and special effects, which the MPA members enjoyed. These effects are the vessel for a fairly complicated cast of characters and conflicts, but the workshop participants rose to the challenge and developed an impressive list of the ad’s narrative-oriented information. The “good guys” are varied: children, workers, office employees, couples, the elderly, and Sharron Angle. These characters are threatened by the “bad guys,” who are not only the dark-skinned immigrants who sneak illegally across the border, but also Harry Reid, who protects and supports those very immigrants. The ad also presents a variety of problems: Americans are not safe, jobs are disappearing, too many people receive unemployment benefits, Social Security is not guaranteed for native-born Americans, and “illegal aliens” get special tax treatment. The MPA members identified a couple of solutions within the ad: pass stricter


\textsuperscript{184} Sharron Angle, “Sharron Angle TV Ad: Best Friend.”
immigration bills (like Arizona’s SB 1070) and do not elect Harry Reid. There are also a couple of other implied solutions, such as changing tax structures and Social Security so that immigrants do not get special treatment, but the group focused on the more straightforward solutions. Analysis of this second ad gave members a chance to start connecting common themes of the conservative narrative, which became even clearer with the third ad.

The third ad was by far the most engaging of the six we watched as a group. This ad, called “Proven Leadership” and produced by Rick Perry, is an intensely cinematic representation of the supposedly inevitable demise of a country under Democratic leadership. The ad presents a post-apocalyptic world that is caused by Barack Obama’s inability to revive the economy. The first half of the video is a montage of empty streets and playgrounds, dilapidated buildings, flickering lights, and peeling Obama campaign posters. The producers include a sound bite of Obama shouting that he is, “just getting started!” before shifting to depict “A great county [that] requires a better direction,” “a renewed nation [that] needs a new president,” and a country that, “really is the last great hope of mankind.” These statements are accompanied by views of lush farmland, scenes of Perry speaking with workers and members of the armed service, and panoramic cuts of important U.S. monuments such as the Statue of Liberty and the Iwo Jima Memorial. The ad closes with a series of quick clips of Perry surrounded by crowds of supportive voters and the media.

186 Rick Perry 2012, “Proven Leadership.”
187 Rick Perry 2012, “Proven Leadership.”
The dramatic nature of this video was both engaging and effective, and the MPA members came away with a clear understanding of how Rick Perry engaged narrative as an element of this campaign. To begin, the “bad guy” is very clear: Barack Obama is to blame for all of the country’s problems. The good guy, who would come in and solve the problems created by such an irresponsible leader, is Rick Perry. He is accompanied by a number of “supporting characters,” such as awe-inspired children and workers that Perry meets, cheering crowds that support Perry’s campaign, and the servicemen and women that Perry salutes at the end of the ad. The ad also clearly defines problems and solutions by presenting information in a story-form. The MPA members noticed the plot progression of the ad: Obama’s apocalyptic land of urban decay, poverty, homelessness, joblessness, and hopelessness is saved by Rick Perry. The ad does not present a single policy solution and instead focuses on values: tough individualism, the free market, and the military will solve the nation’s problems. This ad generated energetic group (and side) conversation, which suggested the efficacy of its messaging.

The group took a brief break after the first three ads to discuss the elements that comprise a more conservative narrative. We did this by condensing information from each of the original analyses. The protagonists of the conservative ads are generally hardworking and responsible Americans, most of whom are white and appear to be either working or middle class. The antagonists are often people of color (especially immigrants), the government, and liberals. These characters engage with each other in a variety of conflicts that are caused by irresponsible people who take advantage of an overly generous government. Of the first three ads, all of which represented conservative worldviews, the third was the most exciting to discuss. The members did an incredible job interpreting the
information, and they were very engaged in the entire conversation. This was partially due to the severity of the statements made by the conservative ads, which demonstrated the urgency of developing a progressive narrative.

To reinforce the necessity of an effective progressive narrative, the next ad we presented to the group for analysis was an example of a poorly developed progressive narrative. This ad, “Child’s Pay,” was the winning entry of ad competition sponsored by Moveon.org.\textsuperscript{188} The ad is set to quiet reflective music and shows clips of young children doing various blue-collar jobs: a young white boy washes dishes in a dark commercial kitchen, a young white girl vacuums the floor in the hallway of a hotel, a young white boy jumps off the back of a dump truck to collect trash, and a young black boy fixes a tire in a mechanic’s shop. The ad then cuts to a black background with white text that reads, “Guess who’s going to pay off President Bush’s $1 trillion deficit?”\textsuperscript{189} The ad closes with a final image of a white child working at a grocery store cash register.

The audience was generally unsure of what to do with this ad. They were certainly moved by the cinematography and the message that the next generation will be held responsible for the bad situations created by current political leadership, but we had a hard time finding the story within the ad. There are not any identifiable characters, and the problem, which lacks any sort of solution, is simply the country’s large deficit. The members also noticed that the jobs depicted by the ad – dish washers, trash collectors, and manual laborers – create the impression that working one of those jobs would be bad. Overall, the impression was that the ad does not present any information or attribute any blame. Members were surprised at this realization, as their progressive biases led them to

\textsuperscript{189} “Moveon.org, “Child’s Pay.”
attribute the problems to conservatives even though no such connection was explicitly made by the ad. This ad illustrates the need for progressives to develop a narrative that is clear and engaging regardless of the ideology of the viewer.

We moved on from this example to two progressive ads that do a better job of creating narrative relationships between characters and conflicts. The first example was developed by Minnesota Democrat Paul Wellstone when he ran for U.S. Senate in 1990.

Wellstone’s ad is very straightforward. “This is my wife, Sheila, and our children,” Wellstone says, as he gestures to his family lined up on the lawn behind him. In front of his family home, Wellstone says, “This is my house in Northfield, where I’ve lived for 21 years.” Wellstone also commits to protecting the environment and fighting for national healthcare. The ad ends with Wellstone getting on his green bus as a narrator invites viewers to vote for Wellstone on November 6, 1990.

This ad was significantly simpler than the preceding ads, both in terms of cinematography and in terms of content. MPA members noticed that the “good guys” are the most developed category and included families, farmers, the working class, and the middle class. The members had a harder time identifying the “bad guys,” who are limited to polluters and critics of universal healthcare. The implied conflict is that the right people are not in office. This is accompanied by smaller conflicts, such as poor health insurance policies, limited support for farmers, and pollution, none of which are particularly well-developed. The implied solution is to elect a regular guy to office. Although MPA members

---

191 Wellstone, “Classic TV Ad.”
found this to be a heartening ad to watch, the general consensus was that the ad does not contain a strong narrative.

The final progressive ad, “My Brother Bob,” was produced by Maine Democrat Chellie Pingree in her 2008 campaign for a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. This ad is narrated by Pingree, who sits in a living room to tell the viewer about her brother’s struggle with cancer and health insurance: “When my brother, Bob, was diagnosed, he fought two battles: insurance company, and his cancer. Bob died fourteen months later, with the guilt of knowing that his wife and child were left with nothing.” Pingree highlights her historical positions on issues related to drug and insurance companies, and she presents herself as the best candidate for fixing the broken healthcare system.

As with the Wellstone ad, the viewers found the Pingree ad somewhat boring, but there were certainly elements of narrative throughout the ad. The explicitly developed “good guys” are limited to Pingree and her brother, which implies the goodness of everyone who struggles against insurers and drug companies. The “bad guys,” therefore, are the health insurance and drug companies that prioritize profits over people. The conflict is that people have to fight for insurance coverage when they should only have to worry about their health. The solution is obvious: elect Chellie Pingree so she can promote healthcare reform. The MPA members identified these narrative elements with relative ease, but the story was not presented in the most engaging fashion. Comments during this discussion showed that members were thinking back to the polished shine of the Rick Perry ad and lamenting the lack of funding that plagues many more progressive candidates.

---

193 Chellie Pingree, “My Brother Bob.”
Overall, this activity placed narrative in the context of urgent politics because of the media component: the campaign ads demonstrate the direct link between telling a story and creating the space for political change. The policy connection was also clear in some of the ads that told stories around particular pieces of legislation. This got MPA members and staff talking about the link between political change and effective narratives, which was an important step. The task that remained was how to transfer this ideas-based discussion into a tangible plan of action.

Canvass

The second narrative activity was a field canvass that would help MPA organize for the 2012 Legislative Session. This activity also linked the practicality of direct political action and the intangibility of worldview development by generating worldview conversations around direct action. The hope was that the policy space of the legislative session would combine the first and third faces of power. MPA thought that a door-to-door canvass would generate conversations with people who are not already involved in politics, recruit new volunteers, and collect stories that could be used to further a progressive narrative. This would be accomplished through one fairly straightforward activity: conduct a survey that asks both concrete and abstract questions about politics and values. Volunteers would take this survey door-to-door in Lewiston, Augusta, Portland, and Bangor to generate conversations with people who might not ordinarily be involved in politics.


**Execution**

During the first week of January, I presented the timeline and goals of the project on a conference call with organizers and key volunteers from each of the chapters. Going forward, this group of about ten people became the core of both the canvass project and the State House lobbying.\(^{194}\) During that same week, Jennie Pirkl, the Portland organizer, also discussed the project at her chapter meeting. Despite concerns among staff about possibly low-interest in a mid-winter door-to-door canvass, Jennie found that members were enthusiastic about the opportunity to have conversations with non-members; this reinvigorated the planning process. Over the course of that week, we also considered logistics like sample size, statistical significance, and target populations that would affect the type of data we could glean from the completed surveys.

By the second week of January, I had compiled information and contributions from staff and volunteers about survey content. I formatted this into a preliminary list of questions, which was twelve pages long and addressed the following topics: environment and health, safety and community, money and banks, employment, assistance programs, education, household and family, transportation, food, taxes, and values. There were additional questions about demographics that would help us interpret the data we collected on the other topics. By the end of the week, we had a three-page working draft of the survey, which MPA staff edited for consistency in organizational priorities and messaging. After we made these edits, we were ready to run a field trial in Portland before the official canvass.

---

\(^{194}\) Another important element of this project was its alignment with lobbying at the State House. MPA coordinates between the chapters to cover important hearings and work sessions every week the legislature is in session.
We originally planned to have volunteers in the field during the third week of January, but this timeline was hampered by practical limitation. The organizers had a hard time recruiting volunteers on such short notice, so we pushed the canvass back to the first weekend in February. This provided additional time to brainstorm how to divide territory (or “cut turf,” as organizers say) in ways that would be cognizant of both the logistical practicalities of walking door-to-door and the desire to have statistically significant conclusions.\footnote{We considered cutting turf based on census tracts or voting wards, but eventually decided that organizers should use their familiarity with local neighborhoods to find the best prospects for a canvass. Another logistic that we smoothed out during this week was about language and interpreters. A Spanish interpreter and a Somali interpreter joined the canvass in Portland, and two Somali interpreters worked with the canvass in Lewiston. Though we were about two weeks behind our original timeline at this point, the extra time gave us the chance to smooth out important logistics like interpreters, which was invaluable by the time we were in the field the following week.}

Volunteers and staff conducted surveys in Lewiston, Augusta, and Portland on February 4 and 5.\footnote{By then, MPA had divided turf and finalized the survey. The final version of the survey was three pages long and asked a series of questions about healthcare and employment (see Appendix E for reproductions of the canvass documents). The questions responded to Governor LePage’s proposed cuts to MaineCare and unemployment benefits, as MPA hoped to generate interest in issues connected to the 2012 legislative...}
session. There was also a question about values for which respondents were asked to identify their two most important values from a list developed by MPA. Additional questions about demographics, as well as a postcard to send to LePage protesting the cuts, contextualized the survey data and ensured that we could follow up with participants after the canvass. The postcard was also important because of the recruitment component of the field canvass: MPA staff and administration were excited about the prospect of new volunteers and “stories” to tell during lobbying. Collecting contact information was an important step of this process, as it would allow MPA staff and volunteers to build relationships with new recruits and strengthen MPA’s second face of power.

On the morning of the canvass, each organizer led a short training session for volunteers about how to conduct the survey. The training covered a variety of topics, including the purpose of the survey, strategies for keeping the various papers (surveys, walk-sheets, postcards, and take-away sheets) organized on a single clipboard, and best practices for canvassing. Organizers also discussed the logistics of confidentiality, explained that people are free to stop answering the survey at any time, and talked about how the data would be used by MPA. After the training, organizers assigned turf to volunteers and instructed everyone to return to the chapter office at a designated time to turn in the completed surveys and de-brief as a group.

Overall, the canvass went very well. The Portland team of eleven (eight volunteers, two interpreters, and the Portland organizer) collected 49 surveys and 64 postcards. Augusta’s seven-person team (two volunteers, four field canvassers from Bangor, and the

---

197 I led the training in Lewiston with the help of Doug Kempner, another Bates intern with MPA who has extensive experience leading field canvasses.
198 The process described in this paragraph is the one I developed with MPA staff and Bates professors to ensure best practices. I cannot guarantee that this training is exactly what happened at each chapter area.
Augusta organizer) collected 61 surveys and 56 postcards. The Lewiston team of ten (six volunteers, two interpreters, the Lewiston organizer, and me) collected 101 surveys and postcards. All told, the three canvass teams had over 225 conversations during which individuals answered survey questions and/or filled out a postcard. We were invited into homes, held babies, looked at family photos, and had meaningful conversations with people about the problems they deal with on a day-to-day basis.

Immediately following the canvass, the volunteers, interpreters, and staff met to discuss the project. In the Lewiston office, this conversation consisted of sharing highlights from the day and compiling a list of reflections and recommendations for next time.199 Some of the highlights included having conversations with Somali refugees through interpreters, the graciousness with which we were welcomed into homes, and realizing the extreme poverty in which many individuals and families live. The group then brainstormed reflections and recommendations by using a “Plus and Delta” model. Pluses, or things that went well, were similar to the highlights. Volunteers enjoyed working with interpreters, liked having conversations with new people, appreciated that the weather cooperated, and were enthusiastic about the number of responses generated in such a short period of time.200 Deltas, or things to improve on next time, included choosing smaller turfs, hiring more interpreters, preparing responses to anti-immigrant and other negative perspectives, being more informed about the specific legislation,201 and having a less logistically

199 I did not participate in the Portland or Augusta canvasses, so I only have information from the follow-up activity held in Lewiston.
200 We exceeded our own expectations, as each Lewiston volunteer was sent into the field with ten surveys. Many volunteers ran out of surveys before the field time was up. Although the staff organizer printed additional copies and distributed them to volunteers in the field, we could have collected more.
201 Because many of the survey questions were related to the budget, which was only in the proposal stage at the time of the canvass, we could not give respondents definite information about how they would be affected.
challenging system for managing the survey and postcard information. Overall, spirits were high at the end of the afternoon, and volunteers expressed interest in doing a similar project in the future.

### Table 3.3 Group de-brief from the Lewiston field canvass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plus (+)</th>
<th>Delta (Δ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Talking to people</td>
<td>• Should have a more user/environmentally friendly survey (fewer pages, easier to navigate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emphasis on the quality of surveys over the volume</td>
<td>• Find better ways to contact minority groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People were glad to see us even though it was cold outside (and we were knocking on their doors on Super Bowl Sunday)</td>
<td>• Would have liked more volunteer prospects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Saw first-hand the poverty people live in</td>
<td>• Could select territory to have a better focus on people who would be affected by these cuts (many of the people we talked too were too far below the poverty line to be affected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Many people (canvassers, respondents) have a desire to “get their hands dirty” and get more involved</td>
<td>• We need ways to respond to anti-immigrant sentiments (i.e. “My MaineCare was fine until the refugees starting coming.”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There was an impressive number of volunteers</td>
<td>• Add questions about other topics to generate more conversations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We had high quality volunteers</td>
<td>• Could have a better system for organizing materials (lots of paper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conversations were informative and got people interested in future topics (ex. Might not experience cuts now but are looking to the future)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the Monday after the canvass, the planning team of organizers and volunteers de-briefed the activity over the phone. This was a time of both celebration and critical reflection. MPA had never done an activity like this, so staff and volunteers were excited over the perceived success of the endeavor. That said, we identified a number of elements of the process that could have been better managed. The phone conversation followed the Plus/Delta model that Lewiston used to de-brief. Volunteers and organizers from the other chapter areas expressed sentiments that were similar to those list developed by Lewiston (see Table 3.3). Staff and volunteers were enthusiastic about the process and hopeful that
the surveys would generate useful information and contacts. Overall, the most exciting outcome from the survey is that MPA is already talking about how to do this better next time.

Results
Because there were two goals for the survey, we wanted to collect two types of data. In pursuit of the first goal, publishing a report, we needed quantifiable information from the survey. Each of the chapter areas was responsible for entering the survey data into a Google Survey form that I developed and tested prior to the field canvass. We selected this entry system because it is highly accessible: canvassers, other volunteers, and organizers would be able to navigate the program and assist with data entry. Given the volume of surveys we initially anticipated (400-500), this was an essential consideration in the research design. Google Survey was also convenient because it is web-based: each region could input the data remotely and access the complete data set. Data entry was only just completed at the time of this writing. The data, though interesting, is not essential to this inquiry. Instead, I am more interested in the process through which the survey was developed and disseminated and the various ways MPA plans to use the data. Those aspects of the process are most related to the questions this inquiry asks about narrative.

The second goal of the survey was worldview-related and relied on more qualitative data. This information came from the nuances of conversations between canvassers and survey respondents, which were difficult to record. The entire conversation between canvasser and respondent, whether the respondent was affected by the legislation or not, is important to the process of worldview development. With this goal in mind, the organizers encouraged canvassers to write extensive notes about their conversations before going to
the next house. These observations were discussed orally at the de-briefing meeting, but much of the data was not properly recorded, which speaks to the challenge of narrative analysis.

Overall, the canvass was an interesting experiment. It combined volunteers, recruitment, and worldview conversations with direct action. The volunteers enjoyed the chance to talk to new recruits, the organizers were generally pleased with the process, and the respondents were generally happy to engage in conversations about their experiences and values. As anticipated, the canvass generated a lot of good information and conversations that we followed-up with during meetings in each of the chapter areas.

**Follow-Up Meetings**

As a follow-up to the canvass, each of the chapter organizers committed to holding a meeting with “hot contacts” to generate additional conversations about political beliefs and welcome new people into the ranks of MPA. Each chapter scheduled its meeting for the week following the canvass. This type of meeting posed a distinct challenge that some of the organizers had not worked with before: many, if not all, of the participants would be new to MPA. Another challenge was turnout: how could organizers estimate how many people would show up to the meeting? For this meeting to be successful, the organizers had to develop an agenda that could engage either a large or small group, accommodate attendees who were both enthusiastic and hesitant to participate, and address both direct political action and worldview issues.

The organizers developed strategies for the follow-up meeting by sharing ideas through email and a conference call. During these communications, the organizers decided
that the general emphasis of the meetings would be building relationships and discussing Governor LePage’s proposed budget. Focusing on these two topics would provide a good foundation from which to accommodate the specific needs or inclinations of whoever attended the meetings. Organizers also planned to discuss the history of MPA as an organization, current campaigns, voter registration drives, and other local issues that might interest meeting attendees. There was general consensus that story sharing, or giving attendees the opportunity to share their experiences with others in the room, would be a valuable way to build relationships, strengthen organizational infrastructure, and start generating worldview information.

Another component of the meeting was strategic analysis. Also called a power analysis, this activity would engage participants in a brainstorm about which political actors have power, what that power is, and what organizations like MPA can do to shift that power. Depending on how the meeting went, the organizers also considered introducing attendees to the three faces of power. Volunteers and staff were originally enthusiastic about using the survey data to generate conversations and involve participants in a co-analysis of the data, but this never appeared on the agenda because of logistical and time constraints both on the data entry side and the meeting execution side. This brainstorm eventually helped the organizers develop a more specific agenda (see Table 3.4).

As with most activities of this nature, the demonstrated product was very different from what the organizers had originally planned. This is clearly illustrated by the experience of the Portland chapter. Despite the positive reception of the meeting by survey respondents during conversations in the field and the turn-out calls volunteers made to likely recruits, nobody showed up to the meeting. This was disheartening, as the staff and
volunteers had put a fair amount of effort into planning the meeting. A similar thing happened in Augusta. Due to time constraints and less enthusiastic reception among both volunteers and survey respondents, the meeting did not happen. Despite the initial appearance of failure, however, both experiences provided the opportunity to learn new things about this type of organizing. At the time of this writing, organizers in both Portland and Augusta planned to have follow-up “one-on-ones” with respondents who had expressed interest in getting more involved, and the Augusta chapter was preparing for an in-district meeting with a legislator.

Table 3.4 Preliminary Agenda for follow-up meetings in Augusta, Lewiston, and Portland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>How</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductions</td>
<td>Share your name, your town, and how you got involved with MPA or why you are here tonight</td>
<td>5:30- 5:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agenda Review</td>
<td>Review agenda and make additions or changes</td>
<td>5:45- 5:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to MPA</td>
<td>History Issues</td>
<td>5:46- 6:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major Victories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing Stories</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>6:05- 6:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Banks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Justice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Update</td>
<td>MaineCare Cuts FY12</td>
<td>6:35- 6:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What’s next</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>6:40- 6:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What can we do in the long term?</td>
<td>Lobby Day</td>
<td>6:50- 6:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>Debrief meeting—Evaluation</td>
<td>6:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take Action! (Lewiston only)</td>
<td>Optional Meeting with Rep. Peggy Rotundo</td>
<td>7:00 - 7:45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

202 Mid-February, 2012. Since then each of the chapter organizers has held numerous one-on-ones with hot contacts, but there has not been mention of a second try for the follow-up meetings in either Augusta or Portland.

203 One-on-ones are a common organizing strategy during which two people have a conversation with one another. The strategy is based on the assumption that politics and organizing are all about relationship-building, and MPA uses this strategy regularly.
In contrast to the difficulty that both Portland and Augusta faced in getting a follow-up meeting off the ground, the Lewiston chapter had a crowded and productive meeting. The meeting was held on Thursday, February 9. It began at 5:30pm and ran until 7:00pm, at which point the participants were invited to stay for an in-district meeting about the budget with Senator Peggy Rotundo. The second meeting lasted for close to an hour, and participants were engaged with questions, comments, and personal anecdotes throughout the conversation. There were drinks and snacks available to participants throughout the evening, and most seemed to enjoy the opportunity to meet with like-minded individuals and one of their legislators.

The most notable success of the Lewiston meeting was the high turnout. There were twenty-five participants, not including Gen Lysen or myself. Of this group, sixteen were completely new to MPA and seven were Somali refugees. The other participants were long-standing volunteers who helped run the meeting, involved members who recruited new volunteers, and volunteers who had been involved in the canvass. The size of the group provided a bit of a challenge, as we had not expected such a large turnout. There was a scramble for chairs as the meeting started, and people were definitely cozy. Another challenging aspect of the group was language interpretation. MPA hired a Somali interpreter for the night, and she was invaluable. The logistics of the interpretation were challenging, however. We had intended to use audio equipment from another local organization to facilitate simultaneous interpretation, but the room was so crowded that there was not adequate space to set up in this way. As a result, the meeting was a back-and-
forth English-Somali conversation that, although inspiring and humbling, doubled the amount of time we had to spend on each agenda item.204

Because of the size of the meeting and the logistics of interpretation, the agenda changed over the course of the evening. As planned, we opened the meeting by establishing ground rules (see Table 3.5). After that, attendees introduced themselves and explained why they came to the meeting or were involved with MPA. From there, a board member introduced MPA’s mission, history, and current campaigns. At that point, the group had established some common knowledge and understandings, so we moved on to the story sharing aspect of the meeting. People were invited to share personal experiences in which they were unable to attain healthcare, were taken advantage of by banks, or were given unfair loans.

As expected, experiences and responses to these questions varied on the specifics but were thematically similar. We heard from one individual who said that he would be dead without Medicaid: his Multiple Sclerosis medications would cost thousands of dollars per month without coverage. Others told stories about interminable years on the waitlist for MaineCare, making “just enough” to not qualify for state benefits, unpredictable coverage due to changing employment situations and benefit qualifications, and misunderstandings with lenders that resulted in thousands of dollars of debt. One older gentleman expressed his position with great clarity: “I’m not in the gutter yet, but I’m going to be there soon. If the country keeps running this way, I'll be in the gutter.”205 His

---

204 One of the unanticipated results of the canvass process is that MPA plans to hire a part-time Somali interpreter to assist with organizing in Lewiston.
205 Lewiston meeting participant, February 9, 2012.
sentiment reflected the general position of many people in the room: we need to make changes to the status quo of U.S. politics.

As participants told their stories, it became clear that we would have to take some items off the agenda. With an eye to the upcoming in-district meeting and the immediacy of the budget decision,206 we decided to cut the power analysis activity and focus on getting everyone up to speed on the budget situation. An involved volunteer provided this synopsis. Throughout the evening, participants demonstrated a willingness to share personal narratives about challenging situations. As organizer Gen Lysen reflected, “The emphasis was on story-sharing, most everyone was directly affected – either by lack of access to healthcare, abuse by the big banks, or jobless[ness]...”207 These stories re powerful relationship builders, but they also allude to the challenge of narrative. With so many constituent stories, how can MPA find a way to put forward a single organizational narrative?

Table 3.5 Ground Rules for the Lewiston follow-up meeting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step up, step back</td>
<td>Be aware of when you have something to say and when you would be better off listening to what other people have to say.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be respectful</td>
<td>Listen, use appropriate language, be honest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No cross-talk</td>
<td>Only one conversation at a time; no side conversations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell phones silenced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have fun!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To be consistent with best practices for organizing, we finished the meeting with a brief evaluation. The group identified the following positive elements: pizza, people, new faces, stories, and a place to voice opinions. There were only two things on the delta list:

206 The appropriations committee had proposed a budget just days before this meeting.
finding a better room with more space and solving the technical difficulties around interpretation. Given the experimental nature of this type of meeting, the group’s focus on logistical concerns (space, translation) is very positive; such a focus means that the content and experience were generally worthwhile and productive.

The significance of the meeting was hit home by Peggy Rotundo’s visit. All but one of the new members stayed to talk with Rotundo in what became a difficult, but informative, conversation. To briefly summarize, Rotundo and other Democrats on the Appropriations Committee faced an almost indescribable choice during budget conversations: Either guarantee that 18,000 low-income Mainers will keep MaineCare while 14,000 lose coverage, or hedge their bets that the Governor’s budget might have better numbers. Although the conversation at MPA that evening was not conclusive in terms of next steps, it was a meaningful show of the accessibility of (some aspects of) the political process. Those who attended the meeting had the opportunity, possibly for the first time in their lives, to talk to one of the individuals who is responsible for legislative decisions that affect their lives.

Overall, the Lewiston meeting was a huge success. Gen Lysen, the Lewiston organizer, says it best. In her email summary of the Lewiston meeting, Gen writes that,

It was an unwieldy but an incredible meeting where folks from different backgrounds, ages, income, race, etc. came together to commit to work together on the issues that directly affect them, and/or their neighbors. It was frankly one of the most inspiring moments in my organizing career, and testament to the fact that getting out in the community - knocking on doors, having conversations in hallways, foyers, on couches and at kitchen tables with our neighbors about their concerns or struggles – WORKS.209

---

208 MPA asked Rotundo to sign on to the Responsible Solution pledge, and Rotundo responded that she would do some research on the proposal. She did not commit to supporting the pledge at the time of the meeting.
In the week after the attempted follow-up meetings, the chapter organizers met to identify the reasons for the differential success of the meetings in each of the areas. In Lewiston, a volunteer called every one of the survey respondents for whom we had contact information. This volunteer asked each person she planned to come to the meeting, and she offered possible attendees a ride if they were interested but did not have their own means of transportation. The canvass team in Lewiston also collected the most surveys. Although the Portland organizer reminded the other organizers that she emphasized the quality over quantity of the door-to-door conversations, which was consistent with the goals of the canvass, numbers do affect turnout. Lewiston had about twice as many surveys as Portland or Augusta, which meant a larger pool from which to draw meeting attendees. Each region also had different canvassers. Although all of the volunteers were trained the day of the canvass, some volunteers had more experience than others. The Lewiston team was lucky in that most of the canvassers had prior experience in the field. Another, albeit unquantifiable, aspect that may have affected turnout in Lewiston was luck: knocking on the doors of individuals who happened to be interested, finding people with transportation to get themselves to and from the meeting, the opening in Rotundo’s schedule to meet with us on the same night as the follow-up meeting, and more. There are endless factors that affect the experiences in the different chapter areas, which is further evidence of the volatility and unpredictability of this type of political work.

At the time of this writing, organizers and volunteers in each of the chapter areas have set up numerous “one-on-ones” with strong contacts. Some of these, as experienced in Lewiston, have been cancelled and rescheduled several times, and sometimes people do not show up. Despite the practical challenges of these intentional relationship-building
conversations, Portland reports three follow up conversations, Lewiston reports four, and Augusta reports several in progress.\textsuperscript{210} As mentioned above, this illustrates the unpredictability of this type of work, as well as the need for dedicated and effective organizers who can get people involved, tease stories out of individuals, and create space for real political change.

Overall, the work MPA has organized on narrative in the last several years reflects many of the tensions that characterize our discussions of worldview development. Practical challenges include timelines, organizational capacity, unpredictability in volunteers, and other unforeseen situations. These challenges illustrate the draw for an organization like MPA to just present a narrative or worldview; the development process must be carefully designed to accommodate the varied experiences of meeting participants, the power dynamics between the membership and the leadership, and the constraints of practicality. This brings us back to our original question: How does MPA navigate the tensions of power, practicality, and perceptions to organize effective worldview development? Just as there is real opportunity for failure, there is real opportunity for success. To get closer to the latter requires the narrative in pursuit of which all of this work was organized. To get to that narrative, we must evaluate MPA’s efforts in the context of the models we developed in Chapter Two.

\textsuperscript{210} MPA Legislative Agenda Organizing Call, February 21, 2012.
Chapter 4: Worldview Development at MPA

The activities discussed in the preceding chapter were designed to accommodate both worldview development and direct action by generating conversations in the context of the 2012 legislative agenda. MPA planned the workshop at the retreat to remind staff and members that narrative and worldview are important to the fight for lasting change. The canvass was designed to connect MPA members and volunteers to new recruits through conversations about current legislation. Finally, the follow-up meetings provided an opportunity for staff, members, and volunteers to come together to analyze the information generated by the canvass while continuing worldview-attentive conversations.

These projects were designed in the context of the 2012 legislative session with the hope that they would provide a foundation for a variety of direct action activities, including lobbying and candidate endorsements.

The question we are all asking now is whether those narrative-oriented activities actually helped MPA get any closer to a worldview. What happens when, as community organizers and social movement framing theorists recognize, there are tensions between the membership and leadership? What happens when the leadership faces practical limitations but would ideally incorporate the membership more fully? How do the perceived and experienced realities of the membership and leadership relate to defining goals, determining best courses of action, and evaluating outcomes? These questions respond to the work that MPA organizes on narrative, leading us to ask if intentional work on of worldview in the context of direct action helps mollify the apparent tensions between
leadership and membership, the idealistic and the practical, and perceived and experienced realities. We must take several steps to answer this question.

We first identify some of the changes that happened between the design and implementation of MPA’s narrative-oriented activities. After this discussion, it is clear that the activities as implemented by MPA were not conducive to worldview development. In fact, as I discuss in the second section, this initial analysis suggests that MPA may already have a worldview that it puts forward to avoid the impracticality of worldview development in the context of the three faces of power. This makes us question the feasibility of worldview development under a model that proposes distinctions between direct action, infrastructure development, and worldview shifting. With this in mind, I return to the community metanarrative model of Chapter Two. This provides the opportunity to reassess both MPA’s narrative activities and present the community metanarrative as a tool that helps community organizers move past the stagnation of sole reliance on the organizational structure of the three faces of power. I conclude this chapter by discussing the relevance of the community metanarrative model to worldview shifting.

This chapter responds to two sets of dynamics that are inherently relevant to this analysis. First, it explores the organizational dynamics that determined how MPA’s narrative-oriented activities transitioned from theory into practice. It is important to address those dynamics and how they influenced the final outcomes of the organizing process, because they are elements of MPA’s approach to worldview development. They also provide clear examples of how power and practicality affect worldview development. The second set of dynamics is between these three tensions and the community metanarrative model. More specifically, the question is whether the community
metanarrative model can accommodate the tensions that are often overlooked by an uncritical reliance on the three faces of power.

**Design and Implementation**

The narrative-oriented activities that I organized with MPA changed significantly between their abstract conception and practical execution. The first activity, the retreat, was to remind staff and members about the importance of narrative and worldview. We planned to have a dynamic and open conversation about the importance of developing a narrative. The second activity, the canvass, was originally about story identification. We sought to have open-ended conversations with people who would be affected by upcoming legislation, and we wanted to hear stories about the different political problems (and solutions) ordinary people see in our society. The follow-up meetings would provide a space for conversation about the stories we collected in the canvass. We wanted to use the data and stories from the survey to generate conversations in small group meetings with new recruits and with existing members. We hoped that these conversations would help participants isolate common trends in the stories that could be harnessed in pursuit of a more encompassing story. Despite careful planning and the organization’s voiced dedication to worldview development, the execution of these activities was different from the original plan. In fact, almost all of the activities shifted away from the original goal of facilitating worldview development because of practical challenges and dynamics between the membership and leadership.

This shift is well illustrated by the survey. As stated above, the survey was originally designed as an opportunity to generate unscripted conversations about values, problems,
and solutions. The final version, however, focused on collecting quantifiable data. This shift did two things. First, it limited the types of conversations we would have with people during the canvass. In the editing process, we pulled three pages of questions about healthcare and jobs out of twelve pages of questions about healthcare, jobs, banks, education, values, family, and more. Because MPA was more interested in collecting data that could be used to publish a report about the experiences of working families in Maine, we were no longer setting ourselves up to collect stories about a broad range of topics. The survey also veered away from topics that would be more likely to yield worldview development conversations. In one of the revisions of the survey, the single remaining worldview question was sacrificed for an additional question on jobs. We eventually added the worldview question back into the survey, but this only happened after a series of discussions about the importance of this question to our original goal of collecting worldview-related information.

The second consequence of the survey shift was methodological. Because of the quantitative focus, we needed to collect a significant number of surveys to generate any sort of statistical significance or generalizable results. This changed the approach that volunteers took to conducting the survey. Though each conversation was still valued and worthwhile, most conversations followed the survey fairly closely. Conversations did not veer off into uncharted discussions as frequently as we had originally thought they would; the focus was on completing the questions of the survey instead of using each of the survey questions to generate a conversation.

The execution of the follow-up meetings was also less focused on worldview producing conversations than we had originally planned. The initial goal of the meetings
was to bring diverse members and volunteers together to discuss the content of the surveys and analyze some of the stories volunteers collected during the canvass. During the planning calls, however, some of the organizers were ambivalent towards the inclusion of intentional discussions of power and worldview during the meeting. Limited face time with recruits during the meeting, high demands on organizers’ time for planning the meetings, and the uncontrollability of open-ended conversations meant that the focus on power and values was not guaranteed to succeed. We eventually decided to include a power analysis, but it was up to me and another organizer to design the activity. It was very clear that the worldview discussion was not the central purpose of the meeting. The minimized importance of the worldview activity was further emphasized through the time crunch at the Lewiston meeting, as the power analysis was cut from the agenda to make room to talk about the budget and other more direct aspects of MPA’s organizing. Again, this is an understandable and justifiable decision, but it does illustrate MPA’s tendency to prioritize direct action over worldview development.

We also saw this dynamic in group discussions at the retreat. During a workshop on the Affordable Care Act, organizers allotted a certain period of time for small groups to answer a series of questions. This inevitably meant that groups spent less time on the last questions, which happened to be the ones that asked members to frame the Affordable Care Act in the context of progressive values and worldview. This was even more pronounced when the small groups reported their findings back to the large group: the majority of the large-group conversation focused on clarifying the components of the bill. This is not to say that MPA ignored worldview issues, as there was a discussion about slogans with which to frame MPA’s position (“Healthcare, not Wealthcare!” or “Healthcare
is a human right!”) and obvious inclusion of worldview on the agenda. That said, members were not given the chance to discuss worldview issues to the extent that the original schedule had planned.

These changes represent the three tensions we have followed throughout this inquiry. The survey design process illustrates the membership-leadership tension, because the MPA made decisions about what questions to include. This activity also represents the tension between experienced and perceived realities, as MPA put forward a survey that asked specific questions in ways that would yield particular results. The membership-leadership tension was also present in the hesitance to include a power analysis on the agenda at the follow-up meeting: open-ended conversations are unpredictable and would likely demonstrate a multiplicity of interpretations that would not necessarily align with MPA’s experiences in facilitating political change. Finally, many of the changes, like cutting the power analysis from the Lewiston meeting agenda, reflect the challenge of practicality. MPA had to make decisions about what it could fit into an agenda or accomplish in a short period of time.

What we see here is that the questions of power and practicality are implicated by the third tension: perceived and experienced realities. Different actors have different goals, different styles, and different problems. Unfortunately, the narrative-centric activities I led with MPA do not seem to accommodate those varied interpretations. As it turned out, these activities had a surprisingly limited focus on worldview development. We engaged a number of volunteers and new recruits during the canvass, but that success relates to the second face of power. We also had a good collection of volunteers present at the in-district meeting, but that connects to the first face of power. What we saw during these activities
was not only the ineffectiveness of unifying direct action and worldview development, but also the tendency for direct action to trump worldview development. That said, it is odd that an organization that asks questions about effective worldview development and is dedicated to its membership-driven mission would limit the time and energy it spends on worldview. I do not believe this is a matter of MPA not caring about worldview. Instead, because MPA is a political organization that is intently focused on direct political gains, perhaps MPA is just not enthralled by the thought of developing a narrative.

**Bypassing Worldview Development**

As a political organization, MPA must have a position on political issues. It cannot query its membership every time it wants to release a press statement or write a petition. Because of that, it is entirely possible that MPA already has a “go to” narrative or worldview. I observed this phenomenon throughout the activities I organized with MPA. While working on the narrative workshop for the December retreat, conversations with MPA staff uncovered the following worldview elements: conservatives are bad, corporations do not care about the people, government can be used to do good, and we are stronger when we work together. MPA had already identified these ideas as essential elements of the progressive position, and they were willing to push these ideas during the workshop and retreat. This suggests two things: first, MPA may be less invested in doing intensive narrative-development work, and second, MPA’s work on narrative will inevitably reflect the leadership’s positions and values. We must use these observations to discuss MPA’s narrative activities if we are to better understand the organization’s current relationship with narrative.
The structure of the narrative workshop illustrates the prominence of what could be called MPA’s existing narrative. The group discussions during the workshop were brainstorm-based, but the workshop was prompted by steps and discussion points contained within a PowerPoint. We designed the PowerPoint so that text would not appear on the screen until prompted, which gave participants the chance to brainstorm their own ideas. That said, the framework, key observations, and major takeaway points of the presentation were established prior to the workshop and, although consistent with opinions that many members volunteered over the course of the discussion, were not a product of the group conversation. In this sense, MPA put forward a particular set of interpretations that was consistent with, but not necessarily derived from, the group’s contributions.

Another controlled component of the workshop was the content, itself. Ben and I selected the featured campaign ads prior to the retreat with the hope of generating certain types of conversations. We were fairly certain that the Rick Perry ad would generate lively discussion about conservative values, and we thought that Sharron Angle’s attack ad on Harry Reid would suggest the ridiculousness of conservative immigration politics. We made similar calculations in selecting the progressive clips we chose. Wellstone’s ad, for example, presented progressives as reasonable people with simple means and old-fashioned values. We intentionally selected Chellie Pingree’s ad about healthcare to link to other discussions at the retreat about the importance of a simplified healthcare system. These decisions were strategic and had certain goals, which suggests the extent to which MPA as an organization has ideas and narratives it wants to spread among its members.

211 See Appendix C for the PowerPoint slides.
The language of the survey also reflected the possibility that MPA was disseminating a particular worldview throughout the doorstep conversations. An early version of the survey presented Governor LePage as a callous, unfeeling leader (“Governor LePage wants to cut MaineCare….“). This language, though somewhat toned down in the final version, told people how to feel about the Governor’s proposed budget. The same could be said about the values question. Survey respondents were asked to select their two most important values from a list. There was an option to fill in an “other,” but almost all of the respondents selected some combination of family, faith, fairness, taking care of the next generation, community, and self-determination. MPA selected these values with the hope of showing inconsistencies between people who may benefit from progressive policies and yet demonstrate allegiance with more conservative values. This illustrates the extent to which MPA already has assumptions about what strategies and realities should be used to determine agendas.

People also generally know that MPA is a progressive organization with certain values and positions. This was illustrated by concerns that MPA had about how its data would stand up if published in a report. Some felt that, if the survey was clearly biased in its language and content, then political opponents could more easily reject its findings. Others thought that critique would be inevitable: MPA is known in the community as having certain positions on certain types of issues, and data would be interpreted in the context of those understandings. Though obvious, this suggests that the public relates to MPA in certain ways because of the organization’s positions.

212 Note the similarity between this goal and observations by Lakoff, Alinksy, and Sen that politics is run by a conservative narrative.
Another clear illustrator of this dynamic is the tendency to characterize people who are not supportive of MPA as having bad worldview. “We had a good meeting,” organizers will say, “with only one or two worldview problems.” The term worldview does not actually mean very much by itself, nor does characterization of worldview as bad. That said, this sort of statement has real significance when said in the context of MPA organizing. Why is it bad worldview? What comparison yielded such a categorization? Who decides when an individual’s worldview is not particularly strong? The difference between these questions and the ones asked in the first chapter is that MPA has answers to this set. MPA decides if a worldview is bad, and the organization uses a core set of beliefs (large corporations take money from people and small businesses, the wealthy should pay more taxes, and government should provide more assistance to low-income people) to pass judgment.

These observations suggest that MPA already has a worldview with which it contextualizes much of its work. The logical response to these observations is to question if it is problematic for an organization like MPA to be recognized as taking particular positions on social, political, and economic issues. Should we be concerned that MPA has a position? Does having a position compromise the organization’s ability to do good political work? In both cases, the answer is obviously no. As a political organization, MPA takes a stand and defends it; that is part of the game. MPA would cease to exist if it did not have positions, which suggests the extent to which MPA may already have a functioning worldview.

That said, it is important to consider the efficacy of that narrative. After all, MPA talks about developing a narrative, so there must be some shortcoming in the story that the organization already tells. The criteria of a strong narrative or political myth raise a couple
of interesting points. Recall that narratives must be truthful, applicable, believable, and long-lasting. In the case of an MPA-created-and-disseminated narrative, both the truthfulness and the applicability of the narrative are slightly questionable. Does a narrative developed by MPA represent the reality as the people see and experience it, or does it reflect the interpretation of that reality from a group of people who are affected by legislation in different ways? This question links to the question of experienced and perceived realities that complicate narrative development. This dynamic also feeds into applicability: is a story that MPA leaders tell more or less applicable to the lives of the average Mainer than a story they develop, themselves? These critiques do not question the intentions or dedication of MPA staff, but rather respond to Stone’s earlier point about the subjectivity of interpretations. Because people experience slightly different realities, their interpretations of the same situation are inevitably different. A narrative that is put forward by a small group, whether that is a group of ordinary people or a group of MPA organizers, is less likely to represent the realities and experiences of a more extended and diverse population. To conclude, although it is not problematic that that MPA may already have a narrative, it is potentially inconsistent with the people-driven motto of the organization, does not make any headway on the tension between perceived and experienced realities, and stagnates the pursuit of a people-derived worldview.

**Revisiting the Three Faces of Power**

It is somewhat paradoxical that a people driven organization might have a narrative that is *not* people-developed. What factors lead an organization that is as people-oriented as MPA to find itself with an organizational worldview that is not completely people-
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produced? When does the leadership of a membership-driven organization have to make group decisions that may not have been vetted in the opinions of the membership? The explanation lies in the tension between practical and ideal organizing. One of the most convincing ways to explain this tension is to consider the multiplicity of MPA’s goals.

As discussed by Deborah Stone, goals are rarely singular or straightforward. MPA may have the goal of creating a progressive worldview, but that obviously does not mean that creating a progressive worldview is the only focus of MPA’s political work. That also does not mean that creating the worldview is MPA’s *ultimate* goal. If we recognize that MPA’s ultimate goal is to effect progressive political change, then we can assume that there are smaller benchmark goals within that long-term goal. These might include expanding staff in each of the chapter areas, hitting membership goals, raising certain amounts of money, or having a certain number of conversations with legislators. These smaller goals suggest that MPA operates in a somewhat managerial position. The organization connects people to action through a variety of activities, most of which are conveniently situated in the first and second faces of power. In the case of MPA, a model like the three faces of power simplifies the complexity of a goal like “achieving progressive political change” and allows organizers to focus on the smaller, more constituent elements of a campaign.

If MPA’s ultimate goal is progressive political change, then it makes sense that MPA might deemphasize the worldview-development component of activities during my time with them. The organization already does direct political work and infrastructure development, so it has ways of talking about itself, its constituents, and its values. The third face of power, shifting worldview, calls on organizations to present their worldviews in foil to existing, more dominant worldviews. To do any sort of work on the third face of power,
therefore, MPA must already have a worldview that it promotes among both its supporters and its adversaries.

These observations suggest that the categorizations imposed by the three faces of power actually obscure the goal of progressive change. For example, field canvassers who go door-to-door collecting donations build organizational capacity, whereas the canvassers who go door-to-door talking about values facilitate worldview development. The distinction between these activities seems trivial, because there is framing in the first scenario and the possibility of membership expansion in the second. In other situations, positive outcomes of organizing efforts are not necessarily valued within the framework of the three faces of power. With the three faces of power, building a community of activists and civic-minded individuals is an infrastructure activity as opposed to a manifestation of the community-oriented goals of a progressive campaign. Again, these distinctions are unnaturally picky. As discussed earlier, campaigns and activities do not exist in a vacuum unaffected by other types of work, which suggests the artificiality of a model that requires distinctions between integrated campaigns and activities.

All of the faces relate back to each other despite the distinctions implied by the three faces of power. If we define MPA’s goal as advancing progressive politics in Maine, we find that most activities categorized as infrastructure development or worldview shifting link back to the first face. Direct political action gauges whether the organization is actually making change and is the mechanism through which organizations evaluate their progress on the goal of progressive change.\textsuperscript{213} Infrastructure building through expanded membership and fundraising is important, but only insofar as it provides the human,

\textsuperscript{213} This is illustrated by an activity at the December 2011 retreat. MPA staff and members listed some of the successes of 2011, almost all of which were direct political gains. See Table A.2 in Appendix A.
financial, and ideological capital with which to accomplish direct political change in the first face. The same can be said of the third face: shifting worldview is important because it creates momentum for long-term progressive political change. Changes in worldview manifest themselves through direct political gains, so they also link to the first face. Candidate endorsements, election returns, policy outcomes, and budget proposals are the outcomes of successful organizing on the second and third faces of power, they just happen to fall under the purveyance of the first face of power.

Differentiating between each of the faces makes it easier for organizations to prioritize some activities, like direct action, over other activities, like discussions about worldview. The tendency to cut worldview development from the agenda is not about MPA disengaging from its membership or using its volunteers to create change that the organizing staff deems worthy. MPA values direct action, values expanding the organizational capacity, values worldview discussions, and values engaging the members in all of those activities. Instead, this is about priorities and which elements of political organizing MPA decides are most important to pursue with a limited number of volunteers. This is about what direct action MPA can effect; it is about practicality. MPA chooses to engage people in direct action through in-district meetings with representatives, rallies, and group lobby events because they are practical: they are visible and suggest a developed movement.

The three faces of power also imply that worldview shift is a byproduct of effective direct action work. The three faces do not prioritize discrete attention to developing or shifting worldview, but rather imply that worldview will develop and shift if the organization attains enough successes in the first face of power. This is illustrated by the
discussion MPA had about successes at the retreat: organizers and volunteers talked about how certain electoral outcomes or coalition developments would lead to a shift in the dominant political worldview. As we see from our earlier study of Sen, this approach to worldview is not uncommon. The problem is that it contradicts the conclusions of the social movement framing theorists and community organizations like TakeAction Minnesota and reNEW Minnesota. These groups were successful precisely because they did not adhere to the worldview-as-byproduct perspective.

The worldview-as-byproduct perspective does nothing to ameliorate the leadership-membership tension. Recall the question we ask in Chapter One: At what point does the social movement organization need to “call the shots” and “push” a narrative that encompasses core values in a way that respects the stories and beliefs of the people? This question is still applicable to the organizing activities of 2011 and 2012 because, as illustrated, MPA has a narrative that it presents to its membership through supposedly worldview-development-oriented activities. If worldview is the byproduct of good organizing and if the organizing is done by the staff, then it follows that worldview would be highly informed by the actions and positions of the staff. This is problematic because it illustrates how easily a membership-leadership divide can develop, which is a risk that MPA has both recognized and lamented.

To summarize, exclusive reliance on the three faces of power imposes a high opportunity cost on worldview development. According to the model, dedicating attention to worldview development means diverting attention from the direct action that political groups use to evaluate the effectiveness of their organizing strategies. That is not practical. The three faces of power model also implies a worldview-as-byproduct approach to
narrative development, which increases the membership-leadership tension. This leaves community advocacy groups in the middle of a paradox: To achieve progressive change, MPA should have a well-developed worldview. To effectively accommodate the interests of their membership, groups like MPA should collaboratively with the membership on worldview development. Yet, models like the three faces of power do not prioritize worldview development and, instead, presuppose an existing worldview that can be used to shift the dominant narrative of conservatism. The problem is the assumption that good worldview will develop out of good organizing. Although this approach accommodates the practical demands on an organization like MPA, it overlooks the membership-leadership tension and the perceived-experienced realities tension; good worldview will not just rise from good organizing. If good worldview development cannot be the byproduct of good organizing, then perhaps we should explore the possibility that good organizing is the byproduct of good worldview development.

The Community Metanarrative

The GPP and social movement framing theorists of Chapter One argue that groups must give direct attention to issues of worldview and framing. MPA’s original thought was to bypass direct attention to worldview development by blending direct action and worldview development together in activities related to policy. As illustrated by the recent work of MPA, this approach is not entirely successful. Part of the problem is that MPA frames its work in three faces of power, which emphasize worldview shifting, as opposed to worldview development. Worldview must be designed, and we need a model that can accommodate the practical constraints of limited resources, the possibility of a
membership-leadership hierarchy, and the tenuous relationship between perceived and experienced realities. This model must also reflect the recent characterization of worldview as a byproduct of good organizing. To better understand processes of worldview development that will yield the narrative MPA needs, we must move beyond the three faces of power. The way to do this, as suggested by the tension of interpretation as characterized by the division between perceived and experienced realities, is by engaging people in the collection and interpretation of stories.

The community metanarrative model directs our attention to narrative development by encouraging story collection and interpretation. The community metanarrative also accommodates the three faces of power by slipping into the space between worldview development and worldview shifting. Evaluating the narrative-building activities of MPA through the community metanarrative model shows how close MPA is to a narrative process that might ameliorate the tensions created by the decision-making power of the leadership, the impracticality of assessing the membership’s opinions on every lobby or campaign decision, and the ambiguity in perceived and experienced realities.

Recall that the first three steps of the community metanarrative process are identifying existing stories, studying the relationship between the existing stories, and discovering coherence between the stories. These three steps represent the process through which an organization like MPA can facilitate the development of a cohesive organizational narrative. Through these three steps, the community metanarrative model creates space in which to develop worldview that responds to the interests and
experiences of the constituents. We can explore the effectiveness of the community metanarrative by applying it to the recent narrative activities of MPA.

The first step of the community metanarrative process is to collect stories. As discussed earlier, this is the idea that originally inspired the street canvass. Although the focus of the activity changed when it came time to the execution, the sentiment behind story collection fits well with an activity like the canvass. By generating conversations with a wide range of people, we were able to get new voice in the mix, and we were exposed to countless personal narratives about the relationships between unemployment, healthcare, and other controversial issues.

When evaluated through the community metanarrative, the deficiency in MPA’s story collection process was in capturing those stories. As prescribed by the community metanarrative process, we needed to record those stories in some useable form so that they would exist beyond the door-step conversation between canvass volunteer and survey respondent. Ideally, we would have captured these stories so effectively that we could have used them to inform the follow-up chapter meetings. As it happened, we were able to collect some qualitative reflection on these conversations, which was data entered by volunteers along with the quantitative data. That said, it was difficult to capture the complexity of this content in just a few lines of notes scribbled while walking between houses. In many ways, this survey threw volunteers into the role of analyzing personal narratives that, as we discuss in Chapter Two, is not an easy task. In anticipation of this challenge, part of the pre-canvass volunteer training addressed strategies for recording the qualitative aspects of the conversations. As discussed earlier in this chapter, however,
priorities shifted by the time volunteers were in the field, and the canvass became more focused on the quantitative, as opposed to qualitative, aspects.

This canvass gives voice and recognition to the personal stories people tell in a way that is consistent with the community metanarrative. This strategy has the potential to transcend the leadership-membership tension by engaging numerous volunteers in the story collection process. The organizers may be responsible for the process of story collection, but they are not the source of worldview. As discussed by narrative analysts in Chapter Two, sharing stories in this way can be empowering and sometimes leads participants to become more engaged in troubleshooting some of the issues they face.214 Despite these ambitious goals, this type of activity is also a practical way to begin conversations about narrative. Sharing stories and information has the potential to generate data for the next step of the community metanarrative process, might expand membership, and could locate a new volunteer who would be willing to share her story at a press conference. When we look back at the three faces of power, we see that the canvass has the potential to simultaneously address all three faces of power.215

The real potential for the community metanarrative model lies in the next two steps of the process: identifying the relationships between personal narratives and evaluating the figurative space between personal narratives to develop an encompassing story. In practice, these two steps are somewhat nuanced and can both be addressed by an open, discussion-oriented meeting. In MPA’s recent narrative activities, this happened in the follow-up meetings. In their original design, these meetings were to serve several purposes.

---

214 Riessman, *Narrative Analysis.*
215 Even though the three faces of power do not adequately accommodate worldview development, they are an effective organizing tool in other ways. They are also embedded in the organizing practices of MPA and, thus, must be accommodated by any model will successfully facilitate worldview development at MPA.
The meetings had the potential to solidify volunteer commitments, demonstrate a strong presence at the in-district meeting in Lewiston, generate interest around upcoming events like Lobby Day, and talk about some of the findings from the canvass. As discussed, practical challenges around participant recruitment in Portland and Augusta and time shortages in Lewiston meant that none of the chapters had the opportunity to reflect on the content of the canvass. Had the meetings in each of the chapter areas gone as planned, the leadership and membership would likely have left the meetings with better understandings of the varied realities that inform worldview development. As illustrated by the plan to have follow-up meetings with new and old volunteers after the initial street canvass, MPA certainly has the capacity for this type of activity.

The original design of the follow-up meetings responded not only to the quest for a worldview, but also to the questions of practicality and power that characterize worldview development. The follow-up meetings were a practical way to engage new people. Just like the canvass, the follow-up meetings created links between actions generally associated with one the three faces of power. Not only did the meeting focus on volunteer recruitment, but it also had a direct action. Both of these happened in the context of conversations about worldview development, which further suggests the possibility of integrating the three faces of power and the community metanarrative model to yield practical and productive work on worldview development. The follow-up meetings were also designed to respond to the leadership-membership tension. A focus on the group’s capacity to evaluate information would shift emphasis to the co-construction of knowledge. The leadership would be responsible for getting people into the room, but the members (or, in this case, new volunteers) would be responsible for generating the analysis. This could create a
productive relationship between the organizing capacity of MPA’s leadership and the lived experiences of the membership.

In addition to the canvass and follow-up meetings, MPA also had the workshop at the December retreat. The workshop served as a reintroduction to narrative, but it did not delve into questions of narrative development. Although this was a productive conversation to have with members and staff, the collective brainpower of the participants could have been harnessed for something more attentive to worldview development, as opposed to worldview explanation.

The community metanarrative model echoes the frameworks put forward by social movement framing theorists in their models of collective action. It also fits with the three faces of power; the three faces of power must only be considered in the context of worldview shifting and worldview development. The community metanarrative also advocates locating similar values, building coalitions across those values, and shifting the interpretation of those values as situations change. It addresses the processes of organizations like GPP and TakeAction Minnesota that organized direct work on narrative. At very least, it accommodates the questions of power and practicality by replacing the worldview-as-byproduct with a dynamic process in which the people control the narrative. As far as practicality is concerned, the community metanarrative emphasizes the value of relationships derived from the development process. This is essential, as community organizing is about developing relationships, getting people to commit to movements, and empowering people to create change.

To bring Stone back into the conversation, “politics is driven by how people interpret information, [and] much political activity is an effort to control
interpretations.” Because politics is “the struggle over ideas,” politics is really about controlling the interpretations that inform ideas. This is precisely what MPA does: as a political organization, MPA must have a position and organize coherent action on a variety of topics. As a community advocacy group, however, the role of the organization is not so clear. Because of this, one thing that is not yet clear is the role the parent organization plays in the metanarrative process. Just how likely is it that a collection of people gathered under the guise of a political organization like MPA would develop a narrative or worldview completely independent of the values espoused by the catalyzing group? As discussed earlier, political organizations have certain values and understandings of how the world is and how it should be. This is not remotely inappropriate, but it does create the opportunity for conflicting or inconsistent values between the organization and its membership.

The question becomes one about the relationship between organizations and the ideas of their constituencies: Is an organization expected to present information for the people to evaluate, or should the organization interpret information for its constituents and move forward with a coherent message? To what extent should a progressive political organization derive its interpretations from the constituents it represents? Does the staunch focus on community-driven action ever prevent the organization from operating as effectively? What considerations inform the efficacy of a campaign? These questions move beyond the scope of this thesis, because they start to evaluate the relevance of organizations that design alternative, less-collaborative relationships with their membership.

217 Ibid., 11.
This inquiry is intentionally limited to collaborative organizations like MPA that strive to integrate membership into all aspects of their organizing. This creates a unique tension between the membership-leadership, as each approaches the other as a legitimate producer and interpreter of information. That said, practical limitations and different perceptions or experiences of reality mean that these groups do not always communicate clearly, which complicates the process of worldview development with three tensions: practicality, power, and perceptions.

**Moving Forward**

It is easy to sit in a library and list reasons why organizations like MPA should organize endless worldview development activities so it produces a narrative that is singularly informed by the people. Unfortunately, the idealized reality that suggests such a focus is not the same reality in which MPA exists. Unexpected political situations, such as Olympia Snowe’s retirement or the death of Lewiston’s mayoral candidate Mark Paradis on the eve of the election, require immediate and decisive action. Simultaneous campaigns, such as this past summer’s intensive same-day voter registration campaign alongside countless other initiatives, draw limited resources in an infinite number of directions. Finally, volunteers with varied schedules, interests, and capabilities are sometimes difficult to manage. All of these realities take their toll on the organization’s limited human, financial, and temporal resources.

This gets back to the problem of action that characterizes MPA: trying to get work done because work needs to be done, but not having the human or financial capital with which to sustain individual conversations, hold group meetings to interpret and produce
data, or code thousands of slips of paper that represent the various values of its diverse constituents. So how do we move forward from here?

I argue that we need to use the community metanarrative process to correlate the existing stories and goals of MPA with the existing stories and goals of its members. I want to see a power analysis that includes MPA as an actor. This simple organizing trope lists actors, makes connections between them, and identifies motivations and limitations of each influential actor. I want to see this done with MPA on butcher paper on the wall as part of a series of meetings that is about building relationships, building worldview, and building a movement for progressive change. Including MPA’s stories in the metanarrative process is a way to get past the leadership-membership tension. From there, we can develop that internal organizational narrative that can then be expanded to the public sphere through a second application of the metanarrative process.

This two-tiered approach accommodates both the internal or organizational narrative (worldview development) and the external or public narrative (worldview shifting). Instead of complementary-but-unaligned narratives in the first tier of the community narrative, the second tier is characterized by the highly conflicting stories of MPA’s progressive narrative and the dominant narrative of the conservative Right. Some of these may be non-stories with very little content, and MPA must be cognizant of the power of language and the necessity to frame one’s worldview through intentional and original language. That said, the process of the community metanarrative is a viable solution. After isolating the stories that exist in foil to its organizational narrative, MPA can analyze the relationships between the conflicting stories. Are any of the actors the same? Are any of the problems the same? Do groups have any of the same allies? These questions will create the
space in which to provide an alternative narrative that is still representational, accurate, believable, and long-lasting. With time, this process will yield the worldview shift that MPA and other progressive organizations have defined as their ultimate, yet decidedly elusive, goal.
Conclusion

Narratives, whether defined as worldviews, collective action frames, or political myths, affect how people interact with the world. They have the capacity to motivate people and effect change, which makes them interesting to organizations like MPA that rally large groups of people around political issues. Progressive organizations like MPA pursue worldview development to facilitate their visions for political change, but they do not have an effective process through which to develop worldview. The questions of worldview development—how it develops, who develops it, and when it develops—are the foundation of this inquiry.

The original question, quite simply, is how a progressive political organization can facilitate the development of a narrative that motivates its political activities. To better understand the implications of this question, we look to existing approaches to action-related narrative in Chapter One. In studying community organizers and social movement framing theorists and their understandings of worldview and collective action frames, respectively, we discover that MPA is interested narrative that relates not only to scholars who study the organizing capacity of narrative, but also to scholarship that addresses the theoretical foundations of a society: political myths. From here, we recognize that stories and language are the constituent elements of narrative.

Developing a worldview requires coherence and consistency that can only be accomplished by controlling a community’s interpretations of stories and language. This enriches the original question by adding two additional considerations worldview
development: The first, that limited resources stymie direct attention to worldview, is a question of practicality. The second, that there are the dynamics between leadership and membership in a group like MPA, is a question of power. To address these two tensions, MPA proposes a worldview development process that capitalizes on the direct action and narrative elements of policymaking.

As Chapter Two illustrates, narrative is endemic to the policymaking process. With this in mind, we seek criteria with which to evaluate action-oriented narratives in policy. We start with narrative analysis and land in narrative policy analysis, which accommodates the strategic nature of narrative development in the realm of policymaking. This leads us to other policy thinkers who provide a new characterization of the two tensions we introduce at the end of Chapter One. The more nuanced relationship between perceived and experienced realities takes up our earlier questions of power and practicality by explaining the ways in which varied interpretations complicate worldview development. By linking Roe and Stone, we develop a tentative model with which to accommodate those three tensions in narrative development. This is the community metanarrative model, which encourages co-construction of a worldview through four distinct steps.

While pursuing the question of narrative development in Chapter Two, it becomes clear that there are various tiers or types of narratives. Smaller, more personal stories inform larger, more generalizable stories. The smaller stories reflect individual experiences and beliefs, whereas the larger stories create a narrative that is more akin to the worldviews, frames, and myths discussed by community organizers, social movement framing theorists, and scholars of political myth. The result is a two-tiered approach to narrative development. The first tier is internal to an organization and requires consensus
among leadership and membership and attention to the perceived and experienced realities of those two groups. The second tier is external to an organization and disseminates the organizational narrative into the public to engage with the dominant worldview and create space for political change.

Chapter Three delves into the organizing activities of MPA. In this chapter, we study three different narrative-development-oriented activities organized at MPA, all of which focus on generating conversations in the policy context about values. The goal of these activities was to combine direct political action with worldview development and, thus, transcend the tensions of power, practicality, and perceptions endemic to narrative development. As we see, the three activities were not entirely successful in their accommodation of the three organizing challenges, above.

In Chapter Four we respond to the persistent tensions of worldview development by proposing a slight critique of the three faces of power. Despite its prominence as an organizing trope designed to clarify the variety of activities that grassroots organizations use to further their agendas for change, unquestioning allegiance to three faces of power actually obfuscates the layer of smaller, personal narratives. The stories and the processes through which stories are collected are essential to understanding the development of an effective worldview but do not fit into the framework of the three faces of power. Instead, the three faces of power focus on shifting worldview, thus overlooking the essential step of worldview development. The community metanarrative model fills the space of worldview development left by the three faces of power, which suggests that MPA must dedicate separate attention to the process of development before it can begin to shift the dominant narrative.
This conclusion poses two questions of practicality. First, how does an organization divert limited human and financial resources to an abstract process of worldview development? The answer to this question is simple: Organizations such as MPA must envision alternative ways of building organizational strength. Volunteers and members who participate in a process of worldview development will likely become natural subscribers to the developing worldview, which provides an initial population through which to evaluate the longevity, representationality, and accuracy of the narrative. In other words, more immediate buy-in will facilitate the progression from this worldview as a descriptive element of the organization into a strategic narrative that can be used to shift how others view the world.

A second question is about how the community metanarrative process expands past the organization to reach what we have described as the external, Grand, or opposing narrative. Although this question is beyond the scope of this inquiry, I propose a similar course of action to that which yields the internal narrative: return to the metanarrative process. This time, however, the process will happen in the context of highly contentious stories. Ideally, the metanarrative will not only transfer an internal narrative into the public sphere, but also facilitate the narrative’s ascension into the hearts and minds of those who ascribe to a generally opposing narrative.

To conclude, I propose a tentative answer to the nuanced question of narrative development. Several months ago I asked how progressive community advocacy groups develop a worldview for political action that does not strengthen tensions between leadership and membership but is still practical given the organization’s limited resources. Following the insights of community organizers, social movement framing theorists,
scholars of political myth, narrative analysts, narrative policy analysts, and the MPA members with whom I spent several months, I find that community organizers need a model for worldview development that attends to the individual experiences and perceptions of the people. These experiences and perceptions may vary, differ, conflict, change, debate, contradict, or confuse, but they are the foundation of how people interpret the world and, as such, are perhaps the most truthful pieces of information imaginable. This is why community organizing and story attentive narrative development “WORK,” as Gen Lysen puts it when reflecting on the challenging follow-up meeting with new MPA members. These participatory processes honor the value of individual perceptions and harness their capacity to create positive political change.
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Appendix A: Explanation of Maine People’s Alliance

Much of the information included below came from personal communication and observation and, for that reason, is not directly cited. Other information is pulled from internal briefs, grant proposals, and organizational documents that are not publicly available. Where appropriate, information is cited. Ultimately, the purpose of this appendix is not to provide a complete documentation and analysis of the thirty-year history of MPA. Instead, this appendix introduces MPA as an organization that is looking to narrative as a tactic for creating progressive change in Maine.

Brief overview of MPA

MPA is a progressive membership-driven community action organization that was founded in 1982 by a collection of neighbors in Lewiston, Maine. MPA was officially incorporated as a 501(c)(4) in 1983, and its sister organization, the Maine People’s Resource Center (MPRC), was established as a 501(c)(3) in 1984. Together, the two organizations comprise a partnership that allows staff and members to address numerous social and political issues that range from corporate responsibility and universal healthcare to jobless benefits and comprehensive immigration reform.

MPA has secured the support of over 32,000 members and makes annual contact with over 100,000 Mainers. At present, MPA members hail from every county in Maine.

---

218 “About MPA,” Maine People’s Alliance, http://www.mainepeoplesalliance.org/about.
219 The (c)(4) status means that MPA can spend up to 50% of its activity on political issues, whereas the (c)(3) status categorizes MPRC as a not-for-profit that can collect donations.
220 “About MPA,” Maine People’s Alliance.
and represent 170 different towns.\textsuperscript{221} The organization excels at “developing grassroots leaders for change, and [has] designed and adopted a nationally-recognized model for systematic leadership development of citizen volunteers.”\textsuperscript{222} This model begins with the membership. To become a member, Mainers can make a contribution of five or more dollars or volunteer for five or more hours. This model is consistent with MPA’s belief in an accessible community of political advocacy and the organization’s attention to low-income individuals who are sometimes shut out of membership organizations for inability to pay.

The massive membership self-divides into a number of groups based on how involved the individual is with MPA (see Table A.1). By definition, “members” are those who have made a one-time contribution of time or money, but they are not otherwise active. Members who participate in at least one event per year are called “volunteers.” More active members who begin to identify themselves as important contributors to the MPA structure are called “activists.” The “member organizers” are more involved than the activists, and they self-identify themselves as leaders within the organization. They also understand the current issues and campaigns of the organization. “Lead organizers” take on additional responsibilities and have experience with a variety of tasks, including meeting facilitation and fundraising. MPA considers leadership development to be one of its core organizational goals, and members are encouraged to participate to their fullest capacity.\textsuperscript{223}

\textsuperscript{223} Maine People’s Alliance, “MPA SCIF Proposal,” 2.
Table A.1 MPA Leadership Development Ladder. Reproduced with permission of MPA.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LD #</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Member</strong>&lt;br&gt;☑ Sends MPA a donation, but not otherwise active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Volunteer</strong>&lt;br&gt;☑ On our contact and turnout lists; has attended at least one event or taken one action in the last 12 months (such as attending a rally/meeting, writing a letter, contacting an elected official about an issue, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>MPA Activist</strong>&lt;br&gt;☑ Attends chapter meetings or issue campaign meetings; has met with local organizer “one-on-one”; begins to identify with the organization (says “we” when talking about MPA); volunteers time regularly (at least monthly); understands issue campaigns in broader systemic/movement context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Member Organizer</strong>&lt;br&gt;☑ Self-identifies as an MPA leader; takes specific responsibility and leadership; is accountable/dependable; helps recruit/train new volunteers; is involved in planning campaign strategies; understands organizers’ math; is aware of their own development and has undergone a “leadership development self-assessment” with a local organizer; understands all three “faces of power”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Lead Organizer</strong>&lt;br&gt;☑ Has demonstrated success in planning and executing major events/projects with minimal support/coaching; regularly recruits/trains/supports other new and developing leaders, may represent MPA at national tables or in state coalitions; demonstrated mastery of all basic organizing skills (meeting facilitation, fundraising, messaging, public speaking, turnout, etc.); eligible for the state MPA board of directors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the core missions of MPA is to build a community of organizations that collaborates on issues that affect Mainers throughout the state. MPA plays a unique role in these coalitions because of its long history and strong infrastructure. For the past thirty years, MPA has been one of the founding members of every major progressive coalition in Maine. As of fall of 2011, MPA played a key role in seven coalition groups in Maine, including the Maine Small Business Bureau, Engage Maine, Maine Immigrant Rights

---

225 Maine People's Alliance, “Building Progressive Power for Maine.”
Coalition, and the Healthcare for Maine Coalition. Other partnerships are listed thematically on the MPA website and include numerous groups around issues such as Labor and Trade Associations, Clean Elections, and Affordable Housing. The current published tally lists 48 allied groups across Maine.

In its work with each of these allies, MPA demonstrates high capacity to organize by mobilizing thousands of members on a variety of social and political issues. This is particularly evidenced by recent work on ballot campaigns, for which MPA began “to lead and coordinate all aspects of... campaigns, from field strategy, to communications plans to fundraising.” MPA organized door-to-door canvasses, phone banking, and other activities to garner support for specific initiatives. Community members, legislators, and community groups recognize the influential organizational capacity of MPA regardless of whether they support or reject the organization’s ideology.

Despite the diverse and sometimes controversial work that MPA does with members and coalition groups, the organization has a solid foundation of values. MPA identified several core values in a 2011 report on the vision and values of the organization, including community, investing in the future, and promoting fairness, equality, and justice. In this report, MPA reaffirmed its assertion that working together is better than working alone: “We are stronger when we work together than when we go it alone.” MPA also believes that government is an important actor on the political scene and works

---

228 Maine People’s Alliance, “MPA SCIF Proposal,” 5.
230 Ibid., 1.
to remind people that the U.S. government is a government, “of the people, by the people, and for the people.”

This outlook reveals the central core MPA, which is to inspire its members and communities toward social change. The organization and its campaigns start and end with the members. Members propose, organize, participate in, and reflect on actions and campaigns with the assistance of MPA staff. As MPA staff wrote in a recent grant proposal, “Ultimately, we see all of our issue campaigns as vehicles for developing community leaders who are empowered to be involved in the decision-making processes that affect their lives, and who can lead the fight for social change into the future.”

Current leadership and membership structure

MPA has a fairly straightforward organizing structure that incorporates members and staff in a symbiotic relationship to facilitate action on a variety of issues. The board of directors consists of 10-12 lead organizers who are nominated and elected by members every year at the organization’s annual retreat. Alongside the board are administrative and organizing positions in Bangor, Lewiston, Augusta, and Portland. Despite the strength and dedication of the paid staff and the board members, they would be the first to assert that the members and volunteers are the ones who actually keep the organization running. In the interest of clarity, I will briefly describe the variety of positions that populate MPA. All of this is public knowledge and is available on the MPA website.

231 Maine People’s Alliance, “MPA SCIF Proposal,” 2.
The Executive Director, Jesse Graham, works primarily out of the Bangor office. Amy Halsted, the Associate Director, works in the Portland office alongside Mike Tipping, the Communications Director, and Bridget Surber, the Member Programs Director. There are two Administrative Coordinators for MPA, as well: Charlene Childs works in Bangor, and Melissa Urey, who also manages the database, works in Portland. These more administrative positions create a foundation upon which the organization mobilizes members towards more direct political action.

MPA incites action through its organizers, who are geographically located in the organization’s four chapter areas. In addition to mobilizing the membership within their regions to do direct actions like canvass neighborhoods and lobby the State House, organizers also lead monthly chapter meetings and coordinate statewide action on an assigned issue. For example, Jennie Pirkl, who coordinates the Greater Portland chapter, is also the Healthcare Organizer. Jonathan Hillier fills the newly-created organizer position in the Kennebec Valley chapter, and he also mobilizes the state around Environmental and Fair Trade. Lewiston is home to several organizers. Nate Libby manages the Small Business Coalition out of the Lewiston office, and MPA’s Lead Organizer, Gen Lysen, coordinates actions between the other organizers alongside her duties in the Androscoggin Valley chapter.\footnote{There is also an organizing position in Bangor, but the chapter was in transition at the time of this writing.}

Also working out of the Lewiston office is Ben Chin, the Political Engagement Director. Ben acts as a bridge between the administrative and organizing elements of MPA by developing campaign work, coordinating political activities, and working directly with both organizers and the membership to make MPA’s mission heard. Ultimately, the
organizers are a key element of MPA’s mission, as they are the channel through which members and prospective members engage with the organization.

The success of MPA would be nominal if it were not for the organization’s strong canvass capacity, which is responsible for fundraising, member recruitment, and campaign work. Bangor and Portland each have a field canvass that goes door-to-door to recruit new volunteers and solicit donations. The field canvass is assisted by a team of six phone canvassers that makes calls every evening. When field and phone canvassers are at full strength, the organization logs up to 1,000 contacts per day. As Associate Director Amy Halsted remarked, the canvassers are the “front lines” of the organization; without them, the organization would not begin to approach its current capacity.

At this point, I want to emphasize the importance of people to the success of MPA. The constant interaction between MPA staff and community members creates a dialogue that furthers MPA’s central mission of leadership development. Strong leaders, both on staff and in volunteer positions, cultivate leadership skills in newer volunteers and frequently reach out to newer members and non-members to build relationships. The result is a people-driven organization that capitalizes on the skills and talents of its staff and members to inspire Maine towards progressive change.

Recent Campaigns, Achievements, and Challenges

At a recent planning conference in Augusta, members and volunteers posted over 100 successes from the year 2011, alone (see Table A.2). These successes build on the

---

235 Amy Halsted, Personal Communication, November 15, 2011.
successes of the past thirty years, which span social and political issues on the local and national scales. The issues of MPA’s campaigns are diverse and range from reducing the use of toxics and preventing spikes in local phone service charges to protecting the rights of LGBT Mainers and blocking the construction of a divisive boulevard through downtown Lewiston.\textsuperscript{236} These successes are often achieved through partnerships with other organizations, as MPA’s mission and current organizing strategies suggest. Because of the extensive history of MPA, I will highlight only a few key campaigns and challenges of MPA’s recent history.

Over the years, MPA has built a large media presence. The organization has a dedicated communications staff, and MPA is referenced an average of once per day in news media. An example of this prominence is the media coverage of the December 2011 rally at the Blaine House in Augusta, Maine in protest of potential cuts to jobless benefits. MPA staff leaked word of the rally just prior to the event, which led to a flurry of online news media by organizations such as the Maine Public Broadcasting Network.\textsuperscript{237} Numerous media groups, including \textit{The Bangor Daily News},\textsuperscript{238} \textit{The Sun Journal},\textsuperscript{239} \textit{The Portland Press Herald},\textsuperscript{240} and the State of Maine website,\textsuperscript{241} published stories about the aftermath of the action in the days that followed. Search results also illustrate the depth of media coverage enjoyed by MPA. For example, entering the keywords “Maine People’s Alliance” in the

\textsuperscript{236} The Visible Community organized Lewiston residents to protest “The Heritage Initiative.” For more information, see “The Visible Community,” \textit{The Visible Community}, http://www.visiblecommunity.org/.
\textsuperscript{240} Ibid.
search bar on the Sun Journal website yields over a thousand hits.\textsuperscript{242} This compares to less than one hundred generated by other well-known progressive organizations in Maine.\textsuperscript{243} MPA’s media presence is one of its distinguishing factors and organizing strategies; the group has fairly easy means to get information to large portions of the state.

A more specific MPA accomplishment was the foundation of the Maine Small Business Coalition (MSBC) in 2008.\textsuperscript{244} The coalition, which now has over 2,500 member organizations, is a strong organizing force on the horizon of Maine economic policy. The group offers perspectives that differ from those of the historic managers of business interests, like the Chamber of Commerce, and helps small businesses protect their rights and interests in relation to political issues.\textsuperscript{245}

The most notable achievement of 2011 was the People’s Veto Campaign to put LD 1373, the repeal of same-day voter registration, on the ballot for Mainers to evaluate. MPA was a key contributor to the Protect Maine Votes Coalition, which vowed to collect the 57,000 signatures needed to put the question on the November 2011 ballot.\textsuperscript{246} As per official guidelines, signature collection ran for one month. By August 8, the coalition members had collected over 70,000 notarized signatures. According to field organizer Doug Kempner, this averaged, “one signature every fifteen seconds during a twelve hour workday for twenty-three days.”\textsuperscript{247} This fully demonstrates the organizational capacity of MPA: it mobilized hundreds of volunteer hours on the topic to mount an impressive

\textsuperscript{245} For additional information, visit the Maine Small Business Coalition’s website: http://www.mainsmallbusiness.org/.
\textsuperscript{247} Doug Kempner, Personal Communication, January 8, 2012.
defense of suffrage. MPA combined this effort with an extensive Get Out The Vote (GOTV) campaign, which led the veto to pass by a 60% majority.

Despite the general successes of MPA over the years, there are several key challenges with which the organization continues to struggle.\(^{248}\) To begin, MPA organizes in a rural state. This means there are great distances between membership pockets, and door-knocking campaigns are sometimes more time consuming than they are productive. There is also a lot of territory to cover, and with that distance comes geographically variable ideologies. Maine is also a state of challenging demographics. The population is small to begin with, so the state has a fairly small federal budget. The lower-income and aging populations are also more challenging to organize, and they hold diverse perspectives on the role of government. Finally, there is strong Conservative momentum in the state due to the recent work of several growing Conservative think tanks, which is also illustrated by the 2010 election of Governor Paul LePage.

One of the final challenges for MPA is to inspire a shift in worldview that favors progressive change. As MPA wrote in an early 2011 brief about building progressive power in Maine, “This shift will be especially important in the years ahead when it comes to conveying a compelling story of what precipitated the economic collapse and what kinds of public policies will build a lasting recovery.”\(^{249}\) The “story” that MPA references in this report alludes to earlier work the organization has done on narrative building and illustrates the importance of the questions investigated in this thesis.

\(^{248}\) Maine People’s Alliance, “MPA SCIF Proposal,” 5.
\(^{249}\) Maine People’s Alliance, “Building Progressive Power for Maine,” 3.
Table A.2 Achievements celebrated at the December 2011 MPA Retreat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPA Achievements 2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• MPA was the first group to oppose governor LePage after his election, including</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivering thousands of post cards to him his first week in office in support of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health care reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We beat back an attempt to allow the harmful chemical BPA back into children’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>products!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We beat back an attempt to strip away collective bargaining for workers (...... for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>now)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We stopped an attempt to roll back child labor laws in Maine!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We organized the first real campaign to pass legislation to establish a state bank!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We made the news media an average of more than once a day, every day, all year!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We grew the Maine Small Business Coalition to nearly 3,000 members!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Through the Maine Small Business Coalition we made the Chambers of Commerce, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFIB and Senator Jon Mckane very uncomfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 150 MPA members made the Hall of Flags shake, chanting “Whose house? OUR HOUSE!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at Lobby Day 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We released the (first ever) Maine Racial Justice Policy Guide!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We took over a Bank of America lobby and demanded they listen to us!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We gathered more than 1300 signatures in 24 hours to protect Maine clean elections!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We packed the statehouse with loud protestors on 24 hours notice to fight LD 1333,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the health insurance rate hike bill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Our new in-house polling firm (i.e. Mike Tipping) produced BY FAR the most accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polling about the November election results (the Portland Press Herald calling them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“uncannily close”)!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We gathered more than 8,000 signatures in opposition to state Republicans’ health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insurance deregulation and rate hike bill!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We produced a storybook of Mainers hurt by poor healthcare quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We identified 452 new ‘Action Team’ members in regions outside chapter areas!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We generated 2,244 calls to LePage to demand he stop his rollback of important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmental protections!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We recruited 2,236 new MPA members at their homes in 2011!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We raised $214,732.72 in small grassroots donations from Mainers in 2011!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 4,235 MPA members took action in our campaigns this year!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We led the statewide People’s Veto campaign to protect Election Day voter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>registration. And WON: 60% to 40%!!!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We helped stop an Arizona-style anti-immigrant law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In defense of voting rights, we:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o collected over 70,000 signatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o held more than two dozen house parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o engaged over 1,000 volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o raised over $10,000 from hundreds of small donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o generated 150 letters to the editor submitted to 21 Maine newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o spoke with and issue ID’d 18,633 supportive voters for the campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o made 61,126 personal contacts with voters to turn them out to the polls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o made Charlie and Charlie look pretty damn silly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We mobilized over 1400 business owners to oppose the health insurance rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hike bill!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We knocked on over 100,000 doors in 102 towns to talk with Mainers about getting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involved in our campaigns!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We collected 4,000 (and counting) signatures to pass a clean energy referendum!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We organized 100 Mainers to occupy a bridge and Augusta and demand policies that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will help the 99%!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We organized Mainers to attend the Anthem rate hike hearings and speak out against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insurance company greed!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We distributed 8,114 brochures and engaged in 902 face-to-face conversations on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doorsteps in Maine about the benefits available to Mainers under the Affordable Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Important Actors

I reference the following people from MPA throughout this thesis. I list their names and titles here for easy reference.

JESSE GRAHAM, Executive Director

AMY HALSTED, Associate Director

BEN CHIN, Director of Political Engagement

GEN LYSSEN, Lewiston Organizer

JENNIE PIRKL, Portland Organizer

JONATHAN HILLIER, Augusta Organizer

DOUG KEMPNER, MPA Intern
Appendix C: Narrative PowerPoint

Ben Chin and I developed the following PowerPoint to introduce the topic of narrative at the December 2011 retreat. To facilitate group discussion, we designed the slides with animation so that the text would not appear until prompted and people could brainstorm ideas unaffected by the bullet points developed by MPA. Although this generated fairly free-flowing conversations about narrative, it is important to remember that this presentation was developed by MPA with a certain set of values and goals in mind. With this in mind, we can approach the content of the PowerPoint as a narrative, itself.
What are some progressive values?

- Community
- Fairness/Justice
- Love
- Equality
- Inclusion
- Compassion
- Caring for next generation
- Freedom (civil rights movement)
- Family

What are some conservative values?

- Personal responsibility
- Freedom
- Family
- Individualism (take care of yourself)
- The “Free” Market
- Small Government
- Underlying racism, sexism, classism, homophobia, etc...
What do you notice about those values?

Similarities? Differences?

Is progressive “freedom” the same as conservative “freedom”?

How do we talk about those values?

With a narrative!
What is a Narrative?

- Story
- Conveys values
- Conflict
- Bad guys
- Good guys
- Resolution

Why is narrative important?

- It’s how we think and remember information
- We don’t remember facts and statistics
- It’s how we shift our culture’s values
**Conservative Example 1: Health Care**

**Health Care Ad Breakdown:**

**CHARACTERS:**
- **Good Guys:**
  - Small Businesses
  - Workers
- **Bad Guys:**
  - Government

**CONFLICT:**
- **Problem:**
  - Bad economy
  - Government wants your money (taxes)
- **Solution**
  - No health care reform
  - Call Snowe and Collins
Conservative Example 2: Immigration

Immigration Ad Breakdown

CHARACTERS
- Good Guys:
  - Family smiling on the steps
  - Construction worker
  - White collar office guy
  - Couple struggling with Bills
  - Senior alone at old folks home
  - Happy Sharon Angle and Husband
- Bad Guys:
  - Immigrants crawling under fence
  - Sen. Harry Reid

CONFLICT
- Problem:
  - Safety at risk
  - Jobs at risk
  - Social security at risk
  - Tax breaks for “illegal aliens”
- Solution:
  - Arizona immigration law
  - Lower taxes for non-immigrants (implicit)
  - Take away immigrants’ social security (implicit)
  - Elect Sharon Angle
Conservative Example 3: Rick Perry Ad

Rick Perry Ad Breakdown

CONFLICT:
- Problems:
  - APOCALYPSE!!!
  - Urban decay—who lives there?
  - Poverty, homelessness, job loss
  - Lack of hope, pride
- Solutions:
  - Not a single policy—just values!
  - Cowboy Toughness = personal responsibility
  - Bright shiny cities = free market
  - Military = only thing government is good for

CHARACTERS:
- Good Guys:
  - Rick Perry
  - Extras:
    - Awe-inspired child
    - Awe-inspired woman
    - Cheering crowds
    - Construction workers
    - Soldiers
    - Tough old guy
- Bad Guy:
  - The ultimate irresponsible
    Black Man: Obama
Overall Conservative Narrative

CONFLICT

- Problem:
  - Too much government taxes and regulations
  - Not enough free market
  - Too many irresponsible, unpatriotic, work-hating people: immigrants, people on welfare
- Solution:
  - Less government
  - Get tough on irresponsible people

CHARACTERS

- Good Guys:
  - Working, responsible Americans
  - Usually white and working class
- Bad Guys:
  - Government
  - Irresponsible, weak, out-of-touch liberals
  - Often people of color like immigrants

Good example of a (bad) narrative
Breakdown of the (bad) Narrative

CONFLICT
- Problem:
  - Deficit
  - Might force people to work blue collar jobs
- Solution:
  - Not clear....

CHARACTERS
- Good Guys:
  - Are there good guys?
- Bad Guys:
  - Are there bad guys?

Bad Ideas it reinforces:
- Creates space for conservative solutions
- Makes people fear the working class
- Is deficit actually the problem?
That means....

...there is a better way for progressives to do narrative!

Progressive Example 1: Paul Wellstone
Paul Wellstone Breakdown

CONFLICT
- Problems:
  - Corporations and rich have too much influence
- Solutions:
  - Elect a regular guy to office!

CHARACTERS
- Bad Guys:
  - Rich people
  - Polluters
- Good Guys:
  - Farmers
  - Families
  - Working class: labor-endorsed
  - Middle class: his house and family

Progressive Example 2: Chellie
Chellie Ad Breakdown

CONFLICT
- Problem:
  - Bob has cancer and must fight with insurance companies
- Solution:
  - Health care reform
  - Elect Chellie

CHARACTERS
- Good Guys:
  - Bob
  - Chellie
  - Everyone that fights insurers
- Bad Guys:
  - Health Insurance Companies

Overall Progressive Narrative

CONFLICT
- Problems:
  - Hard workers can’t make ends meet
  - Corporations and profits seem more important than people
  - Politicians that don’t listen to the people
- Solution:
  - Better leaders
  - Start listening to the people

CHARACTERS
- Good Guys:
  - Farmers
  - Families
  - Working class
  - Middle class
- Bad Guys:
  - Rich people
  - Heartless conservatives
  - Corporations
Narrative Recap

- Tells a story
- Conveys values
- Has conflict, solutions, characters
- Shows people what to think
- Helps people understand the world
- Can be done well, can be done better

So what next?

Think about how we talk about problems, frame solutions, and identify the actors.

The way we present each of those elements might support a conservative narrative, or it might further our own cause.

It’s up to US to make sure we’re telling the right story!
Appendix D: Campaign Ad Transcriptions

The following are transcriptions of the campaign ads Ben Chin and I selected for the narrative workshop at the December 2011 MPA Retreat. The ads are listed in the order that we discussed them at the retreat. Each grouping of Narration/Visual/Text represents a different scene. Narration and text are transcribed word-for-word, and the visual elements are expressed as accurately as possible. Single slashes (/) between words in the description of the text denote a line break, and double slashes (//) denote an animated transition between words during the depicted scene. Text color, when relevant, is noted in parentheses and refers to all preceding words. Audio elements, such as music and tone of voice, are not addressed. Unless otherwise noted, the narrator is anonymous.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce: Employers for a Healthy Economy

Narration: 10% of Americans unemployed
Visual: Video of people doing calculations at a table.
Text: 10% unemployment

Narration: businesses struggling,
Visual: Video of a light-skinned employee using a paper cutter.
Text: 7.2 million lost jobs

Narration: and Congress’s latest healthcare bill makes a tough economy worse.
Visual: Video of a white male shaking his head as he does number calculations.

Narration: Health insurance costs will keep going up. Nearly two thirds of employers say they’ll be forced to cut benefits,
Visual: Video of a white male manager speaking with a group of male and female employees.
Text: “Raise deductibles or copayments” / -Kaiser Health News

Narration: while Congress raises billions in new taxes to cover hundreds of billions in new spending by a government drowning in debt.

Visual: Video showing concerned male and female employees standing in a circle.

Text: 1.2 trillion federal deficit

Narration: Tell Senators Snowe and Collins we can’t afford this healthcare bill.

Visual: Video of a white male manager speaking with a group of male and female employees.

Text: Employers for a Health Economy / Tell Senators Snowe and Collins to StartOver! / And get Health Care Reform Right. / 202-224-3121. / Paid for by the US Chamber of Commerce.

Sharron Angle: Best Friend

Narration: Illegals sneaking across our border, putting America’s safety and jobs at risk.

Visual: Large square video on the left that depicts three darker-skinned people walking along a fence at night. Two smaller, stacked, videos on the left; one depicts a light-skinned woman with light-skinned children, and the other features two light-skinned construction workers.

Narration: And what does Harry Reid do? He comes out opposed to Arizona’s tough new immigration law.

Visual: Black and white photo of Harry Reid looking off into the distance.

Text: Harry Reid (yellow) / opposed Arizona’s new (white) / immigration / law (yellow)

Narration: Nevada’s families struggling with the nation’s highest unemployment.

Visual: Three video boxes: a stressed wife being comforted over the finances by her husband, a single man sitting at a table, and two men in suits in front of a computer.

Text: Families struggling (yellow) / with the nation’s highest (white) / unemployment (yellow)

Narration: Harry Reid? He votes to give special tax breaks to illegal aliens,

Visual: Black and white still image of Harry Reid.

Text: Harry Reid (yellow) / votes to give special / tax breaks (white) / to illegal aliens (yellow)

Narration: and to give illegals social security benefits,

Visual: Video of three darker-skinned people walking along a fence at night.

Text: Harry Reid (yellow) / votes to give illegals (white) / Social Security Benefits (yellow).

---
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Narration: even for the time they were here illegally.
Visual: Black and white still image of Harry Reid giving a speech.
Text: Even for the time they were here (white) // illegally (red).

Narration: Harry Reid, the best friend an illegal alien ever had.
Visual: Black and white still image of Harry Reid looking at the camera out of the corner of his eyes.
Text: Harry Reid (red) / the best friend / an (grey) illegal alien (red) ever had (gray).

Narration: Angle: “I’m Sharron Angle, and I approve this message.”
Visual: Video of Sharron Angle and husband walking along a wooded path.
Text: Sharron Angle / for U.S. Senate. / Paid for by Friends of Sharron Angle. Approved by Sharron Angle.

Rick Perry: Proven Leadership

Narration: “Despite all the nay-sayers who are predicting failure, our economy’s growing again. No more manufactured crises, no more games, we are headed in the right direction.”
“I love these folks who say, well, this is Obama’s economy. And that’s fine. Give it to me!”
(All are sound bites from Obama’s speeches.)
Visual: Video montage of empty playground and subway, flickering lights, thunderstorm, rain, boarded up houses, and a peeling Obama campaign poster.

Visual: Obama campaign posters and images.

Narration: President Zero.
Visual: Empty stadium with Obama symbol.
Text: Zero Change.

Narration: “One is six Americans is living in poverty.” “One in six Americans.” “All time low.” Obama sound bite: “But we’re pointed in the right direction.” Other speaker: “Headed in the wrong direction.” (Various speakers.)
Visual: Video of a homeless person, Obama campaign imagery, and news headlines.

Narration: “I’m just getting started!” (Obama sound bite.)
Visual: Black screen.

---

Note: Rick Perry narrates the remainder.

Narration: “A great country requires a better direction.”
Text: In 2012
Visual: Video of horses running on the beach, flag flying on capitol, and green fields.

Narration: “A renewed nation needs a new president.”
Visual: Video of Perry giving a speech to a crowded room, children looking up into the sky, and various media sources.
Text: America will discover // a new name for America.

Narration: “the United States of America really is...”
Visual: Video images of ridges, green fields, the Statue of Liberty, and free-roaming livestock.

Narration: “the last great hope of mankind.”
Visual: Image of the earth from space

Narration: “It’s time to get America working again.”
Visual: Video of Perry shaking hands with mechanic workers, visiting a construction site, and giving high-fives to retail workers

Narration: We don’t need a president who apologizes for America.
Visual: Perry meeting and talking with people wearing military uniforms

Narration: “I believe in America. I believe in her purpose and her promise. I believe her best days have not yet been lived.”
Visual: Image montage of the Statue of Iwo Jima, 1940s black and white video of a man and a woman in front of the Statue of Liberty, a little boy with an airplane while fighter planes fly through the sky above, and Perry interacting with the media.

Narration: “I believe her greatest deeds are reserved for the generations to come. And with the help, and the courage of the American people”
Visual: Church, little boy drawing a flag in sidewalk chalk, well-lit shopping strip
Text: A President // Who will lead a nation

Narration: “we will get our country working again. God bless you, and God bless the United States of America!”
Visual: Video of Perry shaking hands with people, a sunrise, a store sign with the word “Open,” people clapping and cheering, and Perry saluting the screen.
Text: Perry for President. Paid for by RickPerry.org, Inc.
**Moveon.org: Child’s Pay**

**Visual:** Video clips pan through a young white boy washing dishes in a dark commercial kitchen, a young white girl vacuuming the floor in a hotel, a young white girl attending to glass bottles that pass by on a conveyer belt, a young white boy jumping off the back of a dump truck and collecting trash, and a young black boy fixing a tire in a mechanic’s shop.

**Text:** Guess who’s going to pay off / President Bush’s $1 trillion deficit

**Visual:** Black screen.

**Visual:** Video of a young white girl working the cash register at a grocery store.

---

**Paul Wellstone: Classic Ad**

*Note: Paul Wellstone narrates the entire ad.*

**Narration:** “Hi, I’m Paul Wellstone, and I’m running for the United States Senate from Minnesota. Unlike my opponent, I don’t have six million dollars, so I’m going to have to talk fast.”

**Visual:** Paul Wellstone standing outside.

**Narration:** “This is my wife, Sheila, and our children.”

**Visual:** Wellstone walks onto the screen and points to his family, standing in a line on the lawn.

**Narration:** “This is my house in Northfield, where I’ve lived for 21 years.”

**Visual:** Wellstone walks across the screen and points to his house, which is behind him.

**Narration:** “My son, David, farms, and I’ve worked with Minnesota farmers for years.”

**Visual:** Wellstone standing in front of a barn and silo.

**Narration:** Wellstone: “We must stop the poisoning of the land and the air and the water.”

**Visual:** Wellstone in front of a lake.

**Narration:** “I'll lead the fight for national healthcare.”

**Visual:** Wellstone in front of a hospital emergency room.

**Narration:** “I’ve been a teacher for 24 years.”

---
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Visual: Wellstone in front of a school

Narration: Paul Wellstone won’t slow down after he’s elected. Vote for Paul Wellstone on November 6. (Anonymous narrator.)
Visual: Video of Wellstone getting on his green bus and the bus driving down the street.

Chellie Pingree: My Brother Bob

Note: Chellie Pingree narrates the entire ad.

Narration: “When my brother, Bob, was diagnosed, he fought two battles: insurance company, and his cancer. Bob died fourteen months later, with the guilt of knowing that his wife and child were left with nothing. But my family’s not unique. We saw first hand how broken the system really is.
Visual: Chellie Pingree sitting in a living room, holding a photograph of her brother and infant nephew.
Text: Chellie Pingree

Narration: “That’s why, in the Maine Senate, I stood up to the big drug and insurance companies to lower costs.”
Text: Pingree stood up to / the drug and insurance companies. Passed the Maine Rx bill.

Narration: “I’m Chellie Pingree, and I approve this message because in Congress, no one will work harder to fix this broken system.”
Visual: Pingree in her living room.

---
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Appendix E: Canvass Materials
Figure E.1 Postcards

I am a Mainer.
I believe in democracy.
I have values.
I know what it means to work hard.
I want the best for my neighborhood.

I will not stand for a government
that does not help me and my neighbors live safe, healthy, and productive lives.

We say NO to a government that only takes care of the 1%

Dear Governor LePage,

I am writing to tell you that I will NOT stand for cuts to MaineCare that keep people from getting the healthcare they deserve.

I oppose your attack on the hardworking Mainers who make ends meet through Unemployment Insurance and Worker’s Compensation.

Collecting a fair share of taxes from the 1% will more than pay for these programs.

We say YES to a government that takes care of the 99%.
2012 Working Families Survey

Health

The Governor’s proposal cuts or reduces benefits for over 100,000 people on MaineCare. Answering the questions will give a rough idea if you could be affected by any of the cuts.

1. Do you have health insurance? □ Yes □ No
   a. If YES, is it: □ MaineCare □ Medicare □ Employer □ Private Insurance □ Other: __________
      If you have private insurance, has your monthly rate increased?
      □ Unsure □ No ($0) □ $1-$50 □ $51-$100 □ $100-$200 □ $200+

   b. If you’re on MAINECARE, we need to know a few things to see how cuts will affect you:
      i. How many people live in your household, including you? _____ people
      ii. What are the ages of everyone in the household? _____ _____ _____
      iii. Do you know the approximate household income? This includes employment,
           disability insurance, TANF, etc. $__________ per month
      iv. Do you qualify for disability insurance (SSDI)? □ Yes □ No

Look at the attached chart and determine where the family is relative to the federal poverty level. The family is at _________% of the federal poverty level.

How many people in your household might be affected by the following cuts?

The Governor proposes to CUT the following people from MAINECARE:
   ____ PARENTS between 100%-200% of the Federal Poverty Level
   ____ Adults 21-64 YEARS OLD with NO CHILDREN AT HOME, NOT DISABLED, and UNDER
       THE POVERTY LEVEL
   ____ 19 and 20 YEAR OLDS UNDER 150% of the federal poverty level.

The Governor proposes to REDUCE prescription drug ASSISTANCE in the following ways:
   ____ SENIORS (over 65 years) and the DISABLED who are between 100%-185% of the
       poverty line will LOSE all assistance (Medicare Savings Program)
   ____ SENIORS 62-65 and the DISABLED who ARE NOT ON MEDICARE will LOSE assistance
       (Drugs for the Elderly Program)

Here are services that will be cut for all adults on MaineCare. If they share what specific services
they’ve used, please circle. Otherwise they can indicate generally that they’ve used one or more.

- Dental, vision
- Physical Therapy
- Occupation Therapy
- More than 15 outpatient hospital visits
- Adult Family Care
- Ambulatory Surgical Center
- More than 5 inpatient hospital stays
- Attendant Services
- Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD) Clinics
- Targeted Case Management

Have you ever used one or more of the services listed above? □ Yes □ No

2. Have you ever delayed going to the doctor because a doctor’s visit cost too much? □ Yes □ No
Jobs
The Governor has proposed to make it harder to get unemployment insurance and worker’s compensation, and we want to see how that will affect people.

3. Do you have a job(s) right now? □ Yes □ No, I’m looking for work □ No, I’m NOT looking for work □ No, I’m disabled

   a. If YES, DOES have a job:
      i. How many jobs: □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 or more
      ii. What do you do for work?
      iii. Are you looking for an additional/different job? □ Yes □ No
      iv. Total hours worked/week: □ less than 10 □ 10-20 □ 20-40 □ 40 □ 40-50 □ 50-60 □ 60+
      v. Check benefits: □ Paid sick days □ Unpaid sick days □ Vacation □ Retirement □ Health Ins.
      vi. How often do your hours get rescheduled?
      □ A few times a week □ A few times a month □ A few times a year □ Almost never
      vii. Do you see any opportunities for career advancement at your current job? □ Yes □ No
      viii. Do you know how to apply for worker’s compensation? □ Yes □ No

   b. If NO, DOES NOT have a job and is not disabled:
      i. How many months has it been since you had a job □ 0-3 □ 3-6 □ 6-9 □ 9-12 □ 12+
      ii. In that time, how many jobs have you applied for? □ 0 □ 1-5 □ 6-10 □ 11-20 □ 21-50 □ 51+
      iii. Have you gotten any job offers? □ Yes □ No
         If yes, why didn’t you take the job? □ Pays a lot less than what I used to make
         □ No transportation □ No childcare □ Other
      iv. Have you ever applied for unemployment? □ Yes □ No
         • If you have applied for unemployment, how was the process on a scale of 1-5?
         □ 1: Extremely quick and easy □ 2: Fairly easy □ 3: Moderate/okay
         □ 4: Fairly long and confusing □ 5: Extremely long and confusing
         • If no, do you know how to apply for unemployment benefits? □ Yes □ No

   v. Are you on unemployment right now? □ Yes □ No
      • If yes, how long? □ 0-6 weeks □ 6-12 weeks □ 5 months-1 year □ over a year
      • If no, have your unemployment benefits run out? □ Yes □ No
         If they have run out, how are you making ends meet? (Check all that apply.)
         □ Other programs (like Food Stamps, TANF) □ Credit card debt
         □ Moved in with relatives/ friends □ Skipped medical care
         □ Other: ______________________

Basic
Race: □ Native American □ Hispanic or Latino □ Asian □ Arab or Middle Eastern
□ Black or African American □ White/Caucasian (Not Hispanic or Latino) □ Other
□ Other: ______________________
Gender: □ Male □ Female □ Transgender
Immigrant or refugee? □ Yes □ No
Primary language? □ English □ Spanish □ Somali □ French □ Other
□ Other: ______________________

4. What are your two most important values from this list?
□ Faith □ Fairness □ Self-determination □ Community
□ Family □ Taking care of the next generation □ Other □ Other: ______________________
PLEASE FILL OUT FOR EACH SURVEY:

Surveyor Name: 

Address of Contact: 

Possible one-on-one?  □ Yes □ No

Monthly Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Size</th>
<th>100%</th>
<th>130%</th>
<th>133%</th>
<th>150%</th>
<th>165%</th>
<th>170%</th>
<th>185%</th>
<th>200%</th>
<th>250%</th>
<th>300%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2,389</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$2,533</td>
<td>$2,859</td>
<td>$3,185</td>
<td>$3,511</td>
<td>$3,837</td>
<td>$4,163</td>
<td>$4,950</td>
<td>$5,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2,796</td>
<td>$2,908</td>
<td>$2,941</td>
<td>$3,267</td>
<td>$3,593</td>
<td>$3,919</td>
<td>$4,245</td>
<td>$4,571</td>
<td>$5,362</td>
<td>$6,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3,203</td>
<td>$3,316</td>
<td>$3,349</td>
<td>$3,675</td>
<td>$3,991</td>
<td>$4,317</td>
<td>$4,643</td>
<td>$4,969</td>
<td>$5,760</td>
<td>$6,553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$3,611</td>
<td>$3,724</td>
<td>$3,757</td>
<td>$4,083</td>
<td>$4,399</td>
<td>$4,725</td>
<td>$5,051</td>
<td>$5,377</td>
<td>$6,178</td>
<td>$6,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$4,018</td>
<td>$4,131</td>
<td>$4,164</td>
<td>$4,490</td>
<td>$4,806</td>
<td>$5,132</td>
<td>$5,458</td>
<td>$5,784</td>
<td>$6,585</td>
<td>$7,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$4,426</td>
<td>$4,540</td>
<td>$4,573</td>
<td>$4,899</td>
<td>$5,215</td>
<td>$5,541</td>
<td>$5,867</td>
<td>$6,193</td>
<td>$6,995</td>
<td>$7,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each additional person</td>
<td>$319</td>
<td>$414</td>
<td>$424</td>
<td>$478</td>
<td>$526</td>
<td>$542</td>
<td>$589</td>
<td>$637</td>
<td>$796</td>
<td>$955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How will the Governor’s proposed legislation affect me and my family?

My household is at _________% of the federal poverty level.

Someone in my family might LOSE Medicare if they are (check all that apply):
- A parent BETWEEN 100%-200% of the poverty line
- An adult 21-64 years old with NO children at home and are NOT disabled
- 19 or 20 years old and UNDER 150% of the federal poverty level

Someone in my family might LOSE Medicare if they are (check all that apply):
- Over 65 or disabled and between 100%-185% of the poverty line
- OVER 62 or DISABLED but NOT on Medicare

Have you ever used any of the following services? The governor proposes to CUT them for ALL adults on MaineCare.

- Dental, vision
- Physical Therapy
- Occupation Therapy
- More than 15 outpatient hospital visits
- Adult Family Care
- Ambulatory Surgical Center
- More than 5 in-patient hospital stays
- Attendant Services
- Sexually Transmitted Diseases Clinics
- Targeted Case Management

The Maine People’s Alliance can help!

Maine People’s Alliance has 32,000 members throughout Maine and works toward social, economic, and political justice for all Mainers. We work on a variety of issues, including

- Healthcare
- Affordable Housing
- Worker’s Rights
- Immigration
- The environment
- Racial Justice
- Economic Justice

Please come to the follow-up meeting we’re holding with people who are affected by the cuts we talked about today. We want to hear your stories and get to know you!

We are meeting on ____________ at _________ at ________________.

For more information, contact your organizer.

Lewiston: Gen Lysen, 207-782-7876
Augusta: Jonathan Hillier, 446-0303
Portland: Jennie Pirkle, 207-797-0967
Community-based inquiry is fairly common in some of the social sciences at Bates, such as sociology and psychology, but there is not a very strong relationship between community-based inquiry and politics. Because of that, I had not considered community-based inquiry a viable point of departure for my politics thesis. Instead, I assumed that my thesis would, if I developed the right question, address abstract ideas that could be applied to community organizations. I certainly did not think that my thesis could involve direct interaction with the world that exists beyond the four walls of the library. Although I was disappointed with this conclusion and secretly wished I had been a sociology or psychology student who is expected to do community-based research (CBR) at some point in her Bates career, I conceded to this perceived reality. To appease the thesis process, I developed an academic question that addressed the power implications of service delivery in social services such as welfare and food supplements.

In mid-September, however, I changed my mind. I realized that I would have a difficult time remaining invested in work that did not have direct relevance to the world I see and engage with when I am not in a classroom. After making that decision, my next step was to meet with Georgia Nigro, the interim director of the Harward Center for Community Partnerships (HCCP). To my great relief, Georgia thought there were easy overlaps between politics and community-based research, so we started talking about logistics. I left that meeting with one discrete task: identify a community partner by October break (October 18). This would give me about a month to acquaint myself with the CBR methodology and meet with a variety of community organizations to find a partnership that was collaborative and productive. After forging a partnership, my focus would turn to
issues of developing a question, figuring out how to answer the question, conducting the research, and evaluating that research for both my community partner and my thesis.

“Learning” Community Based Research

Before the fall of my senior year, my only experience with CBR was a brief research project the previous summer when I interned with the Volunteer Lawyers Project, a legal aid program based in Portland, Maine. The internship was accompanied by some research and a seminar on CBR, but I left the program with more questions than I had before the program. What is the role of the community partner in CBR? How does the researcher create incentive for community participation in the research? Should the researcher even think about incentive, or does the ideal partnership involve equal interest in the outcome? Should the researcher go to an organization with a question, or should the question be collaboratively developed? Does the research benefit the community as much as it does the researcher? How are effective decisions made in a collaborative research partnership?

All of these questions led me to the existing literature on CBR. My research uncovered an entire field of inquiry that goes by a variety of different names. Community-based research, Action Research, Participatory Action Research, Participatory Research, and Collaborative Research are some of the more common variations. In addition to this information, there are also endless personal and scholarly accounts of community-based inquiry ranging from topics of lead poisoning prevention to community relationships with law enforcement. It soon became very clear that I could write an entire thesis on the variations and opinions that exist within community-based inquiry.
As I read scholarly sources on community-based inquiry, I also explored what a community-based thesis would look like in practice. I came across two basic models: a community-\textit{based} thesis would involve direct work with a community partner on a shared question, whereas a community-\textit{informed} thesis would involve gathering information from the community and using that information to pursue a question that I developed. I was more interested in the former so that there was natural community investment in the research project. That also seemed like a good way to guarantee that the topic of the inquiry was worth exploring.

To explore this distinction, I read several theses that fit into both categories. This had the dual benefit of clarifying my options for a community-based thesis and exposing me other student work. From this exercise, I got a better sense of the expectations for community-based theses, learned how other students have addressed the various tensions of collaborative research, and noted strategies for more effective collaboration more effective. There were several limitations to these examples, particularly that none of them were very recent and that none of them addressed a topic that seemed methodologically related to the type of topic that I would be interested in pursuing. That said, reading accounts of CBR, both student and professional, was helpful in isolating key methodological points and recommendations for fruitful collaboration.

\textbf{Finding a Community Partner}

All of this background research was happening while I navigated the logistical challenge of networking among community organizations in Lewiston and greater Maine. My search began with several brainstorms with professors and advisors who have strong
connections to the community. These brainstorms were augmented by my own experience working in the community, and I soon found myself with an almost endless list of organizations and individuals to contact.

I began in the Bates sphere by talking to professors and faculty members who might have project ideas or connections to community organizations in Lewiston or other parts of Maine.

- Ellen Alcorn (Faculty, HCCP)
- Anna Bartel (former Professor of English, HCCP)†
- Bill Corlett (Professor of Politics, thesis advisor)
- Marty Deschaines (Faculty, HCCP)
- Elizabeth Eames (Associate Professor of Anthropology)†
- Emily Kane (Whitehouse Professor of Sociology)
- Peggy Rotundo (State Representative, HCCP)
- Jen Sandler (Visiting Assistant Professor of Education)†
- Nicole Witherbee (Visiting Professor of Politics)
- Dick Wagner (Professor Emeritus of Psychology, State Representative)

These conversations yielded the following list of organizations:

† These names came up in conversations with other professors and faculty, but I did not end up discussing my thesis plans with them.
Through these initial inquires it became very clear that there was no shortage of opportunities for a community-based politics thesis. Instead, the question was in what direction I would find the thesis topic that would yield a year’s worth of enjoyable collaboration.

I began researching the organizations listed above to better understand what research might come out of a partnership. Some of the organizations fell off my list after this initial research. I found that I was most interested in working with an organization that addressed social injustice on a more systemic level. I thought that partnering with an organization that used a systemic approach to social injustice would fit better with the policy aspect of politics that interests me. I also considered the type of injustices that the organization focused on. My personal biases led me toward groups that approached issues of economic inequality, particularly among diverse populations (i.e. not limited to just immigrants or just youth).

Another factor I considered was the role of Bates alums and students in the organization with which I partnered. Because many researchers suggest that community based research can reinforce insider-outsider dynamics between the researcher and the
community, I was eager to work with an organization that was established in the community and did not already have strong ties to Bates. Basically, I did not want my thesis to become a partnership between a Bates student and an organization of Bates alums.

Those criteria determined whether the organization got an initial inquiry, which I made either by email or by phone. After making contact with the organization, I was able to evaluate the most important element of the potential partnership: whether collaboration seemed like a feasible option. I evaluated this based on several factors. The first was obvious: if the organization did not respond to me, I took them off the list. Similarly, if the organization was difficult to get in touch with or not particularly responsive, it eventually fell off the list. Assuming I was able to establish reliable communication with the organization, there were two essential questions that informed my assessment.

First, is the organization already thinking about potential research topics? Does the organization have some enthusiasm for collaborative research? Those questions were extremely important because I wanted to work with an organization that was already engaged in or excited about research. Based on my truncated study of CBR, I thought a partnership would be most successful if the community partner was already somewhat committed to the research process. Approaching a community organization with a research question did not seem like the best way to engage in a collaborative partnership. Instead, I was interested in working with an idea that the organization had already identified as a topic of interest. All of this meant seeing evidence of organizational commitment to a topic of inquiry that related to the daily activities of the organization. As with the previous criteria, this requirement took several organizations off of my list.
The second set of questions that finalized my assessment of a potential collaborator was about the type of interactions I had with the person I contacted at each of the organizations. This criterion is extremely subjective and not something that I can completely quantify, but it is founded on the belief that a partnership will be most successful if the two partners are able to engage with each other in a constructive way. When assessing this component of the relationship, I considered things like the flow, speed, and depth of the conversation, the give and take of ideas, and the overall willingness of the individual to engage with a college senior on a collaborative research project. Through these conversations, I could generally get a feel for what the partnership might look like.

Meanwhile, I needed to be prepared for a thesis that had no community element. This was a difficult contingency to plan for, because I did not want to sacrifice the opportunity of a collaborative research project. On a practical level, having a backup plan meant two things. First, I set myself a “must identify community partner by today” date. That date was October 18, and I pledged that I would abandon my quest for a community partner if no likely prospects arose by that point. Because I did not want to be completely behind should the CBR element not come together, I continued to do research about that initial question of service delivery and devised a couple of questions that were more community-informed, as opposed to community-based, options. In addition to that research and general research on potential community partners, I continued to read about collaborative research models. As the semester progressed, I came dangerously close to hitting my deadline and retreating to the library with my tail between my legs.

By mid-October, shortly before my self-imposed deadline, I had two options. These two options arose from conversations with close to a dozen organizations, which I had
whittled down through the initial criteria and other considerations, like strange intra-organization dynamics (changes in leadership, merges, etc.) and inflexible timelines. The first option was to work with a small community organization with a somewhat fluid leadership structure. I spoke extensively with one of the leaders, who was enthusiastic about a partnership, but I was unsure about the purpose of the research collaboration. The group had an existing topic that it was interested in (why it is difficult to retain members/sustain interest in the organization), but the practicality of the inquiry was not very clear. There were also potentially complicating community implications of this organization’s work; I did not begin to understand these dynamics, but I got the sense that there were some politics at work. As a result, I was hesitant to work with this organization.

The second option was to work with an organization that managed Family Development Accounts (FDA) and promoted money-saving, asset-building behaviors among low-income earners. This option was slightly clearer in its relevance to the structure and goals of the organization. My inquiry about collaborative research was warmly received by one of the program coordinators (who happened to be a Bates alum), and we met over lunch to discuss our potential partnership. Prior to our meeting, the program director had circulated an email to the office to brainstorm potential research topics. The director of one of the satellite offices had a particular question of interest: Why does a no-catch, zero-risk savings program that matches four-fold every dollar saved by program participants have rather low participation? What steps can the organization take to increase that participation?

This question was inviting for several reasons. First, it was grounded in Clinton-esque policy innovation of the 1990s that promoted asset-building as an anti-poverty
method. This inquiry would give the chance to study practical implications of socio-economic policy, which was exciting. Second, this question was related to my personal interest in economic justice. I would get to study models of poverty alleviation while comparing participation and recruitment strategies across those initiatives. Third, there was a clear reason that this question was being asked, so I could imagine the implications my study might have on the future of the organization. Fourth, there was extensive and fairly accessible information on other organizational approaches to FDAs, so I could begin to imagine the directions in which this inquiry could develop. Finally, this partnership would yield a viable community-based research project, and my alternative options, by that point, were looking increasingly unappealing. Because of these considerations, the FDA question quickly became a favorable option to both the agency question and the fallback plan. After doing a fair amount of foundational research and convincing myself that the content of the question would provide ample material for analysis, I decided the question and partnership were worth pursing. That was October 17.

The next day, I happened to connect with Ben Chin, the Political Engagement Director of Maine People’s Alliance (MPA) and a 2007 Bates graduate. I had not previously considered MPA as a potential partner because of the organization’s strong connection to Bates. The organization is populated by Bates alums, and I have since found out that non-Bates staff in the organization often tease the Bates graduates for their disproportionate numbers. Because of prior experience working with MPA, I also had some reservations about the extent to which I would be able to work with the organization to develop a collaborative research project. I did not want to become, for lack of more tactful language, the hard labor.
Because of those considerations, I had not been diligent in setting up a meeting with Ben despite my initial inquiry several weeks earlier. On October 18, we connected by phone for a conversation that I thought would be a brief explanation of my plan to research FDAs and a, “Thanks, but I have decided to go in another direction.” That is not what happened, however, and within half-an-hour I was sitting across the table from Ben at MPA as we ate our respective brought-from-home-lunches out of glass pyrex containers. That was 12:15; I didn’t get back to Bates until 6:30pm.

After what I diagnosed as a “one-on-one,” Ben invited me to spend the afternoon at MPA in anticipation of future collaborative research. I did some preliminary policy research, sat in on a Get Out The Vote phone conference, and attended a staging meeting that preceded a conversation with Representative Mike Michaud about immigration. All of this was followed up with a debriefing at a local coffee shop and, finally, a thesis topic.

When I met with Ben for the first time, there was something in our exchange that cliqued in a way that I had not previously experienced. First, there was a question. MPA had spent time over the last couple of years working on the question of worldview, or how a progressive organization can develop a coherent understanding or projection of the world as it is and as it could eventually be. Second, there was a sense of urgency around this question. MPA had dedicated time to this topic, and some of the staff members suggested a desire to further develop the idea. Additionally, the contemporary political environment and my own progressive biases meant almost automatic investment in the question. Third, Ben thought at a pace and in a way that I could identify with. I felt motivated to set my expectations high, and I knew that my work would be subjected to critical feedback that would ensure the relevance of my inquiry to the future of the organization. I was still aware
of my initial hesitations and did not want to prematurely commit to a new thesis topic, but I also had a good feeling about the direction this partnership could take.

To make a long story short, on October 18, the day of my deadline, I settled into a partnership with MPA that I felt would create challenging, productive, and worthwhile content for my thesis. Though this decision culminated the logistical challenge that had dominated the last several weeks, it marked the beginning of a completely new challenge: working collaboratively with an organization that has different goals than the Bates College honors thesis process. This tension began with discussions about a research topic and quickly developed into conversations about work expectations, deliverables, and chapter topics.

Developing a Question

As I said earlier, one of the main appeals of working with MPA was that the organization already had an established topic of interest. MPA had coordinated workshops and discussions on narrative, and several staff members had devoted time to reading about various conceptions of narrative. The organization also regularly uses the three faces of power as developed by GPP and, therefore, has a language with which to discuss the elusive narrative that they hope to institutionalize. The dedication within MPA to the theme of narrative was essential to the development of a salient research question. That said, some legwork still needed to be done to come up with an actual question; I did not walk right into an academic, honors-thesis-worthy question.

The matter of question development was the first manifestation of the “community partner – academic researcher” tension that I had read about in various discussions of
community-based research. On the one hand, I needed a question that was in line with the research interests and capacities of MPA. I could not pursue a question that did not fit with the organization, nor did I want to. My ultimate goal was to produce something that would be useful to MPA. At the same time, my question also needed to accommodate the academic expectations of the Bates College Department of Politics. This was also where my obvious self-interest was exposed: I want to graduate. To this end, I needed a well-developed, substantial question. Going forward, the task was to isolate the key points of narrative at the nexus of practical execution and academic paradoxes. The hope was that a collaboratively developed question could satisfy both my interests and the interests of MPA. If all went well, MPA would take away some practical information about narrative, and I would get to graduate.

Because of the complexity of this task, it took several meetings and email volleys to get to an actual question. These exchanges happened primarily with Ben, who was an invaluable resource because of his familiarity with both the Bates thesis process and some of the theoretical underpinnings of the narrative debate. The preliminary question, which Ben sent to the staff email list for review, was as follows: How can community advocacy organizations facilitate the development of a grassroots narrative that creates political momentum for progressive social change through policy? Just as any scholar would revise and revisit everything from word choice to question length, so did MPA and I waffle back and forth on the specifics of the question. There were particular concerns about what to call MPA (some of the options were community organizing group, community advocacy group, progressive community organization, and politically oriented community organization). In addition to that issue of naming, which MPA had struggled with in the
past, there was a question about how explicitly to address the notion of policy. Policy was also a loosely defined term in MPA’s lexicon, so the relationship between the idea of narrative and policy was not very developed throughout the partnership.

To my great relief, the question became significantly clearer after I did some research. This research involved reading a number of community organizers that various people at MPA recommended. Some of the staff members also had suggestions about other texts, some of which were in the “organizer’s handbook to policy” category and others of which were more hard-core political theory (such as Iris Marion Young). Supplementing these sources with additional research in the realm of social movement framing theory and politically-oriented rhetoricians ultimately yielded a series of questions that related the urgency of the narrative to the specific work that MPA imagined doing with policy. At this moment, my task became clear. The questions successfully placed academic analysis, the experience of community organizers, practical organizational concerns, and MPA’s goals in the context of narrative. In other words, through a fairly collaborative process, MPA and I developed guiding questions that have the potential to provide useful information to the organization while also underlying a thesis. Collaboration step one: done.

Collaboration in Action

Deciding to work with MPA was only the beginning. The question development process put some of the collaboration strategies to work and established conceptual boundaries around the type of research I would be doing with MPA, but there were other elements of our partnership that needed to be figured out. Namely, what exactly would I be
doing as a student researcher with MPA? How would we conduct our research, and what would our research partnership look like?

In late October, after digesting the novelty of the new partnership, I took a list of questions to a meeting with Ben. These questions, some of which were related to the question development, also included more practical questions about how I would be interacting with MPA. To begin, I needed to know if I would be working with Ben Chin, himself, or if I would be working with Ben Chin, a representative of MPA. I also needed to better understand the role of the organization’s membership: how much would I be working directly with the members? Would I have “access” to people for workshops, focus groups, and interviews? These questions yielded more practical questions about the actual structure and organization of MPA. Who is the staff? How many staff work at MPA, and in which offices? How frequently are there concerted efforts to bridge the staff-member divide? How are decisions made? Who evaluates the organization’s progress, and how?

I also had questions about narrative: what scale of narrative did MPA hope to develop? Was the narrative something that would frame action on a single policy, or would it become an encompassing narrative that would frame all of MPA’s political activities? Did MPA already have a working definition of “narrative”? Is the narrative reflective or determinant? Is the narrative derived from current understandings of the world, or is the narrative applied to the world to yield certain understandings?

In addition to these questions, there were three questions that were central to the success of our collaboration. Ben and I had previously discussed these topics in the context of a potential partnership, so I was not worried about developing workable answers now that the partnership was underway. That said, they still needed to be answered before
proceeding with research. First, what did MPA expect from me? What would my daily work be like, and what would I produce at the end of the partnership? Second, what was MPA’s timeline? How does MPA’s timeline fit with my thesis timeline? Third, what could I expect from MPA? How frequently would I be meeting with staff and how would MPA engage with the academic thesis component of the partnership?

The answers to these questions began with a title. MPA dubbed me the “Policy Intern,” which gave me a bit of status in the pecking order and legitimized my interactions with both staff and members. Along with this title came a basic work expectation: spend about six hours per week working on MPA tasks that were (more-or-less) related to narrative development. This work would generally include policy research and other research related to our collaborative inquiry into policy and narrative. At times it would include other activities, like in November when I spent several hours door-knocking to encourage people to vote or in December when I went to the fall retreat. The hours I worked with MPA were not logged or managed by anyone, so they were more of a benchmark to establish common expectations with staff. This also signaled to me what the general expectation was in terms of quantity of work, which was very helpful considering my tendency to be overly thorough in my work.

After several more conversations with Ben, we also identified some concrete tasks that I would focus on during my time at MPA. These tasks were defined in anticipation of several deliverables that I would produce by the end of the academic year. First, I would develop a list of policy proposals for the 2012 legislative session. Second, I would help coordinate candidate endorsements for the 2012 elections. Third, I would recommend strategies for responding to adversarial policy proposals in the 2012 session. Fourth, I
would provide a written synopsis of the collaborative process I used to develop those positions. These concrete expectations would inevitably yield a variety of tasks over the course of the year, as each component would be developed collaboratively through methods that had not yet been defined.

Out of these expectations came a timeline, of sorts. Since the much of the work I would be doing was to prepare the organization for the 2012 legislative session, there would be some prep-work in December with work really picking up in early January. A platform committee would convene in early January to address many of the concrete deliverables (the policy proposals, candidate endorsements, and policy defenses). There was also an early December deadline: MPA has an annual winter retreat that would happen December 3-4, 2011. One of the topics of the retreat was narrative as it relates to the organization’s plans for 2012 and beyond, and I was invited to lead a workshop with the members about integrating narrative into MPA’s standard operating procedure. These two time periods were as close as I imagined I would get to a solid timeline.

Overall, the MPA schedule actually complemented some of the deadlines of the Politics Department, which was conceptually convenient but logistically challenging. Wrapping up my first semester work with a retreat on narrative seemed like a clean break: preparation for the retreat would further develop the question, which could, in turn, be refined after assessing the reaction of the members to the narrative workshop. This fit very well with the literature review component of my thesis, though simultaneous development of the workshop materials and the literature review was fairly time consuming. It was also nice that the legislative cycle would be starting with the first of the year; this would give me a chance to prepare initial thoughts over break before the semester’s work picked up too
much. MPA obviously did not have anything to do with the timing of the legislative session, but it was still convenient. Finally, MPA understands that the narrative question will long survive long after my time as a thesis student. That means the overall goal of our research is to create opportunities for further development of the narrative. Basically, MPA does not assume that I will have a concrete answer to our question, but rather that our research will propel MPA in the direction of narrative development. This takes some of the pressure off, as it means I do not feel the need to develop a model or theory for narrative policy. This approach is a good illustration of the collaborative relationship I have with MPA: we approach each other with clear expectations while remaining realistic about the attainability of those accomplishments. This partnership is the single most important accomplishment of the entire semester.

**Accomplishments**

There are two concrete accomplishments that arose from the abstract accomplishment of building a collaborative research partnership with MPA. The most notable of these is a review of the literature. This was an interesting task, as my focus was on both what MPA needed in terms of practical justification for the question and what my academic readers would be looking for in terms of a theoretical foundation in which to situate my inquiry. At first, these two needs seemed impossible to accommodate simultaneously. MPA staff generally read community organizer types who emphasize practical elements of organizing, whereas the academic field would expect a model or theory that connected narrative to policy. I was surprised to find, as was MPA, that the organization’s practical discussions of narrative actually spoke to academic approaches to
the relationship between modern society, policy, and narrative. There was also significant theoretical work within MPA on power and worldview that created space for academic discussion. Through dedicated work from both MPA staff and extensive reading on my part, I was able to craft a chapter that (I believe) addresses the practical interests of the organization while satisfying the academic expectations of the college.

Another very practical accomplishment of the semester was MPA’s winter conference, which was held in Augusta from December 3-4, 2011. Ben invited me to work with him on a narrative workshop that would open the conference on Saturday. Ben planned to begin with MPA’s vision for 2015, which would include commentary on the general relationship between progressive and mainstream politics. I would then discuss the ways in which a narrative approach would facilitate the progressive vision for 2015. To this end, Ben and I developed a multimedia PowerPoint presentation that included video clips from ad campaigns. These videos, three of which were conservative campaign ads and three of which were progressive campaign ads, each contained a story. The purpose of the workshop was for the participants to identify the components of the story: the good guys, the bad guys, the conflict, and the resolution. This exercise was based on the assumption within the literature on narrative that suggests the power of small stories to inform a broader narrative or understanding of the world.\footnote{See Appendix C for a copy of the narrative component of this PowerPoint.}

Overall, the workshop was well received. MPA staff and members were engaged throughout the 45-minute presentation, and I did not have time to take all of the questions and comments that were generated over the course of the session. Several people approached me later in the conference to express interest in the topic, clarify elements of
the presentation, engage in additional conversation about narrative, and thank me for bringing a new element to the discussion of worldview and progressive change. The workshop was also referenced several times in oral and written evaluations as a strong element of the conference. Overall, the presentation was a milestone because it not only solidified my collaborative partnership with MPA but also reinforced the research question and facilitated group discussion of narrative.

The semester as a whole was characterized by countless successful moments in the collaborative relationship that was developing between MPA and myself. All of these accomplishments, whether concrete or abstract, illustrate the potential for this collaboration to be mutually beneficial.

Going Forward

At this point, there are three basic ideas that will carry me into the second semester of this thesis. The first is tied to the primary accomplishment of the semester: I have to keep being collaborative. Our research will only be as strong as our partnership, which means I must make a concerted effort to maintain the momentum we have developed over the past few weeks. I will keep working with one eye on MPA and one eye on the Politics Department and hoping that an interesting and productive collaborative inquiry will arise out of the divide between academia and “the real world.”

Now is also the time to start thinking about best practices of CBR. This will likely mean submitting materials to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) as I come closer to identifying my methodology. So far, I have been in communication with Georgia Nigro of the Harvard Center for Community Partnerships (HCCP) about good practices until I
determine the particular elements of my research. This dialogue will continue next semester when I become a Community-Based Research Fellow with the HCCP. As part of the Fellowship, I will participate in a weekly seminar that addresses various themes of collaborative research, including IRB. Through discussions, assignments, and the wisdom of peers who are also doing community based research, I hope to refine my research strategies and better understand how to design a meaningful partnership. As is to be expected, I will continue to maintain confidentiality, accurately depict my methodology, and reflect responsibly on the process and progress of my research.

The other known component of this partnership is collaboration on the 2012 Platform Committee. I recently received an inquiry from Ben about assisting with the development and management of this committee, which will be chaired by a board or community member and populated by a combination of board members, staff members, and community members. The purpose of the committee is to begin a dialogue about MPA’s agenda for the upcoming months. This means designing the candidate endorsement process, discussing policy topics of interest, and preparing defensive strategies for adversarial legislation. I do not yet know the specifics of this work, but I expect the committee to form in early January. This work will be highly collaborative, and I look forward to having a bit of a structure through which to evaluation the relationship between policy and narrative.

To summarize, this has been a fascinating experience so far. I have learned incredible things about communication, clarity, and expectations, and I do not expect the learning to dry up anytime soon. I am the first to admit that there have been several times
when I all but waived the white flag of surrender, particularly during the early
development stages in September and October. Despite the challenges, I feel very lucky to
be having this experience. An incredible community partner reached out to me and is
excited about engaging in collaborative inquiry about narrative and policy. I have been
integrated into the fabric of the organization, and I feel like a valuable part of the team.

Early on in the process, some people questioned why I would want to give my thesis
over to a community organization. This question came during those early times of
frustration and confusion when I could not imagine who I would be working with, what my
topic would be, or how I would ever synthesize a seemingly endless flow of unquantifiable
ideas into a single thesis, let alone a coherent research question. At that point, I did not
have a good answer to the question, and collaboration seemed overly optimistic, at best.
Now, though, I challenge the assertion that I am “giving my thesis over.” I argue that I have
only made the commitment to work collaboratively on a topic with an organization that has
far more expertise and experience than I. In other words, it is probably more apt to say that
MPA is giving me my thesis.
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In contrast to pleasant feelings of closure that I experienced at the end of first semester, second semester felt like a fight for my thesis. This challenge spawned from feeling as though I was a bridge between two disconnected worlds. The organizing work that I did downtown with MPA and the academic work I did in the library at Bates seemed like two separate activities, and the distinction between these two activities affected how I saw myself in relation to this single thesis. At MPA, I was a member of a community of Mainers working for progressive change, whereas at Bates, I was a student researcher trying to understand the dynamics of the progressive change-making that I organized and experienced in the field. Unifying those two experiences required not only attending to the intellectual channels between activism and academics, but also respecting the implications these two identities had for the integrity of my person. Unfortunately, for reasons I discuss below, much of the semester was characterized by the sense that I had bitten off more than I could chew.

Balancing Timelines

As an organization, MPA mobilizes very quickly. There are strong lines of communication between the chapter areas, and organizers talk regularly about campaigns, strategies, and activities. Even though I was just an intern, I was part of this environment from my first day at MPA. For the most part, I loved the sense of urgency that drove the majority of MPA’s activities. This demonstrated that the organization was doing important work and it satisfied my desire to be doing. That said, I found that the demands of MPA
were often somewhat incompatible with the demands of my academic schedule, and vice versa.

A week before classes started for the semester, I was back in Maine to dedicate a solid week to my thesis work. I had thought that meant long hours in the ceramics studio producing work for my senior project in studio art, but the week quickly turned into MPA organizing camp. I was participating in conference calls, drafting meeting agendas, and imagining the practicalities of a mid-winter door-to-door canvass. “This is really a ‘hit the ground running’ sort of thesis,” I noted to myself between these activities, “I’m hoping that this is... not going to [be] the catalyst for the busiest and most stressful semester of my [Bates career].” That was January 4, and I was completely unaware that the organizing would continue at breakneck speed until mid-February.

Throughout those months, I was constantly on call. Handfuls of emails poured into my inbox everyday, most of which needed to be read and many of which needed responses. Planned and unexpected phone calls and meetings, following-up with volunteers and staff about progress on different parts of the survey development, defending the necessity for values-related questions on the survey, identifying target populations, and designing a data entry process were surprisingly time-consuming activities. Even though I thrive in fast-paced environments that require multi-tasking and efficient prioritization to actually get work done, I frequently felt as though the demands on my time were too extreme given the other commitments I was balancing as a full-time student.

For the most part, that feeling was a factor of the personalities of MPA as an organization and myself as a person. I had known from previous work with MPA that the organization was good at “making the ask” and would find ways to keep me involved as a
volunteer. I also knew myself well enough to be aware of my tendency to set high expectations for myself. I am fairly agreeable and like to please people, which means that “No, I’m sorry, I cannot do that today,” is not generally part of my rhetoric. Together, these are two of the reasons why I put off contacting MPA in the fall about collaborating on my thesis. Once I made that call in October, however, I was hooked, and my thesis adapted to fit the schedule and expectations of MPA.

On that token, some of the academic deadlines were inconvenient for the work I was doing with MPA. The early December chapter due-date, for example, fell just over a month after I partnered with MPA, which did not give me very much time to prepare my initial thesis work. Those early chapters were also due just days after the retreat and well before I had additional content with which to contextualize my work with MPA. Later in December, the holiday break sent me home to Minnesota for a couple of weeks. Even though I returned to Lewiston before classes started in January, I had missed some important MPA moments. Later in January, there was a direct conflict between the academic and practical sides of this thesis: the January 11 thesis review with the department conflicted with an important organizing meeting at MPA. I obviously went to the thesis review meeting, as one of my stated priorities is to graduate, but this moment represented one of the few times I prioritized the academic element of my work ahead of what I was doing with MPA.

The rest of the year was about doing what I could with MPA in spite of the academic timetable. The most recent example of this is MPA’s March 16 Lobby Day, when members from throughout the state descend on the State House for a day of training and lobbying. I have only been peripherally involved in organizing this day, but I am told that some of the day’s work will spawn from the work I organized with MPA over the course of the year.
That said, I will not be able to incorporate any elements from that day into my thesis.

Although I will attend part of the day, this event falls at a hugely inconvenient time given the impending due dates of both of my theses. As I discuss below, these timeline challenges determined what my thesis could become, because I felt that it would be impractical and inappropriate to impose an outside schedule or set of expectations on an organization like MPA.

**Personal Development**

Over the course of the semester, navigating these two worlds has made me develop as a student, a researcher, and a collaborator. I had to balance inconvenient schedules, accommodate the tensions that developed from differing expectations of my community partner and academic advisors, and write a thesis that somehow captured the gamut of experiences I had with MPA in an academically appropriate way. One of the most noticeable changes in my approach to community-based research was attitudinal: I began the year thinking that I had to accommodate every request by MPA, but I am ending the year with a renewed sense of my prerogative to think independently and in an academic capacity. In the beginning, I did my best to minimize the academic element of this collaboration because I did not want it to get in the way of the work MPA was doing. Now, I have a revised understanding of the value of academic contributions to community work.

I spent the majority of my time with MPA in a fairly reactive role. I responded to queries and requests by the organization, and I did my best to accommodate the direct political work that the group organized. I thought that it was most important to do as I was asked or told; after all, what did I know as a student researcher with limited experience in
community-based research? Because of MPA’s obvious focus on direct action, the priority of our collaboration was the political work we organized together. To this end, I was expected to do a variety of more administrative tasks, such as prepare volunteer lists for the canvass, create agendas for weekly planning calls, and do turn-out calls. These tasks are essential components of any organizing position, and they were linked to some of the narrative-activities I organized with MPA. That said, the narrative activities I had a larger role in organizing –namely the workshop and the canvass– were proposed by MPA as either preexisting or feasible activities with which to address narrative. The exception to this was the model for a follow-up meeting, which I felt was an important component of the narrative development process.

This approach came into conflict with my academic expectations for our collaboration, which included the assumption that I would be designing research with MPA. That said, my research activities were not necessarily completely aligned with organization’s focus on direct action. This difference in focus was to be expected: MPA has practical political goals that fall within very strict timelines and are not entirely conducive to an extended theoretical inquiry into narrative development. I, on the other hand, had the distinct expectation of graduating in May, which meant I needed to produce a thesis and address some of those more theoretical questions of narrative.

Although my reactive approach to working with MPA facilitated a cooperative relationship, I did not feel as though I was designing or developing my thesis. Instead, I felt as though I was trying to tease a thesis out of the work that I was doing with and observing at MPA. This created some tension with the expectations my academic work, as I was worried that my somewhat passive interactions with MPA would limit the legitimacy of my
inquiry. This tension is illustrated by a number of smaller exchanges I had with MPA over the course of the year, including several conversations about the stated research question of my thesis. MPA essentially had a research question when I started working with them in October. Throughout October and November, Ben and I had several discussions about the nuances and implications of the question, but there was always a divide between the relevance of the question to the work at MPA and to my thesis. For the most part, I minimized those differences and continued to pursue my research alongside the work I did with MPA. This reactive approach had somewhat terrifying consequences for my thesis: I did not have much control over the activities at MPA. My academic work was contingent on the information I could glean from activities and processes that MPA envisioned, and I had no way to foresee what those activities would be or what that information would look like.

This provided an invaluable learning experience about overcoming imbalanced goals and recognizing the need to develop my own sense of ownership of the process. I began thinking more critically about the activities I was organizing, and I began to see the connection between my academic and practical work. I managed to capture this discovery in a short reflection in mid-January:

*I’m finding myself caught up on narrative and how narrative (the personal stories) are translated into narrative (the overarching explanation for the world). I was approaching that as something I needed to figure out before I could do the thesis work, but now I’m realizing that those questions are the ones that I need to explore *in* my thesis.*

Although this appears to be a fairly straightforward conclusion, this realization marks a distancing between my goal and the goal of MPA: I am interested in the academic piece and MPA is interested in the practical piece. Whereas I had originally thought that I needed to “figure out” narrative before leading narrative activities with MPA, I came to realize that
“figuring out” narrative was my thesis. This realization developed out of the need to integrate the academic and field components of this research so that I could produce a single, coherent set of findings to both MPA and my academic advisors.

As a result, the particular focus of my thesis has shifted from acceptance of MPA’s actions and models into a more critical assessment of the organization’s activities. This bring our question about narrative into a hybrid realm between practical and theoretical research and creates the space in which I could conduct academic research that is related to MPA’s questions about narratives. I realized that I no longer had to do the academic research on the side, as that information was wholly relevant to the problem of narrative development. As a testament to that progression, in second semester, I used a single notebook, instead of the two separate notebooks of first semester, to organize my work with MPA and on my thesis.

This realization was also important because it illustrated my development from a fairly reactive and passive scholar into a more proactive and critical scholar. I am accepting my place as an academic in my relationship with MPA, and this allows me to turn my focus back to creating content worthy of a thesis. I began making critical decisions about which experiences I had with MPA were relevant to this inquiry, and I began to de-emphasize elements like analysis of the survey data that, although important to MPA, were less related to the material I would use to approach our research question.

That said, there is still some friction in the relationship between the work I did for MPA and the work I am doing for my thesis. Some of this has to do with an unclear chain of command that obscures the authority I have within MPA to make decisions about research design and implementation. I had worked fairly closely with Ben during the first semester,
and our partnership continued through the first weeks of February while we were developing, testing, and conducting the survey. Throughout those weeks, I was responsible for interactions with volunteers and staff, and I had to make some decisions about division of roles and prioritization of activities for the canvass. Due to my position as a part-time student-intern, my decisions were never completely final, and MPA had to make decisions and get work done even if I was not present.

Overall, the challenges I experienced in navigating community-partner relationships would be difficult to avoid in first-time research partnerships. At the beginning of the process, I was very hesitant to act in any way that would not be completely consistent with MPA’s values and expectations. My perspective certainly developed to accommodate a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between researcher and community-partner, but I have by no means perfected the interaction.

**Academic Resources and Tensions**

One of the best things about second semester was participating in a Community-Based Research (CBR) Fellowship through the Harward Center for Community Partnerships. Run by Georgia Nigro and Holly Lasagna, the fellowship program sought to provide a space for learning and reflection about CBR. This was accomplished through weekly meetings during which a group of eight students completing CBR projects could discuss relevant literature, reflect on our challenges and successes in the field, and pose both theoretical and logistical questions to the group. The group helped me refine aspects of the survey, develop strategies for navigating some of the challenging work dynamics that
popped up throughout the semester, and reflect on the incredible challenges and rewards of community-based research.

The CBR Fellowship also provided an excellent forum in which to discuss the squeaky wheel of community-based research: the Institutional Review Board. I had begun looking into IRB during first semester, but I did not need to start thinking about approval until second semester. I communicated with IRB throughout the survey development process, and I worked with MPA to pursue IRB in as unobtrusive a fashion as possible. That said, the IRB process is another example of the divide between community partner and the academy. At one point, MPA told me that the survey would continue whether or not it was approved by IRB. They suggested that, if I did not receive IRB approval, I could frame my thesis on the “coincidence” of getting to observe the survey development and dissemination process. Although I agreed with MPA about the inconvenience of the IRB process to the timeline the organization was working with, I was somewhat taken aback by the implication that my thesis could be framed on such a packaged version of the truth. As it turned out, I did not need to submit my project to IRB for approval, but this still provided plenty of material for conversations with my CBR peers over the course of the semester. At this point, I am convinced that more can be done on the side of the community partner and the academy to facilitate more productive, collaborative partnerships.

**Final Thoughts**

My initial reasoning for doing a community-based thesis was that it would get me out of the library and into the field. I was more excited about doing work that was practical and useful than I was about producing something academically motivated. Over the course
of the year, I found myself in countless unexpected situations. Some of these provided incredible joy and laughter, like a conversation I had with an elderly hard-of-hearing man about his pet birds during the door-to-door canvass. Others of them created stress and anxiety, like when expectations and timelines did not integrate well. In most of these moments, I was humbled by the hunger for progressive change expressed by MPA members and staff, and I was inspired by the hard work of incredibly diverse and capable volunteers. That said, the year was not easy sailing. This type of work really takes a toll, which I felt by the time March rolled around.

To close, I do not regret my decision to do a collaborative thesis. In fact, even knowing what I know now about the challenges of community-based research, would likely do it all again if given the choice. This has certainly not been an easy semester, but it has been a hugely informative semester. I have lived some of the central challenges that spawn from community-based research, and I have developed both personal and practical strategies for navigating those challenges. My thinking as an academic has been greatly enriched by the awareness I gained through political fieldwork, and I like to think that the political work I did (and will continue to do) is similarly enriched by my academic pursuits. I remain indebted to the people, organizations, and academics that aligned to make this thesis possible.
Appendix H: Remaining Questions

The following questions developed over the course of the semester and deserve additional thought as institutions like Bates College pursue community-based research on a more institutional level. The following list is by no means exhaustive, but rather describes a set of considerations that characterize some of the central challenges that students of community-based research are likely to encounter.

What is the appropriate role for a student researcher in the context of an established and experienced community partner?

What should a student researcher do if a community-partner is unresponsive to her suggestions about research design?

When is the student an agent of her thesis, and therefore the authority on a project or activity? When is the student a representative of the community partner, and therefore subordinate to the organization’s authority?

When is it okay for a student researcher to have an opinion, and when is it better for the student researcher to defer to the experience and perspective of the staff?

What is the priority in the collaboration: useable information for the community partner or a rock-solid academic piece? Are the two necessarily in tension with one another?

How can students remedy academic goals that do not accommodate the goals of community partners, and vice versa?

What is the best way to be critical? How should a student handle information that suggests room for improvement on the part of the community partner?

How can student-researchers accommodate the need that many organizations have for labor while still attending to a research question?